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May 3 Honors Convocation 

May 4 Senior Day 

May 18-23 Clarence Darrow Death Penalty Defense College 

May 21 \Vasl~ington, D.C., alumni club with Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, 
as speaker 

May 23-25 Child Welfare Law Summer Fellowship 

May 31-June 2 Class of 1952 Reunion 

June 14 Michigan Spring Seminars 

September 20-22 Reunions of classes of 1942, 1946147, 1957, 1962, 1967, 1972 

October 10-12 Committee of Visitors 

October 17 Advisory Board Meeting, Center for International and 
Comparative Law 

Oc~ober 18-19 Joint University of Michigan Law SchooVE~~ropeal1Jou~nnl oj 
Inter-national Law Symposium - "International Law Implications 
of the Global War on Terrorism: U.S. and European Perspectives" 

October 25-27 Reunions of classes of 1976, 1977, 1981, 1982, 1986, 1987, 
1991, 1992, 1996, 1997 

This calendar is con-ect at deadline time but is subject to change. 
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I l  you are a LIW School 
graduate, please send your 
change of address LO 

L4W SCHOOL 
Development and 
Alumni Relations 
721 5. State SL. 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104-3071 

Phone: 734.615.4500 

Non-alumni readers should write 
directly to: 
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104 1 Legal Research Building 
Ann Arbor. MI 48109-1215 
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1045 Legal Research Building 
Ann Arbor, MI 45109-1215 
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On the cover: 
Croquet balls decorate the 
freshly green lawn as spring 
comes to the Law Quad. 
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' 3 S P E C I A L  S E C T I O N :  
TAPAN R E F O R M S  L E G A L  E D U C A T I O N  

The Law School and the Japan Federation of Bar Associations joined hands 
this year to see how the experience of U.S. legal education may be applied as 
Japan reforms its system of legal education. Mark D. West, director of the 
Law School's Japanese Law Program, sets out the context for this historic 
partnering. 

Michigan Law Review) celebrates first 100 years 
Separate but unequal: America's public schools 
Students' work contributes to Refugee Convention discussion 

Whitman, '74, named Francis A. Allen Collegiate Professor of Law 
Stein, '42, reaps honors from homeland 
Activities showcase faculty versatility 

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, 1 
as an equal opportunity/affirmative action 33 FEATURES 
' employer, complies with all applicable federal Robert B. Fiske Jr., '55, and the Fiske Fellows benefit government senice 

and state laws regarding non-discrimination From Russia n.ith . . . Law: Third-year law student mites pioneering 
and affirmative action, including Title IX 
of the Education Amendments of 1972 and study of the Russian Federation. 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 
The University of Michigan is committed to 
a policy of non-discrimination and equal 
opportunity for all persons regardless of race. 4 0 A L u M N  1  
sex, color, religion, creed, national origin or 
ancestry, age, marital status, sexual Butzbaugh, '66, wins hilichigan Bar's top award 
orientation, disability, or Vietnam-era status Jean Leadwith h g ,  '08, honored as champion of women's equity 
in employment, educational programs and 
activities, and admissions. Inquiries or ABA's Individual Rghts Section recognizes John H. Pickering, '40 
complaints may be addressed to the 
University's Director of Affirmative Action 
and Title ISISection 504 Coordinator, 
4005 Wolverine Tower, Ann Arbor, MI 
48109-1281, 734.763.0235; 

k4 ARTICLES 
TTY 734.747.1388; University of Michigan o should watch over refugee law? 
Information 734.764.1817. id ceiebration of the 5 0 h  anniversary of the Refugee Convention of 1951, 

caution in deciding how to strengthen and nlonitor its implementation. 
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David A. Brandon, Ann Arbor 0 + Qoes information and agreement equal informed consent? 
Laurence B. Deilch, Bingham Farms x 3 3 ro~iding information on the meanlng and potential impact of a medical 
Daniel D. Homing, Grand Haven rocedure leads to rational decision making. Or does it? 
Olivia P. Maynard, Goodrich y" - Carl E. Sci~t~ci~jct.. '79 Rebecca McGowan, Ann Arbor 
Andrea Fischer Newman, Ann Arbor 
S. Martin Taylor, Grosse Pointe Farms 3 4. What happens to democracy? 
Katherine E. White, Ann Arbor Applying principles or representative democracy to intel-national bodies made 
B. Joseph White, ex ofiicio up of member slates poses difficult questions. 
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F R O M  D E A N  L E H M A N  

This year, I have been devoting my 
messages to the ways that a great 
attorney's "voice" can shape his or her 
relationship with listeners. In prior 
messages, 1 have spoken about how the 
best l a y e r s  speak up, attune 
themselves to their audience, show 
restraint, prepare well, and are also 
honest, gentle, and reflective. 

In my concluding message of this 
series, I would like to focus on my 
experience of how outstanding lawyers 
deliver news. How they deliver bad 
news. And how they deliver good 
news. 

The reason I want to concentrate on 
that particular feature of the lawyer's 
voice is because it is one that I often 
hear mentioned in a particular contest. 
Each year, several times a year, 1 host 
lunches at the Law School in a series 
that I call "the Dean's Forum." In a 
typical Dean's Forum, ten or fifteen 
students have lunch with a lawyer who 
is now running a business. The lawyer 
speaks about career path. Frequently, 
the lawyer speaks about what it is like 
to be a client. 

Often a student will ask our 
graduates what they think 
distinguishes a good lawyer from a bad 
lawyer. As often as not, the response 
concerns the way the lawyer delivers 
news. 

The easiest examples concern the 
delivery of bad news. By bad news, I 
mean news of the form, "the course of 
action you describe may well be illegal 
or would expose you to civil liability." 
The best lawyers seem to know 
intuitively that the delivery of such 
news is a delicate art indeed. 

Most of us have had the experience 
of seeing a lawyer deliver bad news 
with glee, or if not with glee then at 
least as a contemptuous scold. We 
know how detrimental that tone can be 
to the client's vision of the law, and of 
the legal profession. 

But I have also had many 
opportunities to see gifted lawyers 

"The best lawyers would seem to be 

able to sustain a consistent voice 

through the presentation of bad and 

good news. A voice that maintains a 

respectful stance towards the law while 

also making it possible for a client to be 
effective in navigating its temin." 

deliver bad news with astonishing skill. 
It has been fifteen years since 1 was in 
practice, but I retain a vivid memory of 
how a lawyer I worked with used to 
prepare himself to deliver bad news. As 
I reflect on that preparation, I believe 
that today I have a deeper appreciation 
of why his clients valued his counsel so 
much. 

First, he would try to present a legal 
obstacle or a legal risk in a matter-of- 
fact way. Not as a matter of profound 
injustice or unfairness that gave cause 
for whining and tirades against the 

legal system, but as a Feature of the 
world no different From the existence 
of a competitor with a high quality 
product. A challenge to be overcome. 

Second, he would try to show the 
client that he was an ally in a larger 
endeavor. Invariably, that meant 
helping the client to think about how 
the same ends might be achieved 
through alternative means. A different, 
safer path through the forest. 

The delivery of good news can 
sometimes present a very different 
challenge. This challenge is not to 
sustain the client's ability to be 
effective. It is to sustain the client's 
sense of the law as a system worthy of 
respect. 

When a lawyer discovers a clever 
solution to a problem, it is natural to 
want credit for cleverness. But as my 
mentor showed me, the best lawyers 
are able to claim credit not for 
manipulating a system that has no 
integrity, but rather for understanding 
the nuanced complexity of a legitimate 
feature of the business environment. 
The difference may be subtle at times, 
but this ability to present good news in 
a way that respects the law was 
essential to his ability to present bad 
news effectively. 

The best lawyers would seem to be 
able to sustain a consistent voice 
through the presentation of bad and 
good news. A voice that maintains a 
respectful stance towards the law while 
also making it possible for a client to 
be effective in navigating its terrain. At 
the Law School we will continue to 
strive to help our students develop that 
consistency of voice, drawing on the 
vast experiential resources to be found 
among our 20,000 graduates. 

2 THE UNI\~ERSITI~ OF MICHIGAN LAW SCI-1001- 



Change is accelerating in Japan's legal 
system as social and economic shifts work 
like tectonic plates to alter the Pacific nation's 
legal geo&aphy. 

Most significantly, Japan has embarked on 
a plan to establish graduate law schools based 
on the United States model by Apsil2004. 
The coming changes have drawn little gmra1 
attention in the United States, but famlty 
members of the University of Michigan Law 
School have been keenly aware of them 

I because of their longtime association with 
the University of Tokyo Faculty of Law and 
the vitality of their own Japanese Legal 
Studies Program. 

In the midst of these changes, the Japan 
Federation of Bar Associations @A) turned 
to the Law School to provide insight into 
American legal education. The result was the 
symposium "Inside the Prlnerican Law School: 
Its Essence, Its Reality, and Its Potential in 
Japan," held in Tokyo in February. 
T b  gathering, the first of its kmd, 

brought together hundreds of Japanese legal 
and education professionals and policymakers 
for an insightful look into U.S. legal - 

education provided by Law School Dean 
Jeffrey 5. Lehman, '81, and Law School 
Professors Memtt B. Fox; Richard 0. 
Urnpert, '68: Suellyn Scamecchia, '81; Carl 

' 

E. Sshneider, '79; and Mark D. WW, who 
directs the law School's Japanese Legal 
Studies Program. 

In Japan as a Fulbright Scholar this 
academic year, West worked with Japanese 
alumni of the Law School and Japanese 
bar leaders to organize the jointly sponsored 

conference. "With only 18,000 lawyers - I( up horn 13.000 just 10 years ago, the 
japanese legal profession is still far too 
small," West noted. "Nearly one-third of I all court districts in Japan have only one 

I 
or no lawyers." 

Propam topics included: 
Accreditation and American Legal 
Education; American Legal Practice; The 
American Law School Classroom as an 
Inteliectual Endeavor; Ethics and Skills irr 

I 
an American Law School; Student ' 
Selection for an American Law School; 
and The Financial Infrastructure of an 
American Law S&OQ~. The program a h  * - included remarks by JFBA Resident , 

Kazumasa Kubai and JFBA Vice- 
President Hideaki Kuboii, and: a discusion 01 
the implications of U.S. legal education 
methods in Japan by Eiji Tsukahara, 
chairman of JFWs 5ubcommittee for Public 
h i f ~ m t i o n  and. Support of the Law School 
Support Center. 

More, .. . 



I 

Asisrant Professor Mark D. West took 
time fmm his preparations for the Q bo neeas *or so cia1ae6 

stand out more than others? kpl% conference to daborate on its dmifiumce 
for the reforms that are taking & in 
j apmese lqyd educadon. 

, ,-*- 

A: Corporate transactional Iawyers && 
short supply; estimates are that there a F  
only about 600 such specialists. That's 

.. CONVERSATI. really a small number for the world's 
second largest economy; some U.S. fim 
have more than that. Those peaple are 
what big business needs, not just to write' 
contracts, but to create innovative solutbtu 

(,& what has led to the shortage of 
lawyers in Japan? Why has the apdarent 
recognition of the need for more lawyers 
been so slow to materialize? 

A: Japan's market for legal professionals is 
heavily regulated. In general, only the 
candidates with the highest 1,000 passing 
scores (up from 500 just a decade ago) are 
permitted to enter the Legal Research an6 
Training Institute, where all lawyers are 
trained and eventually licensed. There have 
always been people (including lawyers, law 
professors, economists, and activists) who 
argued for more lawyers in Japan, but their 
voices were often drowned out by other 
lawyers, who feared both a decrease in the 
quality of lawyers and increased 
competition, and social critics, who feared 
a more litigious Japanese society. In the 
1990s, however, real problems began to 
arise due to the lack of lawyers to enforce . 
rights in japan: scandals occurred in 
business and government with astonislung 
regularity, big players took advantage of 
ordinary people, a d  many disputants 
turned to cheaper but less savory solutions 
;uch as organized crime professionals to 
iolve their problems. Those scandals 
itarted some changes in motion, but the 
peal changes began to occur after big 
)wines found itself in trouble because of 
he lack of legal professionals. Busin-.., . ., ,A _ 

* ',. " ".., eaders complained, and institutional ,. - ., . 

change followed. 

to Japan's chronic debt-related economic 
problems. Then again, there is virtually no 
organized plaintiffs' bar, either. Nor is 
there an organized criminal defense bar. 
But the real problems m y  be ~ore~basic 
there is a drastic need for solo practiriont 
outside of Tokyo to handle divorces, 
children's rights cases, debt collection, 
neghbok disputes, real estate contracts, 
and so on. .. 7 

Q Is it simply a shortage of lawyers 
that is the difficulty, or is the overall 
legal system inadequate to handle the 
commercial, industrial, and social 
vitality of modeday Japan? Will 
training more lawyers lead to other 
changes in the system? 

A: The basic machinery is certainly in 
place, but some broad-scale changes may 
be needed. Judcial caseloads-are already 
heavy, and cases often take a long time to 
wind their way through the courts. As the 
number of lawyers increases, the number 
of lawsuits may increase as well, which will 
create additional pressure to further 
increase the number of judges. - 



Second, Japan, long considered 
yl: What role do you foresee for Q: Do you foresee an impact on U.S. '2uhht A" for the propsition that 
American legal educators -- and P ' O P ~ V  YOU' own Japanese Led eRCOUraF economic gtowth by 

I 
perhaps practitioners - as Japan adapts Studies Program at the Ueersity of islstead lawyes, has 
i ts  system of educating h ~ y e r ~ ?  MicM&an Law fchooL from k g -  that remay p r ~ & d  sfimg M C ~ ~ ~  that 

may occur in Japan? A: Because of their expertise in both 
such a ~ ~ m a t s  were &placed. J a p m  
oorporatio~~s have been aying for more 

method (Socratic teaching) and substam We already are seeing a huge rise in lawym, not more engineers, to pull Japan 
(especially in areas such as social science interest in our LL.M. program by Japanese out of its economic rut. 
approaches to law and practical training), candidates. I expect that trend to continue the experience Nggmts 
American legal educators are expected to as the size of the Japanese bar @creases. that when we talk about the relatiun of 
play an increased role in the new system. The changes may also create exciting new laWYeD to ecm~mic gowth, important 
No one knows yet exactly what this means, opportunities for study and employment to focus on haw ,.he is set up. M~ 
though. Some schools would like to hire among the rising number of J.D. candidates ( ~ ~ l ~ ~ b b  Law Profwor) 
AmeGcan faculty members permanently. 
Others have talked openly of adopting 
exchange programs or other joint methods 
of education. Because of the Law School's 
strong and growing reputation in Japan 
and our historical ties with several 
prominent Japanese universities, we are 
poised to play a substantial role. 

Q. Is there special significance to 
having this conference now? 

A: The basic accreditation standards for 
law schools were announced at the end of 
2001, and the details of the system - 
things like costs and funding, teaching 
methods, cumculum, the admissions 
process, and so on - will be filled in over 
the coming months. The conference is 
timed to give Japanese policymakers 
information about our system as they 
debate and draft these important rules. 

at the Law School who are interested 
in Japan. 

Cunis Milhaupt and I 
working on an article 
that in Japan (as 

(& This symposium is designed to 
shine a light on American legal 
education so that Japanese leaders may 
see and understand it better and 
perhaps adapt some of its practices to 
their needs. Is there also a benefit to 
looking at our own system in this light 
and in this venue? May we stand to 
benefit, too? 

A: Looking at our system through a 
Japanese lens suggests three insights. First, 
Japan historically has done an outstanding 
job of giving undergraduate students a 
strong legal education. In fact, for all the 
talk about the large number of U.S. 
lawyers, 200,000 students are studying law 
in Japan - many more than in the United 
States. I would not advocate the adoption 
of the Japanese system in the United States, 
but we should carefully study the possible 
benefits of giving non-lawyers a s m h r  
education in law and legal institutions. 

college graduates basically seek positions of 
power, prestige, and profit. While those 
positions were once in the elite economic I 
buraucracy in Japan, they now are in the 
legal system, largly bemuse of institutional 
c b g w  such asthcxe that we are 
discusing at the conference. And what a~ 
the dentkd cdege graduates doing in I 
response to the changes? They're h g  up 
to become lawyers. This response to rule 
changes suggests that in the United States 
as in Japan, we need to be very careful 
about t3re rule that we choose. 



B R I E F S  

celebrates first IOO years 

The Centenrual Celebration's table of 
specialists addressing contents-like lineup included these talks: 
thought-provoking topics . "The Impact of Social Movements on 
- and the day unfolded American Public Law ~n the Twentieth 
much like reading the Century," by William Eskridge, Deputy 
Review - well-considered Dean and John A. Garver Professor of 
expositions that stirred Junspmdence, Yale Law School. With 

an introduction by Donald J. Herzog, 
the Edson R. Sunderland Professor 

august occasion, the . "Defending Affirmative Action: What's 
Michlgan Law Review Left?" by Kimberle Crenshaw, Professor 
presents a senes of of Law, UCLA School of Law and 

Columbia Law School. With an 
introduction by Samuel R. Gross, the 
Thomas G. and Mabel Long Professor 

and affirmative actlon," the leaders of the . 'How Can We Live ulth Affirmative 
Revlew said in the program for the Action? Or Without It?" by Rchard 
celebration, which was held in Februaq . Epstein, James Parker Hall 

It was a fitting way to mark the birthday Distinguished Semce Professor of Law, 
of the Rev~ew, the third most-cited legal University of Chicago With an 
journal in the United States and the introduction by A. W. Bnan Simpson, 
country's surth oldest. Current and past the Charles F. and Edith J. Clyne 
Review staff members, law students, and Professor of Law. 
others filled a Hutchins Hall classroom for . "The Rhetonc of Constitutional Law," 
the day's lectures. In the evening, more by E m n  Chemennsky. Sydney M. 
than 120 banquet participants heard Irmas Professor of Public Interest Law, 
keynote speaker and former Revlew editor Legal Ethics, and Political Science, 
the Hon. Harry Edwards, '65, of the U.S 
Court of Appeals for the Distnct of 

bia Circuit, recount how "the 



! MQ' botn~ltea in th%e t&, ,but 
othawk the s~bave rigm d attentian to 
inhdktuaJ integrity and detail that mks 
p3iamd articles in chr Bedew. Indeed, 
cmpbte versiams of rhe tcnter@kl 
Celebtion tab  dl appear in the August 
issue of the W w ,  complete with 
ci€atim. 

One of six legal joumls currently 
pablbhed at the! Lsw School, the Michigan 
{Law Rewiew publishes six h u e s  yearly, 
including its hghly-regarded annual "Book 
Reviewn issue. The Reviav was supervised 
by f a c u l ~  W b e p  until 1940 and has 
been m-mtirely by students since then. ,- 

.+ng the legal academe, the MWligm 
d ~ e w  is one of the best-loved and 
most respected legal journals in the 
country," according to Editor-inlChief 
Benjamin C. Mizer. - 

(Indeed, Mizer and the, Review istaff are . 

pkud to report that three members of the 
editorial board for Volume 98 are or will 
be clerking at the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Carolyn Frantz,'OO, currently clerks for 
lustice Sandra Day OlC~nnor; Eric Olson, 
'00, will clerk next yearfor the Hon. John 
Paul Stevens; and Sean Grimsley, '00, will 
clerk for .O9Connor in 2003-04. Olson was 
editor-in-chief of the Rwiew and Frantz 
and Grimsley were articlds editors.) 

Among current Law School faculty 
members, Dean Jeffrey S.lehman, '81, and 
earl E. Schneider, '79, the Chauncey 
Stillman Professor for Ethics, Morality, and 
the Practice of Law, served as editors-in- 

Review for three reasons: I 

among "the very besty' educational 
opportunity ahilable to a law student. ' 

A legal j o u d  stirnubees good 
scholarship, sharpens debae, and fuels 

Edwards, who also has been a member 
1 faculty, redled @e Low 
close-hit groupn and 

The Michigan Law Review rmhs mnong 
the country's elite legal jmnrals, Editor-in- 
Chief Benjamin C.  Mizer, kfi, wplains to 
Centennial Celebration banqtcet participants. 

Serving on the Michigan Law Review and 
teaching at the LMbr School helped develop 
self-confidekc, an appreciation for the 
value of collegiality, and a healrhy 
skepticism of ideological labels, the Hon. 
Harry Edwards, '65, of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia, 
exphins in his keynote talk. 

added t$at "my time at Michigan, both as a 
student and as a law prokor ,  enriched 
my profes5ioml life." He learned self- 
confidence and the value of cokgjality and 
acquired a healthy skepticism for 
ideological labels, he explakd. 
Edwards also noted his concern that 

legal scholarship too often fails to consider 
how it m y  be applied. "It makes no sense 
to think of legal issues without reference to 
our goals for society," he said. "Legal 
scholan h e  an obligation to apply some 
pragmatism. Legal scholars must be 
descriptive and normative in their work." 

In otheractivities associated with its 
100th birthday, the &view has adopted a 
new cover design this year and in June will 
publish a special issue of articles by eq$t 
Law School faculty members written in 
response to articles from the jaumal's 
archives. The participating faculty 
members are: 
Dean Jeffsey S. Lehman, '81. 
Edward H. Cooper, the Thomas M. 
Cooley Profaor of Law. 

H Yale &unbar, the Clarence Danow 
Distinguished University Professor of 
Law. 
T h o r n  E. Kauper, '60, the Henry M. 
Butzel Professor of Law. 
Theodore J. St. Antoine, '54, the James 
E. and Sarah A. Degan Professor 
Emeritus of Law. 

H James Boyd White, the L. Hart Wright 
CoUqgiate Professor.of Law. 

m James J. White, '62, the Robert A. 
S-@limn Professor of Law. 

H C h t i n a  B. Whiman, '74, the Francis 
A. Len Collegiate Professor of Law. P" 

he legal scholarship of the University, and 
o serve the profession and the public by 
imely discussion of legal problems, and b 
alling attention to the most important 
e elopments in the field of jurisprudence. 

'There are, of course, several excellent 
egal journals already in the field, but no 
f them serves quite the purpose which is C 

aim of this one. There is, moreover, in 
great northwest, a field essentially 
ccupied, while in the alumni of this 

epartment, now numbering considerably 
ver six thousand members, there 

idoyal and influential constituency to 
hoped, such a journal will prove especially 1 
ractive. 
"The magazine will be made up 

hief departments: first, leading arti 
pon important and interesting leg 
ubjects; second, notes and comme 
pon current topics and significant 

occurrences in the legal world; third 
Bbstracts and digests of the most important 1 

cent cases; and fourth, reviews of 
nd comments on legal literature . . . . 

character as to be aut of touch with the 



Nearly 50 years after the U.S. Supreme 
Court unanimously decided that separate 
cannot be equal, American public schools 
have become more segregated, especially in 
northern cities, according to participants in 
a symposium on public education held at 
the Law School earlier this term. 

The picture of public education is bleak, 
participants ranging from keynote speaker 
Jonathan Kozol to teachers, lawyers, 
professional educators, and child advocates 
concluded during the day-long program 
"Separate h t  Unequal: The Status of 
America's Public Schools." 

Kozol, a widely-read author and an 
outspoken critic of the "apartheid" that he 
sees in northern inner-city public schools, 
claimed that schools in cities like New 
York, Detroit, and Chicago are 'hot just 
segregated, they are flagrantly unequal. " 
Two years ago, New York City spent 

i 

$8,000 per year per inner-city student, he 
reported, while wealthy suburbs spent 
$18,000 per student. Kozol's books like 
Death at an Early Age, Amazing Grace, and 
  IS latest, Ordinary Resurrections, have 
spotlighted the shortcomings of the 
American education system and shown 
what life is like for children living with 
unequal educations. 

Kozol's appearance drew a Friday 
evening standing room only crowd to 
Honigman Auditorium in Hutchins Hall. 

"The shame isn't that we have trampled 
on Brown but that we haven't even lived up 
to the poisonous promise of Plessey," he 
said. He reported that in the South Bronx, 
the site of his most recent book, Ordinary 
Resurrections, nearly one-fourth of the 
children see their fathers only at prison 
visits - there are no jobs for men in the 
community. One-fourth of the children 
there are not eligible for ~iadStan,  "and all 
the kids I write about attend profoundly 
segregated schools." There were only 26 
white children among the 1 1,000 students 
in the area he wrote of, he said. 

Kozol's impassioned writings were the 
inspiration for "Separate but Unequal," 
according to Charlotte Gillingham and 
Luttrell Levingston, the third-year law 

students wheserved as co-symposium - 

coordinators for the MichiganJournal of 
Rncc & Lab, 'the program's primary 
sponsor. Joined by Journal Editor-in-pef 
Teig Whaley-Smith, they noted in th&r 
welcome letter to participants that 48 years 
after Brown vs. Board of ~duht ion separate 
and ;unequal facilitiesstill mark much of 
American education. They w d e :  "Recent 
statistical analysis has shown that racial 
segregation has actually increased in the 
last decade in many metropolitan school 
dsmcts. Many remain unconvinced that 
equality in school financing, much less 
equality in schools themselves, will be 
achieved." 

"Should we renew the battle for 
integration?" they asked. "Or should we 
focus on revitalizing our public schools? 
What is quality education? Are non- 
traditional school methods the answer? 
Can the courts solve our educational crisis, 
and if not, how will refonn be achieved?" 

Three sets of panelists wrestled with 
these and other issues: 

Does Integration Matter? An exploration 
of "the continued resegregation of 
American schools; whether integration 
is an educational necessity; and how 
21st century reform should address 

Boston, Massachusetts, first-grade 
teacher Jane Ehrenfeld; Assistant 
Professor Carla O'Connor of the U-M 
School of Education; and Ruth Zweifler, 
executive director of the Student 
Advocacy Center of Michgan. 
Moderator was James Forman Jr., a 
public defender in Waslungton, D.C., 
co-founder of the Maya Angelou 
Charter School in Washington, D.C., 
and an adjunct professor at the Law 
School. (See related story page 9.) 
Abandoning Traditional S+ool 
Methods. A look at vouchers, charter 
schools, and school choice to "examine 
both the legality and efficacy of each of 
these reforms and analyze the 
significance of race in these reform 
movements?' Panelists included: David 
Domeniei, co-founder and executive 
director of the Maya Angelou Public 
Charter School in Washington; Ray C. 
Johnson, president of Infinity 
Consultants and a national educational 
consultant; Pat Payne, director of 
multicultural education for the 
Indianapolis Public Schools; and Wilbur 
C. hch, a political science professor at 
Wellesley College. Professor of Law Rick 
Hills moderated. 

integration. " Participants included: 
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Forman, graduates I 
I discuss Maya I 

1 rw guYClth ,,, %cL~- h a y ,  ' repru-A ua k W r  in thL 
h q  of&k edw:atlon in this country, keynote -, , , andtalkswithaudicrueders 
JOnethm KQZOI telk a standfig room only audience as h4%, , - aftcr dclivning his keynote address. 
opm the symposium "Separafe but Unequal: The St- of 
America's Public Schools. " 

What Now? Litigating for Educational 
Justice. An effort to,"help us reveal not 
only what has workd' - or failed - in 
the past" and "point us in a new 
collaborative direction." Panelists 
included: Gerrnaine Ingram, director of 
the Black Community Crusade for 
Children, Children's Defense Fund; 
Nancy Fredman Krent, '82, a partner 
with Hodges, Loizzi, Eisenhammer, 
Rodick & Kohn in Arlington Heights, 
Illinois, and the 2003-04 chair of the 
National School Boards Association's 
Council of School Attorneys; University 
of Virginia Law School Assistant 
Professor James E. Ryan; and Hector 
Villagra, regional counsel for the 
Mexican American Legal Defense and 
Education Fund. Assistant Dean of 
Students Charlotte J o b o n ,  '88, 
moderated. 

The day's discussions brought 
agreement that integration is preferable to 
segregation - Both in terms of 
academics and of the sociaVpsychological 
'welfare of the students," as O'Connor put 

traditional public schools. And there was 
consensus that litigating education issues 
may increase their profile to the general 
public but that state legislatures and 
Congress must marshal the political will 
and take the lead - or perhaps follow the 
lead of grassroots citizen movements - to 
bring reform. I 

In fact, in Domenici's view, equalizing 
educational opportunities may have to 
precede integration. There are only 227 
whites in the District af Columbia's public 
high schools, he reported, so "I'm not here 
to talk about integration because 
integration is not reachable in the near 
term. The task before us is to say 'What 
can we do given the institutions and what 
we have in the present? Schools are 
segregated and poor. The first step is a 
moral step. It is to decide that these people 
are worth it." 

Kozol echoed Domenici in h s  wrap-up 
remarks: "We have to fight small and 
dream large. In the long run, it's not purely 
a legal struggle, or a tactical struggle, or a 
political struggle. It's a moral struggle." 

it. There was less agreement on whether to 1 
pursue innovation inside or outside of 

m e l o u  Public I 
Charter ~choof 
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Refugee and Asylum Law Fellows 
Six Law School students will spend this 

summer working with agencies in this 
country, Africa, and Europe as Michigan 
Fellows in Refugee and Asylum Law. The 
2002 Fellows and their placements are: 

W David Burkoff, Refugee Policy Division 
of Human hghts Watch, New York. 

Bridgette Carr, Division of Refugee 
Work, International Secretariat of 
Amnesty International, London. 

Taylor Garrett, Jesuit Refugee Services, 
Lusaka, Zambia. 

W Julie Pfluger, Irish Refugee Legal 
Senices, Dublin. 

w Erin Quinn, Office of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees, Brussels. 

Hana Soto, Branch Office of United 
Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees, Washington, D.C. 
The fellowship prog-am is supported 

through a generous gtft from Ronald 
Olson, '66, and his wife, Jane. Five 
fellowships were awarded last year. 

Each of the fellows will spend 
approximately six weeks working under 
the supervision of an agency official that 
familiar with the aims of the fellowship 
program. 

Professor James C. Hathaway, director 
of the Law School's Refugee and Asylum 
Law Program, confers with each supervisor 
before arrangng each placement match-up. 
Each supervisor "is aware that the 
fundamental purpose of the internship is to 
allow you to immerse yourself in the 
practical implementation of international 
refugee law" as well as contribute to the 
placement agency, Hathaway explains in 
his award letter to new fellows. 

Carr will graduate in December this 
year; the other fellows will graduate in 
May 2003. 

Burkoff, a graduate of Columbia 
University, has been an Eesti Fellow at the 
Embassy of Estonia in Washington. D.C.. 
worked as a research assistant to the co- 
director of the Columbia (University) 
Human Rights Center, and has been an 

h~lichigar~ Ft-llolvs in Rqficgcc and AS?~~IIIII  Lci\t,/or 20112. Jr-c?r~~ I 

Bridgctte Cnn-, David Bur-hofff, Hanna Soto, and Elin Quinn. 

intem at the Centre for Advice on 
Individual hghts in Europe (AIRE) in 
London. At the Law School, he is associate 
editor of the Michigan Journal of 
International ~ I Y  and co-chairperson of the 
Student Network for Asylum Sr Refugee 
Law (SNARL). 

Carr. a maduate of Notre Dame - ' 0  

University, speaks Spanish fluently and has 
taught English as a second language as a 
volunteer with AmeriCorps. At the Law 
School, she is a member of SNARL and a 
legal intem at Freedom House in Detroit, 
where she prepares documents and appeals 
to the Board of Immigration Appeals as 
well as refugee applications to Canada. 

Garrett, a graduate of southwestern 
University in Texas, spent last summer as 
an intem with the International Human 
hghts Law Group-Cambodian Defender 
Project in Cambodia. He analyzed 
legislation, co-drafted articles, advised 
Cambodian attorneys, and developed an 
internship program for Cambodian law 
students. 

Pfluger also worked in Cambodia last 
summer, as a legal consultant to the 
Cambodian Women's Crisis Center, where 
she handled staff training on court 
procedure and trial preparation for clients. 

She also has worked in Japan as a language 
consultant/cultural liaison with the Japan 
Exchange and Teaching Program and in 
South Africa as a legal advocate/HIV 
counselor with the National Institute for 
Crime & Offenders in Johannesburg. 
Pfluger earned her bachelor's degree at 
Illinois State University and her master's 
degree in social work from the University 
of Illinois. At the Law School, she is a 
member of the International Law Society. 

Quinn earned her B.A. at UCLA and is 
pursing a joint J.D./Masters of Public Policy 
at Michigan. A former Peace Corps 
\~olunteer/~eacl~er in Romania, she also has 
[aught English as a forei<gn language in 
Hungary and served as a law clerk at the 
Imm~grant Legal Resource Center in San 
Francisco. 

Soto captained her women's club soccer 
team at Brown University while earning her- 
bachelor's degree in East Asian Studies. She 
worked last summer as a legal intern at 
Immigration Court in Portland. Oregon, 
where she researched legal issues, drafted 
memoranda and court orders, and 
reviewed and analyzed recent Ninth Circuit 
immigration-related decisions. 



Students' work contributes to 
Refugee Convention discussion 

Voluiitary agencies and governments . "Reporting," by Archana Pyati. 
benefited from research done by University . "Complaints," by Vanessa ~edford. 
af Michigan law students as . "General Comments," by Elizabeth 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) Marsh. 
and ministerial conference participants "Investigative Capacity," by Barbara 
marked the 50th birthday of the United Miltner. 
Nations Refugee Convention last year in . "NGOlNational Linkages," by ~ennifer 
meetings in Geneva. G. Pasinosky. 

Students in Professor James C. uUN Linkages," by Aiman Mackie; and 
Hathaway's interdisciplinary seminar on . "Coordination with UNHCR [United 
Emergng Responses to Forced Migration Nations High Commissioner for 
prepared a series of seven working papers Refugees] and States," by Tracey Glover 
to help illuminate the issue of how best to and Simon Russell. 
monitor implementation by countries of Taken together, the papers point to the 
their duties under the Refugee Convention. need to establish an oversight body that is 
The papers formed the basis of an separate from UNHCR, the UN refugee 
International Council of Voluntary agency. Glover and Russell note: 
Agencies (ICVA) workshop the day before "As the 2001 UNHCR Note on 
the ministerial conference on the International Protection sets out in a gnm 
Convention and its 1967 Protocol last catalogue, state parties to the Refugee 
December. The working papers also were Convention regularly disregard their 
distributed to all state delegations attending obligations. Often, state parties do not even 
the ministerial conference. understand their obligations. There is an 

The 1951 Refugee Convention, and the urgent need for states, and others, to know 
predecessor 1948 Genocide Convention, in clear and certain terms what their duties 
were the first two of the UN's human rights and responsibilities are, and to be held 
conventions. Neither provides for external accountable for them." 
supervision, mostly because "in the late ut UNHCR, whose work over the past 
1940s and early 1950s the entire idea of years has shifted from legal protection 
interstate supervision of human rights was to emergency assistance, cannot provide 
new, potentially threatening, and not truly the ~ndependent oversight that is needed, 
accepted by states," according to Glover and Russell say. 
Hathaway. "Because of UNHCR's political and 

But, as Hathaway told ICVA on the ev ncial dependence on the very states it is 
of the ministerial conference, "with the posed to be supervising, UNHCR is 
adoption of the human rights covenants politically hamstrung. A new treaty body 
and more specialized treaties begtnning in should be created to perform the oversight 
the mid-1960s, the establishment of an functions that UNHCR cannot reasonably 
independent mechanism for interstate be expected to fulfill, while simultaneously 
oversight of the human rights treaties has buttressing the activities of UNHCR that 
become routine. Unless there is some good, are so vital to refugees and to a strong 
principled reason why refugee law should system of international refugee protection." 
be immune from this general commitment, In the ministerial meeting, participants 
it is high time to reverse the historical 

decided to "urge all states to consider ways 
aberration by bringng the commitment to 

that may be required to strengthen the 
oversight of refugee law into line with the 

implementation of the 195 1 Convention 
practice in human rights law more 

andlor 1967 Protocol and to ensure closer 
generally." (A more complete version of 

cooperation between states parties and 
Hathaway's talk begins on page 54.) 

As a contribution to effecting that 
UNHCR to facilitate UNHCR's duty of 
supervising the application of the change, the working papers series .,. 

included: -<' 

I 

and States" 
B\ 
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I no longer necessary. * p a t  lawyer sees 
L- the fit and lack of fit between the le&l 

system and the economic and politid 
system ofwhich it is part. A g m t  
lawyer. is fint to recognize how, in some 
new way, the law can be employed tc ! 
achieve justice. 

"For the past two or three years we'w 
insisted that you show a single-minded 
focus on the study of law. . . . Now is the 
time to emerge from this period of 
intense focus on the law - a foqus both 
wonderful and artificial - to cohect the 

, law with the rest of life, with political 
and economic and social institutions. 

I Now is the time to be full-fledged 
lawyers, which means being also ;' 

whatever yournre before you came here 
and whawer else you want to become 
when you leave. . . . 

'&And what fantastic opportunities 
"Being great hwyers, therefore, hofenor Steven P. Croley had his await you, and what fantastic 

audience laughing - especially his opportunities you yourselves can create. 
means moving fotward quickly, former Torts class summer starters - as this institution - the law - 

he delivered commencement remarks for mny imper.ections no~thstanding - dmi8ive1~z passionately the Law School's Senior Day ceremonies to create wealth, to fight evil, to correct 
redy hard. Stay UP late. If, h in December- And when the laughng injustice, to achieve equality. You know, 

subsided and the weight of the day lawyers stick up for little people. They 
the near ht~~e:, you find that dawned, he also offered thoughtful help the underprideged maintain 

insights for graduates of all years. 
of y w  ideas are good ideas, 

' FoUowing is an excerpt from his talk: 
housing or receive public assistance. 

then you'll know you're not 

being ereadve enough. If you're 

meeting all of youi deadlines, 
then you're not committing to 

enough. And if you're sadsrying 

all of your goals,, you're not 

aiming high enough. 

In a w d :  Stretch." 

.And ;;hat comes next, two hours 
from now, tomorrow? 

"A senior partner from Sidley & 
Austin's Chago  office once remarked to 
me something that I repeat to you 
subsequently, that a really good lawyer 
can tell you all about where the law is, 
and a great one can tell you where the 
law is going next. I suspect that's not all 
there is to that distinction, but his claifn 
stuck with me, and I think there is 
definitely something to it: 

"A great lawyer understands how, and 
anticipates when, the law bumps up 
against the rest of society, creating some 
unwanted friction if the law has moved 
tm fast, or more often, too slowly. A Graduate Elizabeth Marsh a d  her sister AI 
great lawyer anticipates where new law is ,joy ,,ding cl g7~UcXt ir , ,  c.d 
needed, and recognizes when old law is 



"At rhe same time, though, play often 
Be great lawyers, but be great children, 
and great prents, first. Be great siblings, 
and friends, and partners. Be great 
d t ~ e ~ .  Expect the very most fFom 
yourselves - you should expect the 
most from yourselves - and expect the 
most from those around you, too. But be 
charitable and forgiving; when necessary, 
give yourselves and those around you a 
break. Now, all of these thmgs are hard, 
individually hard, let alone in 

,' combinatidn. But, to speak frankly, 
you've been lucky in life's lottery; you've 
been blessed with talent and with 
privilege. And you've already shown you 

I 

Graduafe Chris Ngmrh and his mother, Marly 
have determination, intelligence, and 

b ohm on, pause to pose fir the camera good judgment. On top of all of that, 
' 

two and one-half years later now, you 
- b v e  the formal education and technical 

I They help consumers vindicate their slulls to do well, and to do a whole lot of 

I rig&. Ahd they safeguard the rights of good. 
the amused. And lawyers draft treaties to "So go. Meet tomorrow's obstacles, 

I make the whole world.safer, and they and challenges, and oppormnities. You 
forge trade agreements to promote the owe it to yourselves, and to each other, 
well-working global economy. Lawyers and you owe it to the rest of us as well. 

I close major business deals. They protect this place, happy to have been 
the environment. And they keep the here, and happy to move on, and aware 
constitution alive. Lawyers also hold that the next stages of your life will pass 

I people to the rules that define our by as quickly as this one. 
sodety, and they make those rules, and "Go, University of Michigan Law 

1 they educate others by explaining what School Class of 2001, hearing our 

I those rules mean. Lawyers do important 
small things and important big things. 
The wry best people 1 h o w  are lawyers. 
And 1 h o w  a lot of other people. . . . 

"Being great lawyers, therefore, means 
moving forward quickly, decisively, 
passionately. Work really hard. Stay up 
late. If, in the near future, you find that 
all of your ideas are good ideas, then 
you'll know you're not being creative 
efiough. i f  you're meeting all of your 
deadlines, then you're not qommitting to 

heartfelt congratulations. we're very 
proud of what you've done. And we can't 
wait to hear about what you'll 
accomplish next." 

In an unusual twist, this Senior Day 
ceremony included remarks from two 
graduating law students. For each Senior 
Day, graduates elect one of their number 
as a speaker, but this time Judd Robert 
Spray and Linda Maria Wayner tied in 
graduates' balloting for a fellow-graduate 
to address them. 

I enough. And if you're satisfying all of "We know now that we are about to 
your goals, you're not aiming high become part of a system that people use 
'enough. In a word: Stretch. to solve really complicated isues,'5pray 

noted. 

$~$qCy;:.;>>j:py;$~.~,"~$~~~z~ ?>,r .s .;; ,: t.6: ..-... .' 
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1may's world has h g e d  since we 
started law sc:hox)l, a i d  Waper. u D u ~ g  
our first year a rmil lemhm came imd 
wem. During aur second year of law 
s c b l  the mos&&sputed ekaion in 
American .&ory transpired. . . . We did 
not know &en that the true b t  to 
democracy would emerge in our third 
year. Years from now when our 
grandchildren ask, W e r e  were you on 
September 1 I?', we will say, '1 was in law 
school. I was with my friauts.'" 

"Now is the time to befull-fledged lawyers," 
Proj~sor  Steven C. Croley says in his 
commencement address. 



First-year student wins 
FoIey & Lardner scholarship 1 

First-year law studenf WkCa N. 
Andrew, a Abrjda A&M Univemity . 
graduate from Detmb has won me 
of the fourth annual Fir&*Yar Law 
Student Minority Schola~sf~lp 
awarded by Folsy % Lardner. Th6 
firm awards a $5,OQQ scholarship to 
PI student at each 07 &dgM US, Saw 
schools. In a d d i n  to M5chigan, 
the law schools fndude those at 
Duke UniwersiZy, Univewpty & 
Fbrida, Georgetown, NorthMskrn, 
Stanford, IJCLb, and the University 
of Wisconsin. 

"The scholarships assist minow 
studecrts in pursuing a legal duca- 
tibn and ultimately hap % c i I i i b  a 
more di~ersifid legal commmityIn 
'the Law firm said in annodng 
awards for 2001. "Ulinnisrs are 
selected based on several cnleria, 
including interest in or ties-to a city 
in which Foley & Lardner pmctices; 
significant involwerne~ in cornmu- 
nity activities M minority student 
organizations; undergraduate record; 
and omtanding work or pemnal 
achievements. Financial need is not 
a consideration." 

"Foley & Latdner's commitment 
to diversity is not jusl an abstract 
principle, but is rather a recognition 

: ' that a diversified woMorce, where 
experiences and perspectives are 
many and varied, is a substantial 
benefit to the firm and to our 
clients," said Alice Hansan-Drew, 
I the firm's director of legal recruit- 
ment. Foley 8 hrdner has nearly 
1,000 attorneys in offices in 16 
markets in the United States and 

: Brussels, Belgium. 

US. Attorney: Anti-terror measures 
'deliberate, proactive 

The issue of balanking Americans' civil 
liberties and national security is as old as the 
U.S. Constitution's grant of war powers to 
Congress and the Bill of Rights that the states ,, 
demanded as ransom for signing on to that ' 

Constitution. It has arisen again after the 
terrorist attacks of September 11 as law 
enforcement and security officials try to pght a 
new kind of war against a usually invisible 
enemy. 

The question was discussed as part of the 
Law School's celebration of Martin Luther King 
Day earlier this year: Jeffrey G. Collins, U.S. 
Attorney for the Eastern District of Michigan, U.S. ~ t t o m q ~ c , q  G. ~-lli~~ 
spoke at the Law School on "Maintaining and , 
Enforcing Civil Rights in the New Age: . Interviewing people from countries 
Balancing Civil Liberties and National associated with terrorism is "nothing moqe 
Security." than a request fox help." 

"It's hard to imagine a more significant and . Names of people who have been detained 
timely topic," Associate Dean for Academic by federal aGFiorities have been withheld to 
Affairs Evan Caminker noted in hi protect their privacy and to prevent 
introduction of Collins. '?his question is really terrorists from knowing who is in custody. 
an age-old question for our society," said Persons who face federal charges are 
Caminker, a scholar of the U.S. Constitution entitled to free legal representation. Persons 
and federalism. detained by the Immigration and 

Collins was appointed by President Bush Naturalization Service are entitled to time to 
and sworn in last November. His 90-person retain an attorney but are not entitled to 
office Oversees 34 counties in southeastem , free legal representation, although a number 
Michigan, the state's most densely populated of organizations have stepped forward to 
area. He has served on the Michigan Court of provide free legal counsel. 
Appeals and Detroit Recorder's Court and as . ~ ~ t h ~ r i t ~  to monitor attomeylclient 
chief presiding judge of the Criminal Division conversations in jail existed prior to 
of Wayne County Circuit Court. Collins is a September 11, only 16 inmates were subject 
past president of the Association of Black to this monitoring, "both attorney and client 
Judges of Michigan and has served as criminal are told beforehand that they will be 
law and trial advocacy instructor at Wayne monitored," and there has been no increase 
State University Law School. His wife, Lois, an in monitoring activity since September 11. 
attorney in Detroit, is a 1990 graduate of the Shortly after Thanksgving all 94 U.S. 
University of Michigan Law School. Attorneys met in Washington, D.C, with 

Noting that the 15 groups that joined Attorney General John Ashcroft, Collins said. 
together to sponsor h s  visit are "a strong sign They discussed the war on terrorism and also 
of unity that Dr. King would be proud of," re-acquainted themselves with the "spirit" they 
Collins told his Law School audience that "the are defending through visits to the Lincoln, 
number one priority of the Department of Jefferson, Korean, and Vietnam war memorials. 
Justice" is "to fight and win the war on and visits ta the Pentagon and Ground Zero in 
terrorism. Our top priority is to protect New York City. 
American lives and to prevent future terrorist "If anything," he concluded, "the events 
attacks. Our policies are deliberate, proactive, of September 11 have brought us closer 
and constitutional." together. . .It has awakened the lion, [and] it 

Civil libertarians have criticized the Justice has awakened the shepherd. 
Department's battle against terrorism on "For me personally, it has given me a 
several fronts, and Collins addressed a mn~ber  greater appreciation for my family, friendships, 
of these criticisms head-on: and faith." 



Inclusion? Exclusion? 

h n ~  Library shifts t6 Library 
. s . t: 

ofeonFs system 1 - 

Ti;C ~ a v  ~ibwry -a using 1ibra6 of 
Congres (LO classIfication numbers for an . 
new rmmographs, regardless bf language or 
topic. Library staffers say the changeover is - 

occuring for several reasons: 
I It will conform with the national system 

used in most other academic libraries. 
4 It will facilitate browsikg. 
4 It will simplify processir@. 

"Our plan is to use the LC classification on 
the entire collection, requiring the application 
of the LC system to some 700,000 volumes 
that take up about 23 miles of shelving," 
according to a Law Library announcement. 
"Rib means re-labeling the books and 
changing the records in Lexcalibur, our online 
catalog.   his will take many years." 

The Library of Congress only recently 
completed its scheme for c k w g  law books, 
explained Margaret Leary, director of the Law 
Library. Until now, the Law Library has used a 
classification system that was devised here 
many decades ago that arranged material by 
form - treatises together, court reports 

I 
together, journals together - and by 
jurisdiction, not by subject, she said. 

"Librare at law schools like Harvard, 
Columbia, Yale, and Chicago also developed 
their own classificatidn systems," Leary 
continued. "Only Yale has completed a 
reclassification and Michigan hopes to take 
advantage of the work done at Yale to speed 
our reclassification process." 

Early interviews avoid schedule clashes 
The Office of Career Services is initiating an 

early interview period during the last week of 
August so that law students can schedule job 
interviews with~ut interfering with their class 
schedules and so that employers can talk with 
students before they at.e in the midst of 
studies. " -- 

The early interview week will be August 
26-3Q and interviews will be held at Holiday 
Inn North in Ann Arbor, according to Susan 
~uindi, '90, assistant dean for Career Services. 
Mbre than 100 rooms have been reserved for 
interviews and shuttle transportation Between 

I the Law School and the interview site will be 
1 7,1~q&a, . . . Guindi said. 

- 
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I U.S. Board of Immigration 
Appeals Judge Lori Rosenberg 

I explains to Professor James C. 
Hathaway's Refugee Law Seminar 
that each case board members mn- 
sider presents them with the dilem- 
ma of erring on the side of 
exclusion or inclusion in granting 
asylum. Rosen berg led discussion 
as she and seminar members eval- 
uated the PBS documentary "Well- 
Founded Fear," a presentation on 
asylum interviews that aired in 2000 
and was billed as providing "an 
inside look at what normalty goes 
on behind closed doors." Among 
asylum seekers whose interviews 
were shown in the program were a 
Jew from Russia, an Anglican from 
Romania, a Chinese poet, and a 
young man from Albania. 

I A lookatthe Classof SaOl I 

The Qffice of Career Services d e d  notices 
of the August i n t e ~ e w  program t~ potential 
employers earlier this spring. Employers who 
need registration forms or other information 
about the interview week may contact the 
Office of Career Services. 

. :: . student registration for interviews d 
be done via the Internet from July 1-3 1. The 
Office of Career Services also reminds law 
studen.& to mke arrangements for earlier 
h o w b  if they are returning to Ann Arbor for 
the &gust inte~ews.  

As in the past, there also will be 
on--pus interviewing in the fall. 

Data from the Qfke of Admis- 
sions show that 44,222 people 
applied for the 361 spots in the 
incoming first-year class this aca- 
demic year. 

Here is some other information 
on the Class of 2004: I m Enrollees' median Grade Point 
Average is 3.51 on a 4.8 system 1 
m Women make up 42 percent of 
the elasa 
a Minoriflies make up 24 percent of 
the class. 

Enrollees come from Michigan 
and nearly 40 other states, making 
tha taw Schod a national center of 
legal education. 
1 The median age is 24. 



. I .  . . 1 Inspiring Paths lead to special insights 
Does carrying a firearm raise or 

lower your chance of becoming a 
victim of crime? To the American 
Enterprise Institute's John Lott, 
author of More Guns, Less Crime, 
his book title tells all. To Washtenaw 
County Prosecutor Brian Mackie, 
however, more guns just mean more 
chance of somebody getting shot. 

Lott and Mackie squared off in 
"More Guns, Less Crime? A Debate 
on Gun Control," presented at the 
Law School last fall by the Law 
School student chapter of the Fed- 
eralist Society for Law and 
Public Policy Studies and the John 
M. Olin Foundation. Professor 
Sherman Clark moderated. The 
program was occasioned by Michi- 
gan's passage in December 200 
of its so-called "shall issue" la 
that requires county gun boards t 

to nearly any adult who applies. 

1 
issue concealed weapon licenses 

Ninety-eight percent of the time 
people use guns defensively - 
"simply brandishing a gun is 
enough to make a criminal flee," 
Lott argued. During 1997-98, he 
reported, 40 percent of school 
shootings were stopped by citizens 

By any standard, the Inspiring Paths 
speakers series has become a staple of the Law 
School calendar. Office of Public Service 
Director Robert Precht launched the series five 
years ago "to invite back to the Law School 
interesting lawyers, most of them graduates [of 
this Law School], to talk about their careers." 
Speakers share "how they came to the places 
they are now, and what strengths and self- 
doubts they had along the way," according to 
Precht. 

Each program features a talk by the guest 
speaker followed by a question-answer session. 
Frequently, knots of students remain behind 
chatting with the speaker long after the formal 
program has ended. The luncheon talks 
regularly draw audiences of 100 or more. 

Most speakers are lawyers affiliated with 
nonprofit public service organizations, while 
others have been with private firms or in other 
aspects of legal practice. Some have discussed 
opportunities for taking pro bono cases while 
also working for fee-paylng clients, some have 
talked of always representing clients who 
cannot pay for legal help, and all have talked 
of how they came to use their legal sklls to 
help those who might not have had assistance 
otherwise. 

The Ins~iring Paths l i neu~  for this academic 
1 U 

with guns. '?he question you haw I year included a public defenher, a human 
to ask is what advice vou aive to a 
person to protect hims4f when 
police are not there to protect 
him," Lott said. 

"If I believed it were as simple as 
'more guns, less crime,' I'd be all for 
all of us being armed," countered 
Mackie, who also is past presi 
of the Prosecuting Attorneys A 
ciation of Michigan. As to L 
argument that unarmed women are 
especially vulnerable to attack, 
"somehow, [the idea] that you're 
going to watch a movie on the 
couch with your gun at the ready 
just doesn't make it," Mackie said. I 

IRY FOX 

Associate Depu , 'ublic Defender David Klaus, '9, 

rights worker-turned-professor, and a one-time 
practitioner who turned his legal background 
into forming a child assistance program that is 
unique for its combination of legal, 
psychologcal, developmental, and other 
expertise under a single umbrella: 

David E. Klaus, '93, associate deputy public 
defender with the Alameda County 
(California) Public Defender's Office, 
described how he often relies on 
establishing reasonable doubt to make his 
case. "A 'reasonable doubt' is a doubt that is 
about the most important thing in your 
life," he said. 

With 108 attorneys and 4,500 cases each 
month, Klaus' office includes Oakland and 
Berkeley in its jurisdiction. It is the second 
oldest public defender office in the United 
States, he noted. 

"I don't want to kid you, this is not easy 
stuff, this is intense," said Klaus, who holds a 
black belt in karate. "We lose a lot," he 
admitted. Most clients plead out as guilty and 
many can be difficult, but "you have to go in 
there and fight and live with yourself when 
you lose your case. You must go in and pick 
yourself up and dust yourself off and go to the 
next case. " 



So u ~ h y  keep at it? One reason is that it 
simply "is an important thing to do." 
Another is the satisfaction that accompanies 
successes. "The true heart of being a lavyer 
ic to make the world better rather than to 
make it worse." 

Karima Bennoune, '94, a \?siting 
professor at the School and counsel 
for Amnesty International in London, 
told listeners that "human rights work is 
about what happens here, [and] what 
happens evenwhere." 

Bennoune's father, a natlvc of the 
former French colony of Algena, senyed sis 
).ears ln prison for hls role In ,Algeria's \vclr 
of Independence agalnst Fmnce. Man!, 
years later, when the t1vo SJ\Y a n1o1-1~ 
based on a Chilean play about a \Yoman 
\vl~o captures the Inan who once tortured 
her, Bennounc was struck by her fathcr's 
bellef that thc woman should not 1~111 her 
one-tlme torturer. "I thlnk that sensc of 
wantlng lustlce but not rc\.enge hr~s 
certainly lnsplred me," she s ~ ~ l d .  

She worlccd for a tlmc ~ 7 t h  the 
Intemat~onal Institute of I-lun~an Rlghts ln 
Strashourg, then enrollcd at the Law 
School. She secured t\vo Bates Fello\\~shlps 
while a law student, onc to \ \ .~rl i  In Algena 

and the other to work n ~ t h  a Palestinian 
nongo~emmental organlzat~on (NGO) In 
the \Vest Bank After graduation, she 
lomed ITTajne County Neyhborhood Legal 
Senqces In Detroit Inltlally, she worked on 
an ~mmigrat~on prosran1. but snltched to 
~vorklng n;th substance abuse cases after 
Congress prohibited Legal Sen~ces  from 
\\-orking on lmmlgratlon issues "1 
absolutely conslder that human nghts 
work," she s a d  of her \~orFr nlth substance 
abuse 

Follou~ng her on-n ad\lce - "You 
re,tlly have to shake all the trees" - she 
located and landed ,I posltlon as legal 
ad\-Iser u-~th  ,\n~nestv Intematlonal Based 
In London, she traveled to Bangladesh, 
Lehanon, Saudi *\rL7bla, and Afghan~stan 
(The eivenlng before her Insplnng Faths 
t:~ll.r, Bennoune presented the program 
"Human Rlghts 111 Afghanistan A Plctonal 
Essa!,," t h ~ t  11~~1s sponsored by the Asl,~n 
Facilic Amencan La\\? Students ;issoc~atlon, 
hllchlgan LI\Y Students Ass~clatlon, and 
Fubllc Interest Group ) 

Thc human nghts fleld offers ' a  lot of 
\\'~>rli and \.en. fen. lobs," she s a d  To find 
those lobs, she ,~d\qscd get a11 the practice 
espencncc you cnn - "Any practlcc 
e\;perlencc \\dl set you apart", learn 
languages - "You'll be competing agalnst 
Europeans 1~110 speak five languages", 
mlnul~lize your debt, nct\vorl< - "Talk to 
evenbody, and get st'lrted early " 

Scott Hollander, '90, founder and 
esecuti\.e director of KidsVoice in 
Pittsburgh, esplained that "I \ranted to 
do  direct representation of children, but 
to do  this in a way that represented 
their needs . . . not just on the 
presentation level. but on a bigger level 
that will change things." 

The result for Hollander, after working 
successfully in private practice in 
Washington State and in Pittsburgh and 
nith a child advocacy agency in Denver, 
was to take m7er a struggling child 
advocacy program back in his native 
Pittsburgh and re-shape it into Kidsvoice. 

In many nTays he modeled KidsVoice 
after the interdisciplinan approach used by 
the La117 School's Child Advocacy La~v 
Clinic (CALC). "I took C4LC in my second 
year and loved it. But I nasn't sure if I 
loved it because I loved being a lauyer 
working with kids, or just loved working 
with kids. There was this ~vonderful 
fellowship - an interdisciplinan approach 
to nrorking with kids. It ended up 
influencing me greatly." 

At KidsVoice there are " 1 1 full-time 
child advocacjr specialists [plus lanyers 
and others] so we bring that collective 
experience to each case and figure out 
~vhat  this particular case needs." 

In addition, the interdisciplina~ 
consideration of each case gves you "so 
much more to be armed nit11 when you go 
to court." 

Hollander also is an advisor to the C B  
tele~ision series "The Guardian," which is 
set in Pittsburgh and deals ni th child 
advocacy issues. Hollander's brother David 
is creator and esecutive producer of the 
series. "hly role," Scott Hollander quipped. 
"is to educate the director. I generate ideas." 

The schedule for Inspiring Paths 
spealcers during the minter term included: 

James Fot-man Jr., an attorney n i th  the 
Public Defender Zenice in \\'ashinston. 
D.C., and a co-founder of the %lay3 
Angelou Public Charter School in 
LVashington. (See related s t o n  on 
page 9.) 

Dmid A. Sutphen. '95. general counsel 
to U.S. Senator Edward 31. Kenned).. 

Chenl 'A. Leansa, '95, deputy director 
of the hptedia Access Prqect. 



I Speakers discuss world lG?f?:. 
War II internment cases;? 

Japanese Americans had no 
strong allies to defend them against 
internment during World War II, but 
today there are many organizations 
ready to oppose any curtailment of 
Arab Amerims' tights in the name 
of the war against terrorism, 
according to the lead attorney in 
a major case opposing internment. 
Dale Minami, of Minarni, Lew and 
Tamaki in San Francisco, led the 
legal battle that reversed Fred 
Kwematsu's conviction for refusing 
to obey the internment order. Won 
in a lower court 4Q years after 
Korematsu's conviction, the deci- 
sion had no impact on the eartier 
U.S. Supreme Court decision up- 
holding the constitutionality of 
wartime Executive Order 9066, 
which led to the internment- of more 
than 100,000 Japanese Americans. 

Korematsu and others who 
opposed internment "were vindicat- 
ed by histoty," Minami said. ''They 
showed the kind of courage that we 
should emwlat@." 

Minmi appeared on the program 
, "Korematsu: Then and Now: The 

Meaning of Civil. Liberties in 
WarZime," with Ymuru Takeshita,, a 
University of Michigan @'ofesor 
emeritus of public health wtio spent 
four years in internment. Takeshita 
said that his experiences with 
inte~nmertt caused -him ,quickly ta 
write a letter to his local newspaper 
warning a~ainst denial of the rights 
of Arab Americans in the wake of 
the aptember P 1 telrrorist attacks: 
"When ifljusltice occurs it is incwn- 
bent on us to protest if," he said. 

The program was spsnartrd by 
the Asian Pacific' American Law 
Studenb Pissociation: 

I 

New European Union Center 
offers fit11 program 

Last fall's 
bmM' 

gki expectations quickly began 

"The EU Center aims not only 
to bring together students and 
scholars across disciplines and 
schools, but also to engage with 
policymakers, business leaders, 
public administrators, and the 
relevant diplomatic communities 
in an effort to help forge the 
mutual understanding that is 
necessary for a productive 
transatlantic partnership." 

EUC quickly has developed 
working partnerships with the 
Law School and other parts of 
the University like the Business - School's William Davidson 
Institute, the economics, history, 

and political science departments, and the 
to come true as the new European Union Center for European Studies. 
Center (EUC) , directed by Assistant Professor EUC has a significant presence at the Law 
of Law Daniel Halberstam, began to schedule School. For example, at deadline time EUC 
programs and otherwise draw-from and activities associated with the Law School 
contribute to the rich resources of the Law included: 
School and the University of Michigan. And 
early this year the center launched its own Web 
site (www .umich.edu/-iinet/euc/home.htrnl) to 
provide thorough, up-to-date information on 
its activities. 

"Our Web site is designed to report on 
Center activities and serve as a resource for 
academics and others interested in European 
integration," Halberstam said. "The EUC 
always welcomes suggestions for improving the 
site, especially in ways that may further assist 
an interdisciplinary and comparative approach 
to EU studies." 

EUC's Web site provides information on 

I H Grainne de Burca, professor of European 
law at the European University Institute, 
teaching classes at the Law School in 
March. 

H Sinisa Rodin, LL.M. '92, teaching at the Law 
School in April and joining Nugent and 
others for public round table discussions of 
countries' accession into the European 
Union. Rodin is a professor at the 
University of Zagreb and a Fulbright Fellow 
and Visiting Scholar at Harvard Law School 
during the current academic year. 

The Hon. Francis G. Jacobs, advocate 
I lectures and seminars associated with the general of the Court bf ~ustice of the 

center as well as its mission, leaders, and European Communities, spending time at 
faculty. The Web site was launched early this the Law School during the spring as a 
year with what was already a full schedule of Helen DeRoy Fellow as well as a Jean 

Monnet Fellow at the EUC. 
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Skadden Fellowship winners will work 
in Pittsburgh, Wilrnington 

Elisabeth Calcaterra and Matthew Meyer, 
both third-year law students who will graduate 
in May, are the 1 lth and 12th Michigan Law 
School students to receive Skadden Fellowshps 
since 1995. 

Fellows provide legal services to the poor, 
homeless, elderly, and those deprived of 
human or civil rights. The fellowship will allow 
Calcaterra to provide legal representation to 
medically needy foster care children at 
Kidsvoice in Pittsburgh. (See related story on 
page 16.) Meyer will use his fellowship to 
create the Legal Assistance for Entrepreneurs 
Unit of the Community Legal Aid Society in 
Wilmington, Delaware. 

Calcaterra, a student in the Law School's 
Child Advocacy Law Clinic, plans to begin her 
fellowship by providing direct representation 
to hundreds of abused and neglected children. 
She hopes to collaborate with doctors from 
area hospitals, juvenile court employees, and 
other legal professionals to identify specific 
welfare and medical needs of children in the 
welfare system. Through this collaboration, 
Calcaterra hopes to design a multi-disciplinary 
curriculum for legal and medical providers that 
will improve the advocacy and delivery of 
services to these children. 

Meyer is the founder and director of 
Ecosandals.com, a nonprofit business that 
distributes Kenyan tire sandals. By providing 
legal assistance, he has insured that young 
adults in one of Kenya's poorest areas have 
appropriate legal structure to sell sandals 

globally online. Meyer believes that individuals 
and community groups with entrepreneurial 
ideas need legal advice in order to grow 
effectively. With the fellowship, Meyer will 
create the Legal Assistance for Entrepreneurs 
Unit to provide quality legal assistance to 
entrepreneurs who otherwise would not have 
access to legal counsel. He hopes that through 
the creation of thls unit an increased number 
of poor individuals will be able to earn a living 
wage, and a greater number of community 
groups will be able to better serve their 
neighborhoods. 

"Beth and Matt join a distinguished group. 
Since 1995, 12 Michigan Law School graduates 
have become Skadden Fellows," says Law 
School Director of Public Service Rob Precht. 
"Fellows comprise a public interest law firm 
'without walls' that our entire community can 
be proud of." 

Each year, the Skadden Fellowshp 
Foundation awards 25 fellowshps to law 
school graduates throughout the country who 
are committed to furthering law in the public 
interest. Applicants create their own projects 
before they apply, and awardees receive an 
annual salary, fringe benefits, and student loan 
repayment assistance for the duration of the 
fellowship. According to the Skadden 
Fellowship Foundation, 90 percent of the 
fellows have remained in public interest or 
public sector work after completing their 
fellowship terms. 

- Regun Preston 

PHOTO BY GREGORY FOX 

Ufe experience 

- Law Seli~g) can trp rnore.fhan .fdk 
lime mrkfor the 13M.d us, yet each 
'graduating dsb inclbdes up 15 
g e r m  d & mm&cs who hw0 
sucbesfutly managed .to juggie t h ~  
@emads of a @gal ed.ucatiofl and 
Family and/or m M I  raponsiMli- 
ties. And ea& of these claws aka 
lec@f& smI graduats w b  have 
beeq in the waMam for a time 
bsfcrre :e~k~fig.on the d e m d s  af'Ql(- 
time Iqpt ~uman. 

So it an bbdwe. To dtv sorsle 
hint?; SEICC~SS, AssMant Dean of 
Studem David Bmm, '89, 
brings lagneth~r a pand mwkd 
md older law stu&n& ta pass on 
their tips to others, last fall% pro* 
gram offered tips like tfiese: 
r Fmm 35, Ann Mark Bprs, wh 
wred far kmr pars befare er@ 1 
ing law I h o l  and ha two childrth: 
"If you already have l~arned. to 
s&edul~ your timk; it an. be a 'plus' 
NJ hwe bgen OW wrkir~g: fw a 
while Warn enterin@ ly $chool, 
.! ':Make sire you mb @me tar bat 
other . mrsm. Law schod an. 
m~0rnpass ktwytMng. For family 
rnembam, best friends, make- sum 
yau sehedub time. B@i@ly law 
scb0iD k3 schedukng time, jilsf 
Iik ya! dia als work." 
a .f ram 2L b(Em CE'Haerw, whu 
wrr~rked for 3 decade, then combifled; 
$&ti@ warded, buying a house, aizd 
bta~qp law schooS. in t k  sm swWp 



admissions case 

Oral arguments in the two affir- 
mative action admissions cases 
involving the University of Michigan 
and the Law School, Gratz v. 
Bollinger, et.al. (undergraduate 
admissions) and Grutler v. 
Bollinger, et.al. (Law School adrnis- 
sions) were heard on December 6 in 
the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Cincinnati. The courtroom was 
filled, as were two additional rooms 
where the arguments were project- 
ed by closed circuit television. IE-M 
lead counsel on both cases, John 
Payton, argued for the University; 
Ted Shaw of the NAACP Legal 
Defense Fund argued for the stu- 
dent intervenors in the undergradu- 
ate case; Detroit attorney Miranda 
Massie argued for the Law School 
intervenors; and CIR-affiliated attor- 
neys David Herr and Kirk Kolbo 
argued for the plaintiffs. 

The judges' questions mainly 
focused on the "narrow tailoring" 
question of the constitutionality of 
the University's and Law School's 
methods of taking race into account 
in admissions. Judges also asked 
about U-M's admissions selection 
index in the undergraduate case and 
about the Law School policy's stat- 
ed desire to have a "critical mass" of 
minority students. There was little 
questioning about the legal stan- 
dard as related to the meaning and 
viability of the Bakke case (see 
on the Web, www.umich.edu/-urell 
admissions/faqs/bakke-sum. html). 

There is no timetable for a deci- 
sion from the Sixth Circuit. At dead- 
line time the court had not yet 
released its decision. 

U,llold the rule of law 
The rule of law, and racial, ethnic, and 

other diversity among those who apply it, is 
especially important as the United States 
struggles to cope with the impact of the 
terrorist attacks last fall, a federal judge told 
Juan Tienda Scholarship Banquet attendees 
this year. 

Practicing law is "a sacred public trust" and 
"what the law needs now more than ever is 
competent and diverse counsel," the Hon. 
Reuben Castillo of the U.S. District Court for 
the Northern District of Illinois said in his 
keynote. "Our society becomes stronger when 
there is active respect for the law," he noted, I 
but "there are signs 1 am pickmg up right now 
that the rule of law is under severe strains." 
For example, racial profiling is 'wrong, it is 
anathema, it is a crutch to solid law 
enforcement, and it needs to be eliminated." 

"The true test of how we feel is how we 
follow the law [and] in how we treat each 
other," he said. . 

Colorado Attorney General Ken Salazar, '8 l, 
a third generation Coloradoan and the first 
Hispanic to be elected to statewide office in 
Colorado, received the J.T. Canales award. 
Canales, who graduated from the Law School 
in 1899, was a Texas state lawmaker and 
champion of Hispanic rights. In 19 18 he 
forced an investigation of the Texas Rangers for 
the agency's action toward Mexican Americans 
in the lower Rio Grande valley. 

Hispanic people "have come a long way in 
100 years, yet we have a great deal more 
progress to make," said Salazar, b l f  a 
former Juan Tienda khoh&p'-. U s  
make the 6 c c e n ~  of dimrdty rmd 

~(rynbte speakathe Hoh. Ruben Custillo, lejt, q d  
1. T. Canales Award winner Ken Salwar, '81, chat 
bejore theJuan Tienda Scholarship Banquet. 

I I 

centuv of inclusion,"Salazar urged. The 
diversity that chmzicterizes h ~ s  350-person 
staff makes his (office "better able to serve the 
people of Colorado," he said. 

Three first-year law students received Juan 
Tienda Scholarships this year: Diego Bernal, 
Elizabeth Rios, and Laura yarela. The 
scholarship is named for Juan Luis Tienda, 
who attended the Law School from 1974-76 
and died in an automobile accident as he was 
returning to b e y  his final year of legal 
studies. Tienda was president of La Raza Law 
Students Association, the predecessor to the 
current Latino Law Students Association, 
which sponsors the annual scholarship 
banquet. He also worked during the 
summers with the Michigan Migrant Legal 
Assistance Project. 

1 

Juan Tienda Scholarship 
winners Laura Varela, 
Elizabeth Rios, and Diego 
Bmal  share 
congratulations. 



Remember the strm ojfinal scams? 
Finals-taking 3aw students go€ sew 
help this year courtesy of the Alumni 
Relations w e  and a ~~?IWOUS $8 
fromJoseph Goldstein, '72, and his 
wife Rlen. The Joseph and 511m 
Goldstein Fund prov W f i e e  
massages for law stdents  &+iag 
D e c d n ' s  finel examisrdtions. 
Were, Liz Prince or Think M & q t  
4 Ann ~ h r  works m third-year 
law stdent Karie page. 5- 
reported that the massages w m  a 
boon. "It was wondtrful. I thought I 

Panel: Chin a e s  I 
to change 

The state and federal trials in the 
incent Chin case may not have 
onvicted Chin's killers, but they 
id help to Eead to the passing of 
ws allowing families to testify on 
e impact that the loss of a loved 
ne has caused and to other laws 

tha lmgthen prison terms and 
indiease f i n s  if it can be proved 
that a crime is a hate crime, pan- 
elists reported during a discussion 
of "Hate Crimes in the Goufts: 
Lassans from the Vincent Chin 
Case.'" The program, presented 
early. in the winter tern, was part of 
the campus-wide Hate Cdme Sym- 
posium 2002, which included 
among its 333 sponsodorganizers 
the Law School and the Asian Pacif- 
icr American Law Students Associa- 
tion, Thfs series of programs was 
part of the University of MSchifl's 
Martin Luther King Syrnpdurn, 

Media attention and cofiacts 
with federal Justice Department 
officials associated with the Chin 
trials also helped to increase under- 
standing that Asian Amerims saiS- 
h r  h m  the same kinds of h e f e d  
erirnes as other racial groups, 
according to the panetists. Panel 
members include$ attorneys 

oland Hwang (now of the Michi- 
an Stab Attorney General's Office) 

and Harold Leon, who worked on 
the Chin cases, and counsel el^ 
Ronald M. Aramaki of He'aith Man- 
agement Systems of America. 

Chin, a 27-year-old Chinese 
American, was fatally beaten with a 
baseball bat an June 19,1982. The 
two men charged in the crime were 
senlenwd to three years probation 
and fined. The light sentence 
enraged the Asian American com- 
munity, which organized and suc- 
cessfully brought the men to tdal 
on federal charges OF vialating 
Chin's civil rights. A D@mB jury 
acquitted one man and found the 
other guilty, but a retrial in Cincin- 
natl in 1 987 aequStted bath. 

was tod stressed to rthau, but it 
wasn't a problem, " rprked Ellen 
Gubrcndsm. SaidJoe Kmpm 
"Okay, where can I sign up for my 
next ow?" During the same axrrrn 
period hA1ullpni Relations Ofice 
also providedLfj.ee continmtal 
b r w ~ s t s .  H e ~ e ,  law students Mike 
Kabako# Pypm Logan, sard Setla 
OpphBim take time to. catch a bit& 
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International Law W Speaker: Terrorists  outr rid^- 
the mainstream' 

- keeps the globe under -1; 
How do vow balance environmmtal fa( 

&appropriate for roqntries rhat me trying to cu 
ievelop their industrial b w s  and are pkylng . 
:atcbbup with the world's major industrial 1 
na~crm? 
, Can the 20 percent of worJd'~nde 
Drganuatiion member-nati04 that are 
ievelaging countries be expected to sea' 
~e-to-eye an env&or]imental issues with the m:l 

21 *,:L:= 
$0 percent that already are industr+ialized? r- p 

-. These ate rhe h d s  of issues that trade F??? '&'-* 

1bboste~ ad ndenviaflmentalists face in rnan+''l 
parts of the world. As one expert put it, Very 
v y  strong tensions emerge" when you try to 
8hl with efrviromental issues through a trade 

arr8tQtFiV~.;~ &I - - - - -That 'kh&i$~trt&on tomes fram Monica 
f - - -  % #5-- ,Lr= . j&t,d&~t~r at the Yale Center for , 
~ ~ r o f i ~ ~ : U F  and Poky, whow talk 
& .\"P ~+~~~- i - id iq~~~rnb~ D~E- while 

~l;nh-~outh Gapshnckuded the 
@ bW.Warkshop [ILW lecture 

% .hq:filti ~ . d  tke same xln of fbcused ¤ 
$ z & ~  bear when R&d janda 
)L&~,~<L; I. - irst lar;6mam in t k  current 

. .- --=- - --- "-- - 
h - ~ ~ & f h y ,  spoke dn' 9he'Find 

h -  - &dm! A~et ian  Governnee in the tg &:%&&;be 3 1;- .. . < .- , . .  , I 

life of the person" and "does not 
accept the logic of committing sui- I 
cide," an historian of the Middle 
East told a Law School audience last 
fall in a talk on "Terroriim, Israel, 
and the Middle East." Suicide 
attacks have been provoked by 
people "outside the mainstream of 
Islam," explained Yossi Olmert, 
who teaches at Bar-llan University 
in Israet. Also a columnist in Israel, 
Olmert formerly was director of 
Israelns Government Press Office 
and served as advisor to Israel's 
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir and 
Defense Minister Moshe Arens. 

Describing himself as "very 
close" to the current government of 
Israel, Olmert stressed that terror- 
ists account for only a tiny minority 
of even fundamentalist Muslims. 

Disputes should be settled 

engage in talks it is appropriate. to 
respond like the United States did 
against Afghanistan after the Sep- 
tember 11 suicide attacks on the 
World Trade Center and the Penta- 

~iU;;&r 1 1 haw-"proP3e11,ed it further. 
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:ulty member and questions from the 
dience. 
At deadline time the remainder of the , 
rrent term's schedule included: 

Lan Cao of the College of William and 
Mary, Marshall-Wythe School of Law, 
speaking on "The Disapora of International 
Ethnic Economies: Beyond the Pale." 

Ellen Dannin of the California Western 
School of Law, speaking on "Hail, Market, 
Full af Grace: Transmtiorial Migration of 
Labor Law Reform." 

Irwin 1. Cohn Professor of Law jReuyzn S. 
Avi-Yonah, University of ~ i th igan  Law 
School, speakiqg on "National Laws and 
Multinational Enterprises: An Essay on 
Comity, Extraterritoriality, and 
Harmonization." . 

Hudson JanischX the University of 
Toronto F a d y  of Law, speaking on "The 
Reform of China's Telecommunications: A 
Window on WTO Accession." 

Lama Abu-Odeh, of Georgetown University 
Law Center, "Legal Theory in the 
Contemporary Arab World. " 

Brian Langille, professor and associate dean 
for graduate studies at the University of 
Toronto Faculty of Law, "What is the 
International Labor Organization and 

' Why?" 

Keny Rittich of the Faculty of Law/ 
Women's Studies at the University of 
Toronto, "'Engendering Development': 
A New Paradigm of International Gender 
Justice?" , 

Sara Dillon, Suffolk Law School, "Building a 
Better WTO: The Limits of Interpretdon." 

Werner Zdouc, Counsellor with the 
Appellate Body Secretariat of the World 
Trade Organization, "Intellectual Property 
Rules at the WTO and Access to Affordable 
Medicines for Developing Countries." 

Marco Bronckers of the University of Leiden 
and a partner with Stibbe in Brussels, "The 
Application of the WTO Law in the EU's 
Legal Order: From Front Door to Back 
Door." 

Howard F. Chang, University of Pennsylvania 
Law School, "Reflections on the Shrimp- 
Turtle Case." 



f Chicago 'my kind of town 

Members of the Chicago Com- 
mittee on Minorities in large taw 
Firms told a Law School audience 
earlier this year that the Windy City 
is a good place to work and live and 
offered hints for job hunting, finding 
mentors, and beginning a legal 
career. The committee, sponsored 
by 36 of the city's largest law firms, 
offers. support sewices and net- 
working for minority attorneys, 
explained Executive Director J. 
Danielle Carr. 

Two of the panelists were Law 
School graduates: Jasmine C. 
Abdel-Khalik, '00, a second-year 
associate at Baker & McKenzie, and 
Gail C. Saracco, 'SO, a partner in the 
Corporate Department of Mayer 
Brown & Platt. Other panelists 
included: Vineet Gauri of Brinks 
Hofer Gilson & Lione; LaVon M. 

j Bna Tieal, Near a r k  Law School, 
* H W #  Low: hmmtiaianal kw 6m a 
Gkobal PoXItia." 
& ~ 6 t a l k h h l l l ~ l l ~ & d ~ r i r h ~ e &  

of EW sessions, v&& included these 

RichardJantkr ofthe F-4 $law d thc Institute of 
Air dy5pace Law at McGil! U~vm1y  dirases  the 
impact on the gbba3iw q f a a  practices of Iart 
falZ's tmoriot attach on the Unitad States. 

1 Christine 'Chhkh of the Lodon Schaol of 
EconOanics and m Affflbted Overseas 
~ad1ty  member of the U-M Law School, 
speaking on YW~mefl's International War 
Crimes TriBud." J. Patrick Kelley, Widener University School 

of Law, "The World Trade Organization, 
Customary Internatid Law, and the 
Structure of Global Govemame." 

Suzanne Goldberg, Rutgen School of Law- 
Newark, " ~ l ~ t y ,  Feminism, and Aqdurn: 
The Conductnderrtity C a n u h . "  

Bob Hudec, 'FIetber Sdtool of Law and 
Diplomacy at Tufts University and professor 
emeritus of the University of Mhuwsora law 
School, "Getting to Probably The 
idterpretation of Intemtional Agreements 
Concluded by Divided Gove~zl~ents." 

1 Anmi van Bogdmd~ Professor of Eurbpean 
and International Economic IAW and Judge 
at the OECD Nuclear Energy TiSbunal, "The 
Great Sagas on European Integration - 
And What They Teach Us for the 
Development of the WTO." 

i Miguel Poiares Msdura of the Faculdda de 
Direito da Universidade NO& de Lisboa, 
"Europe and the Constitution: What If This 
Is As Good As It Gets?" 

Susan Esserman, '77, partner in Steptoe & 
Johnson LLP, Was-on, D.C., and 
former Deputy United States Trade 
Repmentative, "Lookmg Ahead! to a New 
Round of Trade Negotiations." 

Johns-Harris of Altheimer & Gray; 
and ~heodore I. Yi of Piper Marbury 
Rudnick & Wolfe. The program was 
sponsored by the Office of the 
Assistant Dean of Students. 

Speakers discussed the impor- 
tance of learning about the culture 
of a firm during the interview 
process, the value of having a men- 
tor, the impact of family responsibil- 

Forum ck WTO Dispute Settlement wi& 
Perms Mavroidi of University of 
Neuchatel, Howse, and others. 

I ities, the possibilities for pro bono 
work, the social and cilltural ameni- 
ties of Chicago,, and other subjecfs. 
"When you interview, be yourself," 
Gauri advised. 

Suzanne wlcwerg of Rutgers School of Law-NewuA, secondfrom lcft, chats with Professor James C. Hathawar, n a ~ ~ a u r r t t  

Deunfor lntemational Programs Virginia ?dun, and Hessel E. Yntem Projssor Emeritus Eric Stein aJer addressing the 
International Law Workshop. Goldberg spoke on "Sexuality, Feminism, and Asylum: The Conhctlldentity Conundmm." 
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Whitman, '74, 
named Francis A. Allen Professor 

Christina Brooks Whitman, '74 

Christina Brooks Whitman, '74, who 
served nearly five years as associate dean 
for academic affairs for the Law School, 
has been named the Francis A. Allen 
Collegate Professor of Law. 

The professorship carries special 
meaning for Whitman, who was a 
student and later joined the Law School 
faculty while Allen was a leading 
professor and mentor. Allen also served 
the Law School as dean. 

Whmnan also is a professor of women's 
studies in the College of Literature, 
Science, and the Arts. She was recom- 
mended for the Allen Professorship by 
Law School Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, 
and College of Literature, Science, and 
the Arts Dean Shirley Neuman. 

Whitman earned her B.A. and M.A. 
at the University of Michigan before 
receiving her J . D. magnu cum Zaude in 
1974. After graduation, she clerked for 
Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. on the U.S. 
Supreme Court. She joined the Law 
School faculty in 1976 as one of the first 
women in its teaching ranks. She was 
named a Professor of Women's Studies 
in 2000. 

Whitman's scholarship has focused 
on constitutional torts and evaluating 
the successes and values that underly the 
legal liabilities imposed on officials 
acting within their official responsibility. 



Stein reaps honors from Czech homeland 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR OF THE PRESIDI OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC AND ERIC STEIN 

Czech Republic 
President Vdclav Havel 
presents Law School 
Professor Emerittisl 
Czech native Eric 
Stein, '42, with the 
Medal of Merit First 
Degree in ceremonies 
at Prague Castle last 
fall. Inset (photo by 
Gregory Fox) shows 
details of the medal. 

Professas Eric Stein, '42, retumkd to his Czech homeland 
last fall like a conquering hero. In the capital of Prague, Caech 
Republic President Vgdav Hawl presented Stein, the Wessel E. 
Yntema Professor Emeritus of Law, with a First Degree Medal 
of Merit =for outstamhg scientific ach'ievements." 

The presentation came on October 28, the Czech National 
Independence Day. Two days earlier, Stein was made an 
honorary citizen of his birthplace of Holice, a centuries-old 
t o w  two hours drive from h g u e  that Stein had left in his 
early teens. 

Stein fled the rising power of Nazism in Czechoslovakia in 
1939 and earned a doctorate of laws at the University of 
Michigm in 1942. He previously had earned a similar degree 
at Charles University i32 Prague. He w e d  in h e  U.S. Army 
du*ng World War If. Subsequently, he worked with the U.S. 
State Department and was involved with formation of the 
United Nations before he shifted to teaching and joined the 
Law School faculty in 1956. 
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Hessel E. Yntema Professor Emeritus of Law 
Eric Stein, '42, and his wije Virginia show the 
Holice town emblem and coat of arms. 

A pioneer in development of the 
academic discipline of comparative and 
international law, Stein has been 
instrumental in makng study of the 
European Union part of American 
international law programs. He was called 
into service for h s  native country as an 
advisor in developing the proposed new 
federal Czecho-Slovak constitution after 
the 1989 "Velvet Revolution," and he 
consulted on the Czech Republic's 
constitution following the breakup of the 
Czecho-Slovak federation. 

Have1 presented Stein with the Medal of 
Merit in ceremonies in the Castle in 
Prague. The Castle, whose magnificence 
was retained during the Communist 
regme, is considered one of the jewels of 
Europe and a significant contributor to 
Prague's reputation as one of the 
continent's most beautiful cities. 

In the earlier ceremonies at Holice, 
Mayor Ladislav Effenberk presented Stein 
with a replica d the city's coat of arms. 
During his visit there, Stein also reminisced 
about his life in Czechoslovakia and his 
many years in the United States during a 
talk to students at the recently inaugurated 
state-of-the-art Holub Gymnasium high 
school. 

The Czech ceremonies followed two 
other honors Stein received last fall closer 
to home: 

fl Attachment of his name to the 
university-wide professorship awarded 
to his colleague and former student 
kchard 0. Lempert, '68. Lempert, a law 
professor and founding director of the 
University of Michigan's Life Sciences, 
Values, and Society Program, asked that 
his new university professorship be 

named for Stein. Lempert also is a 
professor of sociology and former 
chairman of the sociology department. 

fl Being named winner of the 2001 
University of Michlgan Press Book 
Award for "his literary 
accomplishments, particularly 
Thoughts From a Bridge: A Restrospective 
of Writings on New Europe and 
American Federalism [University of 
Michigan Press, 20001, and the 
breadth and depth of his scholarly 
contributions to international law." 
This was Stein's second time to win 
the award; the k t  was for Diplomats, 
Scientists and Politicians: The United 
States and the Nuclear Test Ban 
Negotiations (1966), co-written with 
the late Harold K. Jacobson. , /  

Hdub Gylnmiwn rtdenls in Holice, Czech Republic, linton as Eric stein, '42, mnlniwer about 
his life in C~echeslovakia and his career in the United S u e s  after king made an konorury 
citizen ofHiaIicea his birthplace. 



Activities 
Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, the 

Invin I .  Cohn Professor o l  Law, 
presented papers at the critical 
tax theory conrerence in New 
Orleans in April and a1 the tax 
simplification conference in 
December organized by the 
American Bar Association and 
tile American Instilute of 
Certified Public Accountants in 
the U.S. Congress. During ~lze 
latter pari of the fall Lerm he 
also took par1 in a panel 
discussion on tax and trade at 
h e  In~emaiional Fiscal 
Association Meeting in San 
Francisco and organized a 
workshop at the Law School on 
"Tas and Trade: Exploring the 
Interactions" for tas and trade 
academics and practitioners. 

Clinical Assistant Professor 
Melissa L. Breger, '94, wlzo is 
director of the Bergstrom 
Fellows summer training 
program, has been appointed a 
University Resolution Oflicer 
for the 2002-2004 term for 
University student disciplinary 
hearings. In March, slze 
presented the paper "Revisiting 
One Mechanism for Child 
Abusc and Neglect Prevention: A 
National Oveniew of Voluntaty 
Foster Care Placements" for the 
Medslart conference at the 
University. 

Professor/Associate Dean for 
Acaclenlic Affairs Evan 
Caminker, a former deputy 
assistan1 attorney general in the 
U.S. Jusiice Depariment's 
Office of Legal Counsel, 
participated in [he symposium 
"Congressional Power in [he 
Shadow of the Rehnq~lisi 
Court: Strategies lor the 
Future" in Febmary at 1he 
Indiana School of Law- 
Bloorningion. 

Affiliated Overseas Faculcy 
inernber Hanoch Dagan 
lectured on "Hom~ Jewish 
Tradition Can Infornz 
Contemporary Jewish Law: Tlze 
Case of Unjust Enrichi~zent 

Law" at a program co-sponsored 
by  he Canadian Friends 01 Tel- 
Aviv University and [he Belh 
Tzedec Congregation in 
Toronlo in February. Late last 
fall he presented his paper "On 
Mariial Properly" (co-authored 
with Carolyn J.  Frantz, '00) at 
the Legal Theory Workshop at 
Emory University School of 
Law and at a faculty 
colloquium at UCLA School 
of Law. 

Assistant Professor Daniel 
Halberstam, who also is 
director of the U-M's European 
Union Center, spoke on "The 
Duty to Cooperate in Federal 
Systems" at a workshop on 
multilevel constitutionalism at 
the Universidade Nova de 
Lisboa in Portugal in 
December. Earlier in the fall he 
spoke on "Fidelity to the Union 
in U.S. Constitutional Law" at a 
faculty colloquium at the 
Uni~7ersity of Colorado and on 
the topic of "A Comparative 
Examination ol  Judicial 
Cooperation in the European 
Union and the United States" at 
the Sjmposium on 
Jurisdictional Reform in [he 
European Union held in 
Hamburg, Germany, on the 
occasion of the 75th anniversary 
of the Mnu Planck Institute for 
Comparative Public Law and 
International Law. 

Professor James C. Hathaway 
presented his paper on the 
potential lor in-country 
protection of refugees (co- 
authored ciith doctoral student 
Michelle Foster) to an expel-t 
~vorksllop organized by the 
UNHCR as part of its Global 
Consultalions on Inlernational 
Protection in San Remo, Italy, 
in September. He then travelled 
to Sarajevo, where he olfered 
an introduc~oiy course in 
1-eCugee law LO some 130 
la~'qrel-s fi-om across Europe, 
under the auspices of [he 
European Council on Ref~~gees. 
In October, he presented a 

paper on the need for burden 
sharing mechanisms in refugee 
law to the Canadian Council 
on International Law's annual 
meeting in Ottawa. In 
November, Professor Hathaway 
was invited to train the more 
than 100 staff members of the 
newly established Irish Refugee 
Legal Service, in Dubhn. In 
December, he was a panelist at 
the National Workshop for 
District Court Judges in San 
Diego where he analyzed the 
legali~y of the anti-terrorism 
provisions of the new U.S.A.- 
Patriot Act. Professor Hathaway 
then travelled to Geneva, where 
he delivered an address to the 
Global Consultation on 
International Protection and 
sewed as a member of the 
delegation of the International 
Council of Voluntary Agencies 
to the 50th anniversary 
meeting of state parties to the 
195 1 Refugee Convention. 

Professor Robert L. Howse 
presented the paper 
"Association, Identity, and 
Federal Community" at the 
conference on "Multilevel 
Constitutionalism: Transatlantic 
Perspectives" at the Law Faculty 
of the New University o l  
Lisbon and the paper "The 
Democratic Deficit in 
International Trade Law: 
Agency Costs and International 
Regimes" at the conference on 
"International Economic 
Governance and Non- 
Economic Concerns: 
Transparency, Legitimacy, and 
Intelzlational Economic Law" in 
TJienna in December. In 
November, he presented "From 
Politics to Technocrac)~ and 
Back Again - the Fate of the 
World Trade Organization" at 
the Iiztemaitonal Law 
Worlzshop at the University of 
Chicago Law School; 
conducted a two-day training 
seminar on World Trade 

Organization law and policy for 
Paraguayan government 
officials in Asuncion; discussed 
European integration from a 
North American perspective at 
a colloquium on European 
integralion at the Swiss 
Institute of Comparative Law, 
Lausanne; and co-organized 
with the University of Michigan 
School of Public Health and the 
U-M International Institute a 
workshop on science-based 
trade disputes and presented 
an overview of applicable WTO 
case law at the workshop. 
Earlier in the fall, he: was 
panelist on NAFTA investor- 
state dispute settlement for the 
~\rorltshop on Consumer and 
Commercial Law at the 
University of Toronto Faculty 
of Law; co-organized and 
presented a paper on 
interpretative choices in WTO 
jurisprudence at the forum on 
WTO Dispute Settlement at the 
Law School; spoke as part of 
the Theory and Practice of 
International Law speaker 
series at Columbia University 
School of Law; served as 
panelist on "The Greening of 
the Miorld Trade Organization?" 
for the New York Bar 
Association; and presented his 
work on trade and human 
rights at the Massachusetts 
Institute ol Technology 
Program on Human Ihghts 
and J~~st ice .  

Yale Kamisar, the Clarence 
Darrow Dis~inguished 
University Prolessor of Law, 
debated Judge Guido Calabresi 
of the U.S. Courl- of Appeals for 
the Second Circuit on the bases 
for and the desirability of 
esclusiol~ary rules in cnmi~lal 
cases as part of a synposium at 
Yale Law School sponsored by 
the Federalist Society in Febnmy. 
The Hon. John Walker, '66. 
cliief judge of ihe U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Second Circuit, 
inoderated and participated. 

Contil1licd 011 pc1gc 2s 



Assistant Professor Ellen 
Katz delivered the paper 
''Judicial Activism and Restraint: 
Congress, Race, and the Vote in 
the Rehnquist and Wai~e 
Courts" at the symposium on 
"Consen~ative Judicial Activism" 
at the University of Colorado 
School of Law last fall. 

The 5th edition of the 
casebook Property, by Earl 
Warren Delano Professor of 
Law James E. Krier and Jesse 
Dukeminier of UCLA was 
published in February. 

Roy F. and Jean Humphrey 
Proffitt Research Professor of 
Law Ronald J. Mann in 
December presided as reporter 
ox7er the final meeting of the 
American Law Institute/ 
National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws Drafting Committee 
to Revise the Payment Articles 
of the Uniform Commercial 
Code and presented the 
committee's work to the 
Council of the American Law 
Institute. The council approved 
the work for submission to the 
vote of the entire institute at its 
annual meeting in May 2002. 
In February, Mann discussed 
the "Economics of Strategic 
Alliances" at a National Bureau 
of Economic Research 
symposium in Florida and in 
January presented his research 
on credit card use in Japan at a 
worksl-zop at the George Mason 
University Law School. 

Clinical Assistant Professor 
Bridget M. McCormack 
directed a panel on "Academic 
Freedom and Clinical Legal 
Education" at the Association 
of American Law Schools 
annual meeting in January. 

Assistant Professor 
Adam C. Pritchard was a 
commentator for the F. Hodge 
O'Neal Corporate and 
Securities Law Symposium, 
Institute for LBw and Economic 
Policy in March. In December 

he participated in the Korea 
Stock Exchange's International 
Conference on Self-Regulatory 
Institutions in the Korean 
Securities Markets, and earlier 
in the year took part in the 
Practicing Law Institute's 33rd 
Annual Institute on Securities 
Regulation and the American 
Law Introductory Course of the 
Atlantisclze Akademie: 
Rheinland-Pfalz and the 
German-American Lawyers 
Association. 

Clinical Assistant Professor 
David A. Santacroce has been 
named treasurer of the Clinical 
Section of the Association of 
American Law Schools. In 
December he discussed the 
relationship between federal 
law and a state's delivery of 
retraining and re-adjustment 
assistance to large groups of 
dislocated workers as a keynote 
speaker for the California Rapid 
Response Round Table in Palm 
Springs. He also did workshops 
at the round table on creating 
dialogues with businesses to 
get them to provide timely 
notice of mass layoffs and plant 
closings. 

In February, Harry Bums 
Hutchins Collegate Professor 
of Law Joseph Vining lectured 
on "Corporate Crime and the 
Religious Sensibility" as part of 
the program "Religion and the 
Criminal Law: Legal and 
Philosophical Perspectives" 
sponsored by the Arizona State 
University College of Law and 
Departments of Philosophy and 
Religous Studies. The same 
month Vining addressed the 
issue "Is There an Implicit 
Theology in the Practice of 
Ordinary Law?" in a program 
on "The Theology of the 
Practice of Law" at Mercer 
University; also on the program 
were L. Hart Wrigh~ Collegiate 
Professor of Law James Boyd 
White, Old Testament 
theologian Walter Brueggemnn, 

Activities 
and British novelisl/biographer 
Peter Ackroyd. 

Assistant Professor Mark D. 
West represented the Law 
School as the sole U.S. law 
school participating in the 
symposium "Inside the 
American Law School: Its 
Essence, Its Reality, and Its 
Potential in Japan," in Tokyo in 
Februaty (see st or)^ p. 3). Late 
in the fall teim he presented 
the paper "Institutional Change 
and M&A in Japan: Diversity 
through Deals" (co-authored 
with Curtis Mulhaupt of 
Columbia Law School) at the 
authors workshop for the 
conference "Global Markets, 
Domestic Institutions: 
Corporate Law and Governance 
in a New Era of Cross-Border 
Deals" in New York and at 
Kyushu University in Japan. He 
also lectured on "American 
Lawyers and American Legal 
Education" at Tezukayama 
University in Japan. 

VISITING AND ADJUNCT 
FACULTY 

Visiting Professor Karima 
Bennoune, '94, in March 
served as commentator for the 
conference "Censoring 
Feminism," sponsored by the 
U-M's Institute for Research on 
Women and Gender, and 
spoke on "Surroundings and 
Society, Shaping our Children" 
at the Medstart conference at 
the University. In February she 
gave a workshop for the 
Cranbrook Educational 
Community's World Affairs 
Seminar on "What is Torture? 
A Human Rghts Lawyer's 
Perspective." In January she 
delivered "Comments on 
Human Rights and the War on 
Terrorism" for the program 
"War on Terrorism: Legality of 
[he American Response at 
Home and Abroad," sponsored 
by the Journal of lntei~~ntional 
Laiv at Michigan State 

University-De~roi~ College 
of Law. 

Visiting Professor Howard 
F. Chang presented his paper 
"Immigration Restriclions as 
Employnlen~ Discrimination" at 
the Workshop on Labor and 
Einp1o)ment Law at New York 
University Law School in 
November and a[ the Michigan 
Legal Theory Workshop in 
January Also in January, he 
presented his paper "Liberal 
Ideals and Political Feasibility: 
Guest-Worker Prograilis as 
Second-Best Policies" at an 
immigration symposium at the 
University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. He presented his 
paper "Aliens, Public Benefits, 
and Devolution of Federal 
Power to the States: A Skeptical 
View of Nondevolvability" at an 
immigration symposium at 
New York University Law 
School in October. He served 
as secretary on the Esecutive 
Committee of the Association 
of American Law Schools 
Section on Law and Economics 
for 2001-2002. 

Adjunct Professor Laurence 
Connor, '65, was moderator 
for the first Annual Advanced 
Negotiation and Dispute 
Resolution Institute in March at 
the Institute for Continuing 
Legal Educalion in Ann Arbor. 
He also spoke on "Drafting 
Mediation Summaries." 

Adjunct Professor James 
Forman Jr. was featured in The 
New Urban Leaden, by 
Broolzings Institution Senior 
Fellow Joyce Ladner, for his 
work with the Maya Angelou 
School in Washington, D.C. 
He curently is launching the 
Maya Angelou Leadership 
Development InsLiLute to train 
D.C. teenagers to advocate for 
themselves and [heir 
communities on issues of 
juvenile justice and 
police/cominunity relations. 
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Visiting 
and 

Faculty 
winter 

Visiting faculty 
members from 
universities around 
the world and 
adjunct teachers 
who share their 
experiences and 
professional skills 
add significant 
richness and depth 
to Law School 
classes. Here are 
the visiting and 
adjunct faculty 
who are a t  the Law 
School during this 
second half of the 
2001-2002 
academic year. 

Elizabeth M. Bany, '88, 
who is teaching Higher 
Education Law, is associate vice 
president and deputy general 
counsel in the Office of General 
Counsel for the University of 
Michigan. At deadline time, it 
was announced that she is to 
become managng director of 
the University's Llfe Sciences 
Institute. She was previously 
director of Academic Human 
Resources for the University 
and was a university attorney 
for Harvard. Barry has lectured 
at Hanard University Graduate 
School of Education. 

Eyal Benvenisti, who is 
teaching The fights of Minority 
Groups, is the Hersch 
Lauterpacht Professor of Public 
International Law and director 
of the Minenia Center for 
Human hghts at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. He 
earned his LL.B. n u n  laude at 
the Hebrew University, and 
then earned his LL.M. and 
J.S.D. degrees at Yale Law 
School. His ex~erience includes 
serving as a la517 clerk at the 
Israel Supreme Court; sening 
as a ~lsiting fellow at the Max 
Planck Institute lor 
Comparative Public Law and 
Internat~onal Law; and as a 
visiting professor at the 
Haward, Columbia, and U-M 
la\v schools. He joined the 
IHebrew University of Jerusalem 
Faculty of Law in 1990, and 
senred as a member of the 
International Law Association 
Committee on International 
Law in National Courts from 
1994-98. Professor Benvenisti 
is co-editor of Theoretical 
Inquii-ies iin Law. He has 
received nuinerous awards 
including the Yale Law School's 
Atnbrose Gherini Prize, the 

Francis Deak Prize lor an 
outstanding article by a 
younger author published in 
the AlneiicanJou~nal of 
bztenzatioi~al La,\!, and the 
Fulbiight-Yitzhak Rabin 
Award, which 1s awarded by 
the United States-Israel 
Educational Foundation to an 
established Israeli scholar. 
Professor Benvenisti's teaching 
and research interests include 
administrative law. 
constitulional  la^, and 
international law. 

Howard F. Chang, 
professor of law at [he 
University of Pennsylvania Law 
School, is teaching Immigration 
and Nationality, and 
International Trade Law. Pnor 
to joinlng the Penn law faculty 
in 1999, he was a professor of 
law at the University of 
Southern California Law 
School, where he began 
teaching in 1992. He has been 
a visiting professor at the New 
York University School of Law, 
Hanrard Law School, and 
Stanford Law School, and a 
visiting associate professor at 
the Georgetown University Law 
Center. From 1958 to 1989, he 
served as a law clerk for the 
Hon. Ruth Bader Ginsburg on 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the D.C. Circuit. He received 
his A.B. from 13arvard College, 
an. M.P.A. from Princeton 
University, a J.D. from Haward 
La177 School, where he served as 
supervising editor of the 
Halvnrd Law Revinv, and a 
Ph.D. in econon~ics fro111 M.I.T. 
Professor Chang has taught and 
written on a vide variety of 
subjects, including immigration 
law, international made 
regulation, and environmental 
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law. He served on the Board of 
Directors of the American Civil 
Liberties Union of Southem 
California from 1995 to 1998 
and on the Executive Ad~isoly 
Board of the Asian Pacific 
American Legal Center of 
Southern California from 1995 
to 1996. 

Ellen J. Dannin, '78, is a 
professor of law at California 
Westem School of Law. She 
earned a B.A. with high honors 
and h g h  distinction from the 
University of Michigan and a 
J.D. with honors fi-om the 
University of Michigan Law 
School. After graduation, 
Dannln served as a jud~cial 
clerk for Judge Cornelia G. 
Kennedy, '47, of the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit 
before becoming a tiial 
attorney with the National 
Labor Relations Board. She 
joined the lam1 faculty at 
California Western School of 
Law in 1991. Her teaching 
interests include labor and 
employment law and civil 
procedure. Dannin has also 
taught at the University or 
Massachusetts, Amherst, in the 
Masters Program in Union 
Leadership and Administration, 
and at Massey University, New 
Zealancl, and has been a 
consultant to the United States 
and New Zealand Departments 
of Labor. She has written 
extensively 011 collecti~re 
bargaining, privatization, and 
labor-management cooperation. 
Her currenl work includes a 
series of quantitative studies 
exploring the employer's right 
to implement its final offer at 
impasse (with Gangaram Singh, 
Sa1-i Diego State University). At 
the Law School, she is teaching 
Labor Saw and a seminar, 
Immigrants, Work, and Justice. 

Sheldon H. Danziger, who 
joins Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, 
'81 , to teach Social Welfare 
Policy, is the Henry J .  Meyer 
Collegiate Professor in the 
University of Michigan School 
of Social Work. He is director 
of the School's Social Work 
Research and Development 
Center on Poverty, k s k ,  and 
Mental Health, and he serves as 
a professor of public policy in 
the School of Public Policy, as 
well as being a faculty associate 
in the Population Studies 
Center. 

Timothy L. Dickinson, '79, 
is a partner with Dickinson 
Landmeier LLP, in 
Washington, D.C., where he 
practices in international 
commercial transactions, 
foreign sales and investments, 
economic sanctions and foreign 
claims, FCHP, export 
regulations and enforcement, 
European Community law, and 
public international law areas. 
He also has taught at 
Georgetown Law Center as an 
adjunct professor. Here at the 
Law School, Dickinson is co- 
teaching Transnational Law 
with Hessel E. Yntema 
Professor of Law Matthias W.  
Reimann, LL.M. '83. 

Karthigasen Govender, 
LL.M. '88, co-taught 
Constitutionalism in South 
Africa with Wade I-I. McCree 
Jr. Collegiate Professor of Law 
David L. Chaiiibers at the Law 
School in January. Govender 
has bee11 a professor in the 
Department of Public Saw at 
the University of Natal, where 
he has taught constitutional, 
administrative and family law 
as well as svidence and 
criminal procedure. He is also a 
member of the South African 
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Human Rights Con~mission. 
Saul A. Green, '72, joined 

hiIiller Callfield Paddock and 
Stone in Septenlbei- 2001 as 
director of the Minority 
Business Group. He also 
coordinates the film's anti- 
racial profiling education and 
training programs for public 
law enforcement agencies and 
retailers. In addition, he is 
contributing to the firm's 
Litigation and Dispute 
Resolution Practice Group. 
Green was nominated United 
States Attorney for the Eastern 
District of Michigan by 
President William J.  Clinton, 
confirmed by the Senate on 
May 6,  1994, and served until 
May 1,  2001. As United States 
Attorney he was chief federal 
law enforcement oflicer for the 
Eastern District of Michigan. 
He served as Wayne County 
Corporation Counsel fi-om 
1989 to 1993, having 
previously served as chief 
counsel, United States 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, Detroit 
Field Office from 1976 to 
1989, and as ail assistant 
United States attorney from 
1973 to 1976. Green also 
attended the University of 
Michigan for his undergraduate 
studies and eamecl his B.A. in 
pre-legal studies in 1969. IHe 
teaches a seminar on Racial 
Profiling. 

Lawrence A. Hamermesh 
is associate professor of law a1 
Widener Law School's 
Delaware campus. He received 
a B.A. from Haverforcl College, 
and a J.D. from Yale Law 

School. Following graduation 
Irom Yale, he worked as an 
associate attorney lor Morris, 
Nichols, Arsl-tt &I Tuni~ell in 
Wilmington, Delaware, lrom 
1976-84. I-le was a partner in 
the firm from 1985-94. 
Hamerniesh joined the faculty 
ai Widener in 1994 as associate 
professor or lau~. He is 
admilted to practice in 
Delaware. Halnermesh teaches 
and writes in the areas of: 
corporate finance, mergers and 
acquisitions, securities 
regulation, business 
organizations, the virtual 
chancery court, corporate 
takeovers, and equitylequitable 
remedies. Here at the Law 
School, lze is teaching 
Corporate Finance and 
Enterprise Organlzat~on. Since 
1995, Hamermesh has been a 
member of the Corporation 
Law Council of the Business 
Law Section of the Delaware 
State Bar Association, whlch is 
responsible for the annual 
review and modemiza~ion of 
the Delaware General 
Corporation Law. He is also 
president ol ACLU Delaware 
and treasurer ol Delaware 
Volunteer Legal Seivices and 
has been active in a number of 
professional and cnic 
organizations. 

Alison Hirschel received 
her B.A. from the Universily of 
Michigan and graduated from 
Yale Law School. She clerlzed 
for  he Hon. Joseph S. Lord 111 
in the U.S. Dislrict Courl lor 
the Eastern Disii-ic~ of 
Pennsylvania. For 12 years, she 
worlzed at Coinmuni~y Legal 
Services in Philadelphia as a 
staff attomej7, co-director ol the 
Elderly Law Project, and 
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cleputy director. Slnce coming 
Michigan, Hirschel has 

elder law wilh 
Michigan Proleclion and 
Advocacy Service Inc. aizd the 
Michigan Poverly Law Projecl. 
Her praclice has always 
included individual and impact 
litigalion, legislative and 
administrative advocacy, and 
community educa~ion efforts. 
111 1997, she was named the 
first Yale Law School Arthur 
Lirnan Fellow. Hirsbel also 
seived as a Reginald Heber 
Slnith Fellow and she has won 
a number of other awards for 
her advocacy for the poor 
elderly. She speaks and writes 
frequently about elder law and 
public interest latv. I-Iirscl~el, 
1~110 is teaching Law and the 
Elderly, has taught elder law at 
the Law School since 1998 aizd 
pi-eviously laugh1 at the 
University of Pennsylvania 
from 1991-97. 

Gareth Jones was educated 
at University College, London; 
University of Cambridge; and 
Hanrard Law School. Professor 
Jo~zes currently ~eaches at the 
Universi~y of Cainbridge and 
also has laugh1 in the United 
Stales a1 the Hai~lard, Berlteley, 
Universily of Texas, University 
of Chicago, and University of 
Michigan law schools. Mere at 
111e U-M Law School, he is 
leaching tlze seminar Histoiy ol 
 he Criminal Trial. He is a 
member of the Ainerican Law 
Institute and a Foreign h4ember 
of the Royal Nell~erlands 
Academy of Arls and Science, 
ns well as Queen's Counsel and 
Fello~v of  he Brilish Academy. 

Orit Kamir, LL.M. '95, is a 
professor of law at  he Hebrew 
University, specializing in 
interdisciplinary cultural 
analysis of law, law and lilin, 
and reminist legal thought. In 
her capacily as a feminist legal 
scholar and activisL, Professor 
Kamir draf~ed a sexual 
harassment bill  hat was 
adopted by the Israeli 
Parliament and legislated into 
law in 1998. Since the 
legislation of the Sexual 
Harassment Prevention Law, 
Kamir has been actively 
engaged in oral and written 
presentation and explication of 
its new legal concepts to the 
Israeli public, academic, legal 
and olhenvlse in~erested, as 
well as to lntemational fomms 
of feminist legal scholars and 
activists. Karnir received her 
LL.M. and S.J.D. at the 
University of Michigan Law 
School, and wrote her 
disseriation in the field of law- 
and-literature under Professors 
Janzes Boyd White and \Villiam 
I .  Miller. Prior to that, she 
clerked in [he Israeli Supren~e 
Courl and in the Israeli 
Parliament, and senred as legal 
advisor to Israeli organizations 
such as the Israel Women's 
Nelrvork. Kailzir is leaching 
Feixinist Theory and 
Judspiudence. 

Atsushi Kinami, LL.hll. '83, 
who is joining Professor Carl E. 
Schneider, '79, to co-teach 
Comparati\re Fam~ly Law, is a 
professor o l l a ~ v  at IZyoto 
University, ~vhere he has taught 
since 1981; he became a full 
pl-ofessor ~ l ~ e r e  in 1992. 
Professor Kinami earned his 
LL.B. at IZyoto University and 
111en his LL.M. at the Uni\:ei-sity 
of Michigan Law School. I11 

1997, he taught a course on 
the Japanese legal systenz at the 
U-M Law School, and he was a 
visiting research scholar here in 
1999-2000. At Kyoto, he 
teaches American law and does 
comparative research on 
American law. Kinami and 
Schneider, the Chauncey 
Stillman Professor of Ethics, 
Morality, and the Practice of 
Law, are currently collaborating 
on research into why Japanese 
"bengoshi" decided to become 
lawyers and horn? they have 
made decisions about their 
careers. 

Marvin Krislov, vice 
president and general counsel 
of the University of Michigan, 
is teaching a seminar on The 
Role of In-House Counsel. As 
general counsel for the 
University, he is responsible for 
the University's legal affairs, 
including establishng goals 
and strategies, sening as senior 
legal counsel to tlze Board of 
Regents and the University 
administration and its units, 
and mana,@g the University's 
relationships wit11 outside 
counsel. Krislov received a B.A. 
swlznln ntln Zn~rdc from Yale 
Universi~y in 1982. A Rhodes 
Scholar, l ~ e  studied at Oxlord 
Unl17ersity~'s h/\/lagdalen College? 
where he received an M.A. in 
lnode~n history in 1985. He 
senred as editor of the Ynlr Lnw 
Jo~lnznl and eanled a doctor of 
laws degree from Yale Lanr 
School in 1988. From 1988 to 
1989 he worlied as a law clerk 
for Judge Marilyn Hall Pate1 of 
 he U.S. Disirict Court in San 
Francisco. Prior LO co~~l ing  to 

the University of Michigan, he 
was acting solicitor in the U.S. 
Department of Labor, and 
deputy solicitor, seiving as the 
primary legal advlsor ro the 
Secretaqr of Labor. He also 
sewed as associate counsel in 
the Office of Counsel to the 
President, where he handled 
litigation and policy matters; 
was a tiial attorney for the U.S. 
Department of Justice's Civil 
Rghts Division, where he 
prosecuted racial violence and 
police brutality cases in grand 
jury investigations and at trials 
throughout the country; and 
taught at the National Law 
Center at George Washington 
Uni~7ersi ty . 

Margaret A. Leary is 
director of the Law Library. 
From 1973 to 1981, she senred 
as assistant director and from 
1982 through 1984 as associate 
director. She received a B.A. 
fi-om Cornell University, an 
M.A. from the University of 
hlinnesota School of Libi-a~y 
Science, and a J.D. from the 
William h4itchell College of 
Law. She is teaching the 
seminar Advanced Legal 
Research. 

Andrea D. Lyon is an 
associate clinical professor of 
law, director of the Center for 
Justice in Capital Cases at 
DePaul University College of 
Law, and direc~or o i  the 
Clarence Da~-ro\v Death Penalty 
Defense College held each 
spring at the U-h4 Law School. 
She is teaching h e  practice 
simulation Criminal Trial 
Advocacy. Lyon g a d u a ~ e d  
fi-on1 Rutgers University in 
1973 and from the Antioch 
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School of Law in 1976. She 
joined tlie Cook County Public 
Defender's Office that year, 
where she worked in the felony 
trial division, post conviction/ 
habeas coyus unit, preliminary 
hearinglfirst municipal 
(misdemeanor) unit, and the 
appeals division. Her last 
position there was as chief of 
the Homicide Task Force, a 
22-lawyer unit representing 
persons accused of homicides. 
She has tried more than 130 
homicide cases, both while in 
the Public Defender's Office and 
since. She has defended more 
t l~an 30 potential capital cases 
at the trial level and has taken 
18 through penalty phase; she 
has won all 18. In 1990, she 
founded the Illinois Capital 
Resource Center and served as 
its director until joining the 
University of Michigan Law 
School faculty as an assistant 
clinical professor in 1995. A 
winner of the prestigious 
National Legal Aid and 
Defender Association's Regnald 
Heber Smith Award for best 
advocate for the poor in the 
country, she is a nacionally 
recognized expert in the field 
of death penalty defense and a 
frequent continuing legal 
education teacher throughout 
the country. I11 1998, she was 
awarded the "Justice for All" 
award at the National 
Conference on Wrongful 
Convictions and the Death 
Penalty. 

Osamo Morita is a rnenlber 
of the Faculty of Law at tlhe 
University of Tokyo, where he 
teaches classes in basic civil 
code (contracts and torts) and 
is involved in the Japanese law 
and econon~ics movement. He 
is teaching Payment Systems 
with Professor Ronald J. Mann. 

Cyril Moscow, '57, an 
adjunct professor at the Law 
School since 1973, is teaching 
Business Planning for Publicly 
Held Corporations. He is a 
partner at Honigman, Miller, 
Schwartz &J Cohn in Detroit, 
where he practices corporate 
and securities law. He is the co- 
author of texts on Michigan 
corporate law and securities 
regulation, and is chair of the 
State Bar subcommittee on the 
revision of the Business 
Corporation Act. 

Steven Rhodes, '73, is the 
Chief Bankruptcy Judge for the 
Eastern District of Michigan 
and serves on the Banktuptcy 
Appellate Panel for the Sixth 
Circuit. His undergraduate 
degree is from Purdue 
University. He formerly served 
as a law clerk for District Judge 
John Feiltens, '41, as an 
Assistant U.S. Attorney, and as 
a U.S. Magistrate. He is a fellow 
of the American College of 
Bankruptcy, and a former 
associate editor oi the Anzerican 
Balzhlz~ptcy hw Jounznl and the 
Michigm~ Lclw Review. Rhodes 
has lectured and written widely 
on bankruptcy law and 
procedure and has taught at 
the Law School since 1992. He 
is teaching Bankruptcy. 
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Mark D. Rosenbaum is 
general counsel for the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
in Los Angeles. He received a 
B.A. from the University of 
Michigan and a J.D. from 
Hanrard Law School, where he 
was vice-president of the 
Hanrard Legal Aid Bureau. He 
senred as staff counsel for the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
from 1974 to 1984 and has 
been general counsel from 
1984 to the present. 
Rosenbaum has taught at 
Lo17ola Law School, Harvard 
Law School, and the University 
of Southern California Law 
Center. He began teaching at 
Michigan in 1993. His areas of 
expertise include poverty and 
homelessness legslation, 
immigrants' rights, workers' 
rights, civil rights, and First 
Amendment issues. He is 
teaching Fourteenth 
Amendment and a seminar, 
Public Interest Litigation. 

Daniel Rothenberg, who 
earned his Ph.D. at the 
University of Chicago, is an 
assistant professor at the 
University of Michigan and a 
Fellow in the Michigan Society 
of Fellows. He has also taught 
in the Human kghts Prograln 

at the Uni\~ersity ol Chicago 
and in the Department of 
Criminology, Law ancl Socie~y 
at the University ol California, 
Inine. Rothenberg conducts 
research on a variety of issues 
including: international human 
rights, transitional justice, ~ m t h  
commissions, labor migration 
to the United States, and social 
impact of state terror and 
institutionalized violence. He 
has worked as a consultant for 
a number of human rights and 
democratization projects in 
Latin America. He teaches on 
Genocide, Tribunals, ancl T m ~ h  
Commissions. 

Edward R. Stein, '66, 
specializes in civil litigation at 
Stein, Moran, Raimi 65 Goethel 
in Ann Arbor. He is a fellow of 
the American College of Trial 
Lawyers, a member of the 
American Board of Trial 
Advocates, and is listed in The 
Best Lmqlel-s iiz Anzeiicn. He 
regularly teaches for the 
National Institute for Trial 
Advocacy, and is tlhe recipient 
of its Distinguished Service 
Award and Prentice Marsl~all 
Faculty Award. He frequently 
lectures on various aspects of 
trial practice, and most recently 
has lectured extensively on the 
use of electronic demonstrative 
evidence. Stein regularly 
teaches Trial Practice at the 
Law School. 



"lbert B. F: -'re's generosity 
aids graduates, government 

*Synergy" is a word that Roben 3. FLk Babcddr md Wkox agaimt Ge- Public 
Ir., '55, uss ohen -when he talks of the Uai~ies in the $4 bilfimsuir that grew out 
complementary nature of pdmte a ~ d  o f h e b M i l e I s l a n d e p h  
public ~icsice.  A senior member of Davis addent in 1979. After c-dering Sewd 
Polk $ Wa~dwell"~ Litigation Depmment " aatoaneys, Babeock md Wkox settled on 
in New 'to&, Fiske has s g a  moze [han him, Fiske qW. '?hey d, well, he 
+O years moving between &e pfivate and seems to have a pretty good nadc m d  as 
public ables, Wedbows that p&k a U.S. Attomery." 
md pri* legs1 war& me ihe fraternal "On a broader basis, 1 think it's verg 
W of pifmi~h. helpful for people in g m m e n t  to have 

Ether ,b p@ace or public cares would had tht benefit of experience in h e  private 
be the envy of any lawyer. He's dane b ~ @  sector. It gives them a deeper, more 
with g ~ . s u o w a  - r e p ~ k t i n ~  hgh rouided experience and enables them to 
profile &as lie General Bectric, k o n ,  make more balanced judgments." 
Clark CWQT~, a d  others, .as well its Talking about the M g a n  Law S b o l  
serving ES ;an Assista~J.7.S. Attorney, U.S, and his time in public semice, Fiske says,- 
Attorney, bdependbnt Qume1, and, more These are two of the &- thnt have 
recegtly, n member ,of ihe,roimfflission meant: the most to me in my ~ r . "  
headed by Judge William Wehter to In rec~gnirion of these influences, Fiskc' 
review the FBIS intemaltsect\riq has given the Law Sghool a &t of $2 
procedures in .the wake of the Rabert million to establish an endamat to 
Haasen spy case. 

. support three Law School &duats each 
"It energizes you id. bcmm the year who want to go into gove rna t  legal 

1 private .and p~bbc Plske says, work. b h  R o k  B. Fiske Jr. Fellow will 
lading up to the use of his favotite word: receive a $5,000 fim-year stipend and, for 
"There's a synergy between tlqm - and three years, .debt repapent assistance on 
this is wrnething 1 talk about to law the Wl mount of a l l  college and law 
students dl the time. The'experlences 1 had d,ool educational bans. , 

in pzimte pmctice made me da a better job The &ing casts of legal education , 

in the govern- -om3. Con.ve.rsely, . it more diacult for t d @ s  graduates 
the ezqeizienw 1 -h$4 in p&%tc smw to. enter government -service;" Fbh 5a;pL 

sipi&mdy'&nc&d my ptikfe phctici." and he hopes his gifi wilt kap lhem mke 
In Eact, he he just had ~amplaed suqh p m :  Wy endomat hat+dIy 

four yews as"U.5.. Aetome y 8gf the adtb&ew& fmnieial cmEdaadons," he 
Sourhem Distxiaaf New Ymk w b n  hie . ' expkdned, P link it is birder tiiday f& 
was caIPed on for his succd1 &fepse af people because they have loans-that put 

' . &em in a more difficult position than it 
was fw a lot of us 30-40 years ago." 

mke said he had been considering kls 
gdi for same t h e ,  but belimes it k made 
more si@cant by the terrorist attacks of 
S q t d e r  1 1. "Tkis benefits booth the Law 
School and h e  government: he noted. "It 
wiU give ~ichig& Law School graduates 
the oppoktunity to have a public service 
experience that athawk they might not 
have been able to aEozd. It also will give 
the government a wntinuing flow of 
highly-talented and highly-motiva ted 
p q  l a v s . "  

Fish points out that it is an advantage 
for someone who is going to do public 
service to do it early. If yrm get early public 
s e ~ c e  in gomment, that ofan +es 
the basis from wh& you + back 
later in a higher, mare respamW 
position. 

That's how it was for him, he fixpktmed. 
"Very early in my cmeer, T was rn Assisttam 
U.3. Attorney [far the Southem District of 
New YorM; i f  I hadn't had that expextate 
1 wouldn't have latq 2Keh named W.S. 
&amey, or hdep.endmt C o u d *  

Law S & Q ~  ~ J ~ ~ y  5. '81, 
praised FisWs rule in helping bxw School 
graduates tu enter gmmmat semice. 
"Bob Fiske personifies the ideal of a lawyer 
as. a public semnt, bbZh though his 

. gotremment service: a d  in service to the 
l e d  ~~150fexsion," k b n  said. 
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recipientsare ... 
Steven Y. Bnaler ,  '01, who will be working at the U.S. Department of ~ustlce,.~ivil ~ i v i l i an ,  Federal 
Programs Branch. Bressler wilt b an Attorney General's Honors Program   rial Attorney. He will defend 
U.S. government programs from constitutional and other civil ~Mllenges as lead cocnunsel at trial and 
occasionally on appeal. 

Undergraduate Ikgree: Oberlln College. B.A. in Econoqics 

Judicial Clerkhip: With the Hon. Norma 1 Shapiro, U.S. District Court for tKe Eastern District of 
Pennsylvania, 2001 -2002 term. 

Cornmen t : f'S~m8tiirnes, I am sure I will find m y d f  defending the government when my pmonal politi~s 
would have me at the plaintiffs' table. But I believe in government and so I believe the government will be 
a very worthwhile client to represent Through government we may act colle~tively to change f ie world 
protect the poor, guarantee civil rights and a living wage (or, as'mmy argue, th opportonity to grow your 
business freely, m d  channel power in favor of those who are otherwise powerless. It is through 
government that we may t y ,  at least, to make cities, our nation, arrd the world better. ." I 

Bethany Buck Hauser, 3L, who will be working with the U.S. Department of Justice Tax Division. She 
will serve as an appellate or civil trial attorney, depending on staffing needs. 

Undergraduate Degree: Carleton College, B.A. magna cum laude in English 
. -- 

Comment: "In the end, every program that relies on government spending depends on the government's 
ability to ~ollect taxes. Perhaps more important& many of the values of our society are written into the tax 
code. From tax code provisions that aim at redktribufing wealth, to those which reward a pa~ficular type of 
economic behavior - whether charitable giving, investment in military weapons research, or offering 
pension benefits to employees - to those provisions which aim merely at keeping the tax code from 
distorting economic activity by driving corporate decision-making, the sensible applkation of that provision 
depends upon the intelligent enforcement and interprefation of the code. . . . 

I 'It may sound strange to be so enthusiastic about it, because, well, it's taxes. But to me it's an 
~pportunity to work on big, complicated, important cases that come out right only because some of the 
best legal minds out there are working on both sides of the problem." 

Raja Raghunath, 3L, plans to work with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) as a field attorney. 
His duties will include investigating petitions concerning the representation of employees; conducting 
hearings under the National Labor Relations Act and the Fair Labor Standards Act; investigating charges 
of unfair labor practices; appearing as counsel in NLRB hearings and litigation; and involvement in "all 
necessary legal service :$$;A*2&::;;."<. "'2. " ' 

, %y+.-<:>:?e >.;..~:,~.~.;~:~~ 

Undergraduate: Duke University, B.A. in Public Policy Studies and English 

Comment: ''I am commilted to working in the field of Sabor law and for the enforcement of labor rights 
dumesical~, and I eventually plan to apply that work experlence to the enforcement of labor standards 
internationally in the context of international trade law and regulation. 

Raja Raghwnath, 3L d "I have always been interested in social justice, and am commifted to working for ifs achievement both in the 
country of my birth and internationally. I chose law school so that I cwld learn the skills necessary to 
further my policy-making abilities, and to discover the specific ways in which I could best direct my energies 
into the areas of greatest interest to me. I have come to regard labor law, and more broadly the enforcement 
of labor rbhts on a domestic and global scale, as such a precise area of interest and commitment." 
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PHOTO BY MARTIN VUXTnMNERSIN OF MICHIGAN 
PtK)TO SEWvl;c;ES 

J I. Benefector Robert B. Fiske Jr., 35, spaterd at 

I I 

carter, poses with hflrst  Fisk Fellows luld 
' .. a&-s prior to dining together in Ann Arbor, 

I - - in March. Nwcf to Fishe are Frank fterdetso~ 

- -. 
rmd Bethatry Buch Hawn: Sranding. behind 
them me, frm it$, Stmen Y. Bwssfer, Rqia 

> 8  . R a g h ~ A ,  cmdlon C. h i d  Ckrk. 

%o alternates also were selected. They are.. . 
1 Frank Karabetsos, 3L, who plans to work in the executive branch of the federal government 

Graduate and Undergraduate Degrees: M.A. in International Relations, University of Chicago; B.A. in 
Philosophy and English Literature, University of Michigan 

Legal Clerkships: Clerk to the Hon. Edward A. Quinnell, 25th Judicial Circuit, Marquette, Michigan; law 
clerk with International Law Commission of the United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland; and law clerk with the 
Public Defender Service for the District of Columbia, Washington, D.C 

Comment: "Though the United States comprises one sovereign nation among many, globalization 
increasingly connects us within the larger web of the international community. We must employ our political, 
economic, and technological power to deter and prevent terrorism and aggression, while encouraging 
international cooperation, democracy, and freedom. In essence, we need leaders in our government to fulfill 
our nation 3 responsibility to lead the international community. . . . 
"Though public service work exacts financial sacrifices, I made the decision long ago to embark on such a 
career. My education and three legal clerkships in public service institutions have prepared me for this 
iourney. The challenge of working on exciting and important issues, serving my country with honor and 
distinction, and striving to achieve a better life for all our citizens offers rewards money cannot buy. 

Jon C. Lewis Clark, 3L, (dual J.D.1M.P.P. degree) will be an Assistant Corporation Counsel within the 8 Legal Counsel Division of the New York City Law Department. The division responds to requests for legal .; 
advice from elected officials and city agencies, drafts state and local leaislation orooosed bv the rnavor and '$ 

city agencies, and reviews rules ~ ( p ~ ~ s e d  by city agencies. 
7.. , , . \ 

Underpraduats Degree: ~ a r b n o ~ ~ ~ o l t ~ e ,  B.A. in Governmem wlrn rntnor in boc~o~ogy 

Comment: "Uver the past six years, E have sped much of my time working and lea mi^^ from Eawyers and 
- 

judges abut  ways in which I can devote my life to the community through pubJi~ servie. In our discussiuns, 
many of these professionals belabor the lack of members of the legal community willinb to make the 
necessay sacpifices. Having listened, and hopefully /earned from their years of experience, I haw decided that 
helping the community is somethino 1 should do with my own lile 

I "E am pursuing a legal career in public service becaws8 E bet~ave mt only tntougn such a @reef can 1 begin to 
point my life down this principled path. 1 now have the oppoRunity to rwch back and sl~ngthen the 
foundatian of my community md other communities in nmd $0 that othen my raise t h e m s k s  up as well - 

! Jon C. Lewis Cl'ark. 31 



Whatever democracy qight mean i "I Mascow, autocracy is alive' and well in 
Bashkortostan, an internal republic in 
central Russia roughly the size of 
France. President Murtaza Rakhimov 
has'pled the republic since the Soviet 
era. But in 1998, Rakhimov faced a 
potentially serious election challenge. ' 
How to ensure victory? 

Being a sophisticated autocrat, 
Rakhimov knew that crude ballot 
stuffing just wouldn't do. He began by , 

personally appointing half of the 
electoral commission that oversaw the 
race. Next he drove away potential 
adversaries. Competitors' campaign 
workers were threatened and 
independent journalists beaten, their 
print-runs confiscated. New$papers, 
radio and television were bkhimov's 
exclusive realm. He even controlled the 
skies: the republic's official airline 
distributed h~ campaign literature in- 
flight from Moscow. Rakhimov fulfilled 
the constitutiial requirement for 
contested-elections by ordering his 
Minister of Forestry to oppose him. 

On election day in Bashkortostan the 
voting process was squeaky clean. After 
all, everydung was decided weeks 
earlier. In an interview with the 
chairman of the election commission, I 
posed a hypothetical about one 
erstwhile opponent, Aleksander Arinin, 

man with democratic credentials 
dhose ?andidacy was registered and 
then revoked three successive times 
during the campaign. What would 
happen to an absentee ballot cast for 
him a fortnight before election day 
(when he was a registered candidate)? 
Without pausing to think, the chairman 
replied that such a vote was, impossible: 
no ballots had ever been printed with 
Arinin's name on them. Somehow, the 
authorities already seemed to know that 
it wouldn't really matter. 

To no one's surprise, Rakhimov won 
with over 70 percent of the vote. It was 
little consolation that ''Against All 
Candidates" took second place, beating 
the h p l w  Minister of Forestry by 
eight points. After all, the minister had 
joked with reporters at a polling station 
on election day, what made them so 
sure he was voting for hmself? 

- jefiey Kahn 



Think bacltfor a moment to those 
heady days: the Berlin Wall coming 
down. The Soviet "satellite" ring 
wili~zhing. Former dissidents like 
playwright Vdclav Havel coming to 
power. Mikhail Gorbachev beginning 
a revolutio~i that would eventually 
lead to the collapse of the Soviet 
Union . . . and the end of the cold war. 

These are the kinds of events that 
ignited Jeffrey Kahn's curiosity about 
R~~ssia and things Russian. It's a fascination 
that has shaped his undergraduate, 
masters, doctoral, and, since 1999, his 
legal studies. Today he is a third-year law 
student about to graduate and also the 
author of a pioneering book on the Russian 
Federation to be published this spring by 
Osford University Press. 

Kahn's book, Federalisln, Den7ocmtization, 
nizd the F-~tle o j  Law in Russia, already is 
drawing pre-publication praise from 
experts in the field. "I have not seen a 
better account, or a more perceptive one, 
in any language," William E. Butler, a 
renowned expert on Russian law who 
teaches at the University of London, says of 
Kahn's account of the collapse of the Soviet 
Unlon and the post-Soviet period. 

In an evaluation for the June 2002 
"Book Review" issue of the Michigan Law 
Review, Butler unites: "Dr. Jeffrey Kahn's 
admirable and thoroughly researched study 
offers invaluable materials and insights on 
what has been transpiring in the world of 
Russian federalisin (and beyond) from the 
earliest Soviet days to the present, with 
particular emphasis and depth on the post- 
soviet decade. . . . Kahn's study is the best 
and most thoughtful account of the early 
experience." 

Writing the book demanded a rigorous 
time-share with his legal studies, Kahn 
confesses. But his legal s~udies also 
deepened his understanding of  he trials 
and evolution of the Russian Federation. 
Professors Daniel Halber-stam, Sallyanne 
Payton, Brian Simpson, Eric Stein,'42, and 
others at the Law School and University 
offered him advice and support in the final 

stages of the manuscript. He also likes to 
joke that his book's acknowledgments are 
probably the first in an Oxford-published 
book to be datelined Muskegon, Michigan, 
his hometown. 

"What an exciting place," he said of the 
new R~issia. "After spending my entire 
secondary school education in the height 
of the cold war, just as I was becoming 
politically aware, everything was suddenly 
changing." He knew then that he wanted 
to follow where the end of the Soviet 
Union left off. 

So Kahn headed for Yale, where he 
studied Russian and made the first of many 
research trips to Russia - to the 
consternation of family and friends anxious 
about Russia's often violent politics and 
rising crime. But, he reminds you, these 
were the days when Boris Yeltsin "came to 
power standing on a tank." Of course, at 
that time, Yeltsin was still a symbol of hope 
in democracy, never before experienced in 
Russian history. 

From Yale, Kahn went to St. Antony's 
College at Oxford Uni~~ersity, where he 
earned a masters (with distinction) and a 
doctorate before entering law school. His 
doctoral dissertation, "A Federal Facade: 
Problems in the Development of Russian 
Federalism," won the Hodgson Martin 
Prize for Best Dissertation in the Centre for 
Russian 6T Eastern European Studies at 
Osford. 

During this time he did research and 
traveled widely in the Russian Federation - 
"As far east as Yakutsk, SLY time zones from 
hlIoscotv, and as far south as Elista, in the 
North Caucasus" he notes - and talked 
with scores of government leaders and 
citizens, including the presidents of 
Tatarstan and Kalmylcia. After enrolling at 
the Law School, he has three times been 
asked by the London-based AIRE Centre to 
help organize and lecture at the Council of 
Europe's summer school in A?osco~~i for 
Russian humall rights lawyers. Following a 
federal clerkship in New York after 
graduation, Kahn would like to combine 
his interest in Russia and colnparative law 
in government or academia. 

He has also delivered lectures on 
Russian politics in the United States, 
Britain, Russia, and Finland, and published 
articles on Russian federalism in several 

journals. He has a chapier, "What is the 
New Russian Federalism?" in (Archie 
Brown, ed.) Contenzporaly Russiarz Politics: A 
Readel- (Oxford University Press, 2001). 
His analysis of Russian President Vladimir 
Putin's federal reforms appeared in 
February in Radio Free EuropelRadio 
Liberty's Russian Federation Report, and this 
spring his note on Russia and the 
European Court of Human hghts will be 
published by the Micl~iganJouinal of LLIIV 
Refof-ill. 

Kahn's forthcoming book began with 
"an undergraduate thesis I wrote at Yale in 
1993 on conceptions of sovereignty at play 
in the politics of building the new Russia," 
he explains in his acknowledgments. "As I 
worked, Boris Yeltsin's conflict with the 
Russian parliament grew increasingly 
intense, ultimately culminating in a tank 
attack against the Russian White House, 
where the parliament was headquartered." 

The Russian experiment in federalism is 
an ongoing one, Kalzn says. For example, 
by the time he had entered the Law School 
and begun adapting his dissertation into a 
book, Putin had proclaimed that he would 
create a "dictatorship of law" in Russia. 
Kahn delved into the Law? Library's 
extensive Russian law collection to smte a 
new chapter to analyze these changes. 

Today's Russian Federation, just as the 
U.S.S.R. before it, is an astonishingly varied 
country, Kahn eqlains. In some ways the 
Russian Federation is even more complex 
ihan its predecessor U.S.S.R., he notes. 
"During the cold war, few scholars were 
permitted to study or travel outside of 
Mosco~v or Leningrad, but the Russian 
Federation has 89 constituent units, 
including 2 1 so-called republics based on 
non-Russian ethnic groups within the 
Federation. From the point of viexv of 
comparative policics and law, Russia has a 
great deal to offer." 

"The Russian Federation as nre kno~r? it 
today was built in the rubble of the Soviet 
empire," he says. "I decided early on that 
whether the Russian Federation would 
hold togecher or break apart would largely 
depend on these ethnic republics." Kahn's 
book is a study of the validity of that 
prediction. 



Federalism and the 
Russian Federation 
The following excerpt is fm Federalism, Democratization., md  the Rule of Law in Russia 
qorthcoming 2002, Owfmd Univmity Press), by third-yem Iaw  student^^^ Kahn 
ntb excerpt appears with permission. Footnotes and citations lurve been omitted 

I3yJeflre-y Kahn 

Democratization, and 
the ~ u l e  of ~ a w  in Russia 

' ' I .  

As 0&ei Windell Holmes 
observed, "[tlhe interpretation I 

of constitutional principles must 
not be too literal. We must 

remember that the machinery of 
government would not work if 
it were not allowed a little play 

in its joints." Russian federal I 
governance, to put it mildly, 

does not suffer from khritis. 

What is the relationship between 1 
federalism, democracy and the rule of 
law? It has frequently been asserted, 
first, that federal government is 
possible in a non-democratic regime, 
and second, that this holds true even 
when fundamental legal principles are 
absent. The Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics is cited as the classic 
example of such a state structure. 
I dispute the validity of these 
theoretical and empirical assertions. 
Like a Potemkin village - the fabled 
sham settlements built by the Empress 
Catherine's favorite minister to deceive 
foreigners touring her conquered lands 
- the Soviet Union was a federal 
facade that hardly masked t4e mqst 
centralized state in modem liisto~y. 
~ h l s  facade has had tremendous 
repercussions for the subject of this 
book: the development of post-Soviet 
Russian federalism. Unlike Potemkin's 
false fronts, so-quickly dismantled 
once his paramour had passed by with 
her court, the institutional and 
conceptual architecture of Soviet 
"federalism" was not so easily 
deconstructed following the collapse of 
the Soviet monolith. The keystone 
republic of the Soviet Union and its 
acknowledged successor - the 
Russian Soviet Federated Socialist 
Republic (RSFSR) - was itself a 
multinational state partially comprised 
of a score of so-called "Autonomous 
Soviet Socialist Republics" (ASSRs). 
When the Soviet Union collapsed, the 
RSFSR retained the fundamentals of 
the old Soviet superstructure, building 
the new Russian Federation upon its 
crumbling foundations. The magnitude 
of such qn undertaking is difficult to 
conceive: a new state was built almost 
overnight in both the real and 
ideological rubble of the ancien rtgime. 



This book is a study of Russian (i.e. 
Rossiiskii) federalisnz, on its own tenns and 
in comparative perspective with other 
federal systems. What is this "new" Russian 
[ederalism? How have its institutions, old 
and new, influenced the development of 
Russia's new state system, its attempts at 
democracy, and the development of the 
rule of law? What effecl has the division of 
federal and regional political agendas had 
on Russia's beleaguered transition from 
authoritarianism? Is Russia what its 
constitution, in its very first words, 
purports it to be: a democratic, federal, 
rule-or-law state? 

This book relates to several debates in 
political science and law. In a departure 
from the classic exposition of federal 
theory by William hker ,  I dispute the 
assertion that federalism is possible in an 
authoritarian environment. The immediate 
implication of this approach is the rejection 
of the surprisingly unchallenged view of 
 he Soviet Union as an authoritarian, yet 
nevertheless federal, system of government 
The outward display of federal structures 
was just a thin veneer that masked a highly 
centralized state, one in which the 
vanguard role of the profoundly anti- 
federal communist Party was enshrined at 
the heart of its Potemkin constitution. Of 
course, no serious scholar would dispute 
the fact that the Soviet Union was an 
authoritarian (and, at times, terrifyingly 
totalitarian) state. However, although few 
took the claim to be a "people's 
democracy" at face value, the Soviet 
assertion to have adopted a federal system 
of government was rarely the subject of 
critical study. 

The nature of federal systems places 
special emphasis on written compacts, 
formal structures, and institutional 
arrangements. This book combirzes a range 
of methodolo~es - most obviously those 
of comparative politics, federal theory, law, 
and post-Soviet area studies - but orients 
itself primalily within a legal-constitutional, 
institutionalist approach. That is, it seeks to 
combine the structuralist and legalist 
emphases of  he "old institutionalism" tyi~h 
an awareness of the influence of both 
individual and institutional actors, the 
changeable nature of formal and informal 

political "rules of the game," and the 
interplay be~ween state and society that are 
all hallmarks of the "new institutionalism." 

Comparative questions of federalism 
have long fascinated both political 
scientists and legal scholars. Amazingly, 
however, these two disciplines have each 
developed extensive scholarly literatures on 
the subject that scarcely acknowledge one 
another. The "greats" do not engage in 
cross-disciplinary discussion, as even a 
cursory glance at the bibliographies of 
specialists in either field will confirm. In 
fact, within disciplines, the harshest 
criticism seems to involve insinuations that 
a scholar is over-employing the 
methodology of the other discipline. The 
result has been a terrible loss for both areas 
or scholarship. 

One of the major goals of this book IS, 

where appropriate, to bridge that gap, 
bringng together the insights of 
comparative law and comparative politics. 
American legal thinhng (understandablj~) 
has focused on the specific constitutional 
problems uniquely expenenced in the 
American exyeriment with federal 
government. Nevertheless, the insights 
developed in this field on the theoretical 
and philosophical nature of federalism put 
forward in treatises, law reviews, and 
opinions of the federal circuit courts and 
U.S. Supreme Court are of tremendous 
value to comparative political scientists 
interested in all federal systems. Perhaps 
counter-intuitively, area-studies specialists 
on Russia and the post-Communist states 
of Eastern Europe can also benefit from 
this scholarship - not to mimic the 
American approach (a very dangerous 
illusion), but to adopt and adapt a rich 
learning experience of how to combine the 
rule of laiv with federal democracy. 

The Bl-i~ish legal scholar Lord Dicey 
noted that citizens in a federation become a 
"nation of constitutionalists." Post-Soviet 
legal scholars, at the command of newly 
elected (but rarely ~ l e ~ v )  political elltes, 
drafted the institutions and structures of a 
new legal order at a f~irious rate of speed. 
As another British legal scholar, Professor 
Bernard Rudden, explained: "During the 
last years of its life the Soviet Union turned 
to law like a dying monarch to his 
withered God . . . wit11 the fenror of one 
who sees in legislation the path to 

paradise." Although this speed x7as not 
always conducive to exemplary legal 
draftsmanship, the plzenomenon provided 
a bounty of new political and legal 
documents to study. Declarations of 
sovereignty, constitutions, bilateral treaties, 
and judicial opinions are the core of 
primary sources around which this book is 
structured. These docun~ents provide a 
rich opportunity to compare the 
underlying principles of this federation 
with the foundations of other federal 
systems, as well as to examine the success 
of the Russian Federation in meeting its 
own officially documented aspirations. 

Hardly any of these documents are 
available in English tramlation.  man)^ of 
them have not even been compiled in 
Russian collections. Extensive use has been 
made by the author of the embassy-like 
"permanent representatioils" @ostoialznye 
yl-edstavitel'stva) that republics operate in 
Moscow. In addition, extended stays in 
many of the republics have provided access 
to official and unofficial periodicals and in 
some cases to the stenographic records of 
republican parliaments. (In two republics, 
legslative sessions were observed in 
action.) 

As important as official documents 
certainly are, their formal prose may 
izevertheless conceal how institutions 
function in practice. As Oliver Wendell 
Holmes observed, "[t] he interpretation of 
constitutional principles must not be too 
hteral. We must remember that the 
machiney of government would not work 
if it were not allowed a little play in its 
joints." Russian federal governance, to put 
it mildly, does not suffer from arthritis. 
Interviews with federal and republican 
officials, opposition politicians, judges, 
lawyers, legal academics, and other 
political actors have been used to augment 
written primary sources. In two cases, the 
presidents of republics were mteniiewed 
(Mintimer Shaimiev of the Republic of 
Tatarstan, and Kirsan Iluinzhino\~ of the 
Republic of Kalmylna). Interviews were 
conducted be~ween June 1995 and 
December 1998 over the course of five 
research trips to the far compass points of 
the Russian Federation. 



BUTZBAUGH~ '66g WINS MICHIGAN BAR'S 
-. ..- - 

TOP HONOR 

Former State Bar of Michigan President 
Alfred M. Butzbaugh, '66, has wori'the 
Roberts P. Hudson Award, the State Bar's 
top honor for ''unself~h rendering of 
outstandng and unique service to and on 
behalf of the State Bar of Michigan, the 
legal profession and the public." 

Butzbaugh, senior partner in Butzbaugh 
and Dewane PLC in St. Joseph, Michigan, 
served as president of the ~ a r ' i n  
1999-2000. He previously had served the 
Bar as treasurer and vice preside&. 

A longtime advocate of equal access to 
justice, Butz6augh chaired the State Bar's 
Access to Justice for All Task Force from 
1996-99. 

He has served as president of the 
Benien County Bar Association and was a 
member of the Representative Assembly 
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representinfie county from 1973-79 and" ' 
1996-prestnt. A fellow of the Michigan State 
Bar Foundation and the American Bar 
Association Foundation, he also is a member 
of the State Bat of Texas, the American Bar 
Association, and the Federation of Insuranc 
and Corporate Counsel. 

In his home community, he helped 
initiate Youth Sports for Benton  arbor, an 
endowment program t6 establish sports 
programs for children, and has been a 
mentor for the Benton Harbor Area Schools 

The Hon. Victoria A. Roberts, U.S. 
District Judge for the Eastern District of 
Michigan, also received the Hvdson Award. 
Roberts, president of the State Bar of 
~ichigan'in 1996-97, was the first African 
American woman to hold that position; She 
was named to the bench in 1998. 
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John H, P!ckeringp '40 

John H. Rckering, '40, a national leader Pickering was a founding member of 
in adv~eait~rr~ for the legal rights of the Section in 1966 and is the ABA Senior 
u n d w ~ e s m t e d  pemm, is the 2002 Lawyers Division's liaison to the section's 
recipie%$ ofthe Robert F. Drinan governing council and to the ABA 
DisdnguLhed Service Award from the Coordinating Group on Bioethcs and the 
h e r i b  Bar dssocbtion. Section of Law. A past chair of the Senior Lawyers 

I Individual Rigb and Resp~nsibilities. Division, Pickering represents the division 
Pickring is a founding p a m  of the in the ABA House of Delegates. He also is ; 

: Waihingon, D.C., law firm of WiE.mer, member of the ABA Standing Committee 
. Cutler & Hckering. The award recognizes .' on Legal Aid and Indigent Defendants and 
' 

individuals whose sustained c ~ m ~ ~ $ . z n ~ t - ~ ~  a former member of the ABA Standing 
, to the ABA section has advanced'its' :, . ,., Committee on Lawyers' Public Senice 
.mi&on of providing Leadership to-the.le@ Responsibility. 
jprcifesion in protecting and ?dvan+g <. Pickering chaired the ABA Commission 
 human s%&ts, civil liberties, and wbiai<- on Legal Problems of the Elderly from 

1 Judg A v m  L. Cohn, '49, hddr a pomait of 

/ hisjmhrr, Irwin I. Cohn, 17. At right is 
k i v e n  S. An/i-Youlah, the Irwin I .  Cohn 
Professor of l aw .  Cohn and Avi-Yonah are 
shown at a reception at l d i s  Howe earlier 
this year to b m  Avem Cohnfor his @ .  to 
establish the professorship in honor of his 
father, Judge Cohn. ofthe U.S. Dbtdct 
Courtfor the Southeastem District of 
Michigan, also brought to the r e q t f o n  the 
framed certificate of his jather's uhi s swn  - 

to practice law. Irwin t Cohn graduated 

I 
from the Law Schoczf before he was 21; the 
cerfi.cate is dated September 25,191 7, 
Irwin C'ohn's 21st birthday and thefirst day 
that he legally could practice taw. . . 

7ustice. 1has created last year to Ibnb~:  
Xhkun, a past chair of the A B ~  kction, . 
;$omer member of CSon~eso, arid prohi?; . .- 
iat Georgetown University Law Ceggi. : :\:: 
i ''John has dedicated himself to:.&akiii&;- 
;legal services available to those' wk;o &&@ * 

atherwise have them, a$ through ': .. ': 
e legal services countless individuals ,, 

ave asserted their rights to be' t r e a d  *rith 
and dignity and to be protected:: ' 
arbitrariness or abuse. He is a k&ng 

hmonid to the pregervadon a3kd . 

f individual nghts and 
that our section is 

a uphold," said Zona F. 
bstetler, section chair. 

1985 to 1993 and again in 1995-96. Under 
his stewardship, the commission developed , ~ .-. 

programs, materials, and information 
addressing particular legal needs of elderly 
persons; spearheaded ABA development of 
policies on elder law and other issues 
affecting the elderly, such as access to 
health care; and worked to enhance access 

, 

to legal services for elderly persons . 

nationwide. ' 

Pickering also has been influential in : .., 

encouragmg lawyers to perform free legal ':. 
service for low income persons and in 
efforts to improve the administration of :: , . 

justice. In 1999, he received the AM 
Medal, the association's highest honor. 

. . . . . _ . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . *, 
, , ., : ; .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... . .  ; ..).. y:. ' 

. . . . .  



The stories about Jean Leadwith King, '68, 
are legion. 

There's U-M softball coach Carol 
Hutchins' tale of being a young 
Michigan State basketball player who 
was grateful to be playing and never 
had thought about inequities in relation 
to male athletes - until she met King. 
The attorney's questions were simple 
and direct, Hutchins recalled: Do 
women athletes have the yme food 
allowance as men? Do women athletes 
travel on buses like the men, or in vans? 
Is women's travel lodging two to a , 
room, like the men's, or four! "The law 
only works if you use it," King quickly 
taught Hutchins and her teammates. 

Or ~ i c h  Neiberg, founder of the 
Alliance to End Sex Discrimination at 
Michgan State University, a friend and 
disciple of Kmg who confesses that "if 
you have worked with Jean, your work 
is never done. " 

Or Ann Arbor attorney Barbara Kessler, 
who once told the Detroit Free Press that 

3 "people don't realize that many of the 
blessings that exist for young women in 
sports today are there in la r~e  measure 
because of ihe clanging of tKe chains bj 
Jean King. Not only has she worked for 
equity for women in sports and 
education, but she has worked hard to 
advance women in the legal profession. 
She is really an example for us all." 

These and more than lCTO other friends 
and admirers packed a room in the 
Michigan League in January to honor King 
in a program sponsored by the University 
of Michigan's Center for the Education of 
Women and the Institute for Research on 
Women and Gender. Doctoral student in 
history Eric A. Stein (no relation to Law 
Professor Emeritus Eric Stein, '421, who 
wasn't born yet when King began her 
work for women's equity, noted how King 
has "served as a personal example of 
affecting change. " 



Laughter rrboundr &Jean Ledwith King, '68, 
~ p h s  a gZSt to reveal a long chain. The chain 
r4ys to tk compliment to ICingfrar a 
felldw aftormy: "She ruttied our chains. ." 
At right is  Carol HoZlensW, directur of the 
Centerfor the Education 4 W@m. 

in the early 1990s and helped found the ] 
d m e ;  I applg&jeia~ &g," sa&l%&. Wigi011s Galition for Abortion R p f m  
"Evety rime a wo=-$ && to office in in 1973. 
Ml2hipyn I ilppbud J a m  The 1 And she na s h d .  Last ye;lr she 
lea& fram Jean King is t h t  we won't wit led the n r ~ E i t l  leg1 battle thar forced . 

for justice, laimess, and equity, because if Hur~n  Hi& School in Ann Arbor to 
we sit and wait they wiU pas." upgrade its hciIjties for kmle so.ftb& 

said MG-: 'Tm hem ro: thank playas u, eqml W t  for m& at Ehe same 
you for making this a stronger and far school. She nrrendp is lading the battle 
better unkersity than it herwise  could to force the Mehip figh kh60I Athktik- . 
have ken." ' h ~ b t i a n  t~ khedule the ame Men's 

King has praaced law in tkur Arbor and womb's sports &wingQ the same 
since graduating fmm the law School. She - s e z ~ ~ f l s .  

He should know. His Working Paper and her husband, John, have thrre Wht~eandwsbasan~fkcrin5(~ ) 
#63, "Women's Activism Against Sex childrw one of whom, Nancy Ihg* aka is nates and all ovei the world," said Neibbrg. : 
Discrimination: The 1970 HEW a Law School p h t e .  Nancy King, '87, i s  As for b g ,  when she f h d y  got her 
Investigation of the University of an a&tant dean at Vandebbilt Uavemity ntm to speak; hp words were f&d with, ' : 
Michigan," details the watershed case that Law School and c6aurhor of a.criminal - thank to h o g  who had worked with her- . - 
eventually led to passage of Title IX p m & ~  &mk with Aerie and AUm and to her family, who had made hcr W T ~  

guaranteeing gender equity in education. F. Smith hafaor h me rims fadd I% posjlbe. Oh,'y&, she a&&ed,-do compd~e - 

Prepared under a grant from the Israel, Clarence Diarrow Ditinguishd , thesakric~ofrnenandw~me$ulck 
Institute for Research on Women and U111veMt)r Professat Yak Kamisar, -and XC~aches. h b  k&, "w ~ Q U  WET 

. I 
Gender, Stein's research traces the Wayne R. LaFave af The beta for 

- 

much. I just hope y@u don't-belie= 
groundbreaking work that Kmg led against Advanced Study at rhe Univemity cf l 1 b k  evexyhidg you heard." 
sex discrimination at the U-M. "The U&ana--paip. .5vre. - ,  . 
Michigan case - the first investigation of a Jan Kmg founded the W&S C a u ~  
public university - set the tone for of the Michigan Demeratic Party, the bt . 
investigation of other universities and women's caucus M a b j o t  U.5. politied 
helped to establish sex discrimination as a party. She ws elected ta the.W~'tWp 
legitimate issue of concern for university Women3 Hall of Fame in 1989 and swcd 
employees, students, and administrations," on the Mend G k  C e h g  Cotmnssion - 

Stein noted in his draft. dunng the 1990s. She a-chaired the 
Other speakers included CEW Director Midngan Abortion Refmnd~ Campaign 

Carol Hollenshead; U-M Regent Rebecca 
McGowan; and State Senator Alma 
Wheeler Smith, who also read a letter from 
U.S. Rep. Lynn Rvers. In addition, King 
received a framed resolution from 
Washtenaw Community College, where 
she has taught her "Women and the Law" 
course for many years. 



FRANK H. WU, '91 : 
YELLOW BELONGS 
IN THE CONVERSATION 

Asian Americans occupy a limbo in the 
black-white dialog that characterizes race 
relations in the United States today, 
Howard University Law Professor Frank H. 
Wu, '91, says in his newest book, Yellow: 
Race in America Bqond Black and White 
(Basic Books, 2002). 

"My premise is straigjhtforward," Wu 
writes. "Race is more than black and white, 
literally and figuratively. Yellow belongs. 
Gray predominates." Three to four percent 
of the U.S. population is Asian American, 
second only to Hispanics in the rate of 
growth, but "Asian Americans have been 
excluded by the very terms used to 
conceptualize race," Wu says. 

"People speak of 'American' as if it 
means khite' and 'minority' as if it means 
'black.' In that semantic formula, Asian 
Americans, neither black nor white, 
consequently are neither American nor 
minority. I am offended, both as an 
academic and as an Asian American. Asian 
Americans should be included for the sake 
of mtthfulngs6, not merely to grarlfy our 
ego. Without us -- needless to say, 
without many others - everything about 
race is incomplete." 

Wu has taught law at Howard 
University since 1955, and often has 
spoken at the U-M Law School and 

9 

citizen - with social science and legal Ameri-, the recent ' ~kh&e 
research that documents the growing affirmative action and W'EL 
numbers md role of Asian Americans in 
U.S. life - the World War I1 internment ,i movement - or ammering the quq'cii- m - L  

mmps, the LDS Angeles riots,in 1992, the 'Do Asians eat dogs? - Wu is illuni&ia&@ 
harmful "model insightful, and imouledipbk.7 :- 
minority myth" that "This fascinating b l 4  !af ' 

stereotypes Asian Wu's personal expedenm 
Americans as over his experiences as a laivyer 
ahevers, the anti- , profksor, md repdner prop 
Asian sentiment of the vE&L@W a different and 
1980s and the related perspective on an impo 
murder of Chinese 
American engineer 
Vincent Chn by two of Coagks wrote in Librag :, 
whte auto workers in ~oumal.  And Stanley Karnow, 
Detroit in 1982, and author of h Olrr Image: ~ r n ~ c a $  
pop culture media Empire i* PhtZippines, said: 
fads regarding Asians ua r --u ~ ' U U  mm "Frank Wu's perceptive, 
and Asian Americs. V w B W  pmy6Gti~e, and highly readat& 

Stereotypes, "the" - .  boak is a unique contributio~h 
cultural baggage that 
we all carry around," 
shape how we deal with each other in our W u  himself chmcteriz~ Yeliluw as 
society, \Nu told host Neal Conan on ex$osition, conversation starter, and 
NPR's Talk of the Nation as they discussed thought-provuker more than recipe for 
Yeellow and answered call-in questions. solution. In the Epilogue that follows b 
Perhaps he should have called his book final chapter "The Power of Coalitions," 
Gray, Wu only partly jested Conan. "What he writes 
I suggest is that it's more complicated than "All people yearn to belong and to be 
that," he said of the black-whte approach comforted with the absolute affixtion we 

e-kwhere. A frequent commentator on to most U.S. discussion of race, "(&it we enjoyed when we were chldren, but we 
minority issues &d civil rights for print need to see more, literally, than black and also stlive to stand out as importam and 
and broadcast media, Wu has written book whte. If we only see black and white we deserving in our own right. . . . As persans 
chapters on affirmative action and don't see millio& of people." and as a people, we ought to make&oices 
immigration and is co-author of Race, Wu told Conan he'd prefer to lay aside that allow us to lead lives of integrity 

' 

Rights, and RqMratia: Law and theJapanese racial issues but "people keep bringing up whether we prefer the universal or the : 

American Intmment and Beyond Self- race" and that fact of life forced him to individual. . . . 
~nterest: Asian pacific ~rnerichns ~&ard a write YeZtow. "1 felt compelled to write it, "Over time, we have extended civil 
Community of~us&e, a policy analysis of because people keep b&grng it up. I keep 
affirmative action. trying to find more time to be with my 

Yellmv blends Wu's first-person wife, to ride my motorcycle, to walk 
accounts - of being the only Asian my dog." 

American youngster growing up in a Yale Kamisar, the law School's Clarence 
Detroit suburb, as a legal scholar and as a Darrow Distinguished University Professor 

of Law, has high praise for Yellow. Tmnk 
Wu writes with power, isltelhgence, and a 
keen wit ," says Kamisar. "Whether he is 
discussing the 'made1 mifloriry myth,' the 
W d d  War I1 internment of Japanese 

rights to an ever-greater range oT people 
while reducing the invidious  distinction^ 
among us. We still have work to do to 
fulfill our potentd. All America? d ~ g a m ,  . 

depend on optimism and bqxtual 
reluveGtion. Amekam were  id&^ &t 
i d  we can become idealists a@. 
must approach perfection even if ye. 
cannot reach it." 
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Tl""3 CHAN, '98, 
ROOPAL SHAH, '95, 
HELP LAUNCH PEACE 
CORPS-STYLE INDICORPS 

Tung Chun, '98, secdfrom lef, 
smg2es Kutch attire. 

ad&, The penanal gnmth of the f e h  The dage we avilb Wit ts a mmmt EQ 
and his or her connection to hdia is a top Manav S a m  an b h a ~  pu& senice , 

priority for Idcorps" - an$ h is  is organization trhrz16 hins waked .apitb 

evidenced by the extensive one-month tremendtlg dRdi~a&n ta help rehitd the 
long orientation p m g m  in India where region. En only ei&t m t h s  with the 
fellows do short-term dmeZovnt projecrs assistance of Mansv !!h&m &e d l a g e ~  in 

~ r w  Peg& EM. A l l b  p a n g e n  are like one-day workshops for slum children, the area hwe h l ~  s&o&, ~ ~ m m ~ T L i t y  
emin m their bunks prepzing to partidpate in t e a m - b w  activ&ies in the centers, a h d t h  ckic, check and 

wi& && locked> bngsunder their - style of Outward Bound, learn Hindi and over 455 B h q  (mud bt$. hdjrnrp is I 
ha&. ~ l &  am@ &-we are on an possibly other local languagq and prepare planrmg to work in  onj junction with 
rnern&&tb~b psv&izg -06s fhe Indian for their long-term projects. M a v  S a k  to take the rebuilding d the 

d Gujamt, toward the westem city af On this worhg  trip, Roopal h a  flown dlags one step Eurther by d d o p g  a 
Bkuj. dn &e bunk m d  me, Roopal in from San Diego, W~mia, where she k load economy. 

95, her sister S a d ,  and their an Assistant U.S. Attomy, S d  has bwn h d c a ~  wrill be sem rn k1lm 
b~ablita&nmd discuss  lo@^&^ for the next in from Washington, D.C., where &e is is out to the vdkgc aaa. One will help 
ieJK &p of travel m n d  ~ q a l  India. director fbr the U.S. Department of develop a women's coapemrive tv s t 4  the 
. 2&j try M snip B photo, Apand remin&i T r e q ,  and I have come &om New York cra&tiozld exquisite Iumdh~k h t  rhe 

. mid&it thjs not a sightseeing trip. 'Ibis City where 1 practee corporate law with village women de.. The Kut& area is 
$& wrbmzg arp. A& a i m p m t  one at Cleay GatEieb 5teen bT Hztrdton, to meet b m  for h women's fine &ai+ 
.&@".-i- it is the fmal nip,th.e Shahs with AMD~, who is spenc@ig the year in with bright heads m ClilB: wd catton 
:h tdmq tqpthet in Indm before India to work full time on ddoping They mar the& S- Ixmdixvrnk daily 

p~bbi~ly Lu~ehing Indictorps, the non- Indicop. We are ta visit a number of and .in the semi-desert dust, )rou c;in see 
pr&t &gm.k&m the Shahs founded. This potential project sites and ases the th& bN&t clothes even: h m  a &mcts. 
y ~ ~ ~ ~ r p s  a begia LO offer 10 viability of placing Indxco~ps fellow at The other fellow wiR help develop a 
cmp&ttve fdL~~$hips that suuf young each site. b W m  powhg herbal! z i y u d c  

For the 10 days that 1 trawl with the medidnew The fle~ow wiU d e d ~ p  
to areas Ue Bhuj and ehe Shahs, we will visit dK prajects and nine necasmy growing procedures and rraia 
nual villages to work on year- chf'fka citiw w vilhp. Ow first sop is local people to grow crops and 4 them 

%public suvicr: pjeas .  Ludiya, a rued Kutch vim ah~ut 70 to a wider cammmity. 
'Ns Mw a.Peace Corps For In@m mil= outside ~f b j  and 20 m i k  kam btkiq, to Roopal., Sam1 and h d  

s. It's a program baaed the Pt&W boder. Last ]renr. this region ciiscws the projects, I am tempted to & 
serviceaD\ &opal: eqdair~, except was dewtated by an earthquakeI Ming theis: photograph again. ME- d, they 
is haddsd c u l w  dimmion beween 20,000 and 40,000 people, it was dweloping one of the mart exsiting 

00 m e e t i n g  bk&m k i w i a m ~  m the rhe k g e s ~  disasar in 2001, seeomled by bx~mat iod  exchange oppoaeeie for 
pbhwpby and britag of India. Sonal thP; World Tmde Center att~ick.. The End&Ameri~whowpnrtobeapof  

&it-, of co rn ,  was stding. k~ Ehe city W a  an$, her fiture. PIUS it's New Y d s  
of Bhwj. you could see large rifts in rhc Eve, the begirming of m e  adw year. 
ska~ding builciqp. Stmight lines shifted For more information on bdieorps, 
into tm.cihd ma. Rubble where the please vbit the Web site www,indicorp~.arg 
hospital w d  to bel OlRt in the md r u c e ~ ~ ,  or call the U.S, a&cesl at (858) %3-0933 
@pe vilt+s were leveled. - - r ~ C h ' s . e b  
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Rodman N. Myers, '43 
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Samuel Kaminksy is assuming , 
the status of counsel in the law 1 

~ h j  Library of Congress has 
signed a fiveiyear contract with 
Preservation Technologies LP, 
founded by Richard $. Spatz to , 

de-acidify 8.5 million of the 
library's 18.7 million books. 
Spatz developed the process to 
lengthen the lifespan of books ' 

printed on acid paper. 
\ 

6 0 ~ ~  REUNION TI 
The Class of 1942 reunion 
will be September 20-22 

1943 
Rodman N. Myers recently was 
re-elected President of the Board 
of the Bloomfield Township 
Public Library. He is a member 
of the Corporate Law 
Department of the Detroit-based 
law firm of Honigman Miller 
Schwartz and Cohn UP. 

firm of Kaminsky Thomas ; " 
~hartof;g& Lovette based in ' 

J o b o w n ,  Pennsylvania. --  

Bernard J.  Kennedy. '58 

The Class of 1952 reunion 
will be May 31 -June 2 

Chair: Wallace D. Rilq 
Fundraising Co-Chairs: 

William H Bates; Warren G. Rliott; r, 4- muw~pj ' ,Ifl Dudley]. Godfrey ]r.; I 1 

Burton L Ansell; 
Committee: Richard]. Bahls; The Class of 1962 reunion 

Carl L Horn; Bfistol E Hunter; will be September 20-22 
Kiehner]ohnson;]ames A. Kendull; Chair: Thomas P. SchoIler 

Patrick]. Ledwidge; Committee: Peter D. Bymn; 
Martin C. Oetting; Ralph Sosin a Roger B. Harris; Paul W. Jones; 

The Class of 194611947 
reunion will be 

September 20-22 1 
- 

A. David Mikesell; 
C. Bany Montgamery; 
L William Schmidt Jr. ; 

S. Ronald Stone;]ohn A. WueJr. 

1 948 
The Hon. Charles B. Blackmar, 
who served on the Supreme 
Court of Missouri from 1982-92, 
has received one of the three 
Spurgeon Smithson Awards for 
2001 from the Missouri Bar 
Foundation. The annual awards 
are made to judges, legal 
educators, and/or lawyers 
deemed "to have rendered 
outstanding senrice toward the 

' increase and diffusion of justice 
among men." 

1954 
Stanley R. Weinberger has 
joined the law firm of Dykema 
Gossett PLLC as a member in the 
firm's Chicago office. Jerry A. Fullmer has been 

awarded the 2001 Crystal Owl, 
Award, given annually by the 
Cleveland Regional Office of *e 
American Arbitration. Association 

45m REUNION 

The Class of 1957 reunion 
will be September 20122 

Chair:]ules M. Perlberg 
Committee: Roger T. Watson 

to a labor arbitrator for service 
above and beyond the call of 
duty to the aiternative dispute 
resalution community. ~ullmer 
has been a labor arbii9tor 
since 1985. ' I 1958 

Thomas Hoya, an administrative 
judge with the Environmenral 
Protection Agency, taught classes 
in English and in Russian at 
International University in 
Moscow last spring. He taught 
environmental law to third-year 

James E. Tobin of Miller 
Canfield Paddock and Stone PLC 
has been selected to receive the 
2002 Distinguished Service 
Award from the Labor and 
Employment Law Section of the 
State Bar of Michigan. 

Stuart Shanor has been named 
president-elect of the Arprican 
College of Trial Lawyers based in 
Irvine, California. Shanar 
practices in Roswell, New M €d!P 
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1 9 6 3  
John A. Scott was elected 
and is senqng as chairperson of 
the Probate and Estate Planning 
Section of the State Bar of 
Michigan. Scott lives in 
Traverse City. 

1 9 6 4  
William B. Dunn, a member of 
the law firm Clark Hill PLC, has 
been elected to a three-year term 
or, the Board of Directors of 
Detroit Downtown Inc. Founded 
in 1922, Detroit Downtown is a 
private, nonprofit organization 
that works to provide a clean, 
safe, beautiful, and inviting 
downto~vn Detroit. 

Paul Ostergard has been asked 
to be the new president and 
CEO of Junior Achievement 
International, based in Atlanta, 
Georgia. 

Kurt M.  Penn has joined the 
Chicago headquarters of the real 
estate law firm Sheldon Gould & 
Company International LLC. 

1966  
Michael G. Harrison of 
Lansing-based Foster Swift 
Collins & Smith has been 
included in the 2002 edition of 
Wl~o's \ n o  in American Law, a 
compilation of the country's 
most distinguished legal 
professionals. 

Michael Adelman has been 
elected president of the South 
Central Mississippi Bar 
Association for 2002. The 
association represents 
approximately 250 lawyers. 
Adelman is a senior partner in 
Adelman & Steen LLP, based in 
Hattiesburg. 

A. Vincent Buzard, a Rochester 
partner in the statewide law firm 
of Hanis Beach LLP, New York, 
was elected secretary of the 
70,000-member New York State 
Bar Association during its 125th 
annual meeting in Manhattan. 
Buzard, a resident of Pittsford, 
New York, will assume office 
June 1, 2002. 

Jeffrey G .  Heuer, managng 
partner of the Detroit-based law 
firm Jaffe Raitt Heuer & M'eiss. 
announces that the law. firm 
opened an office in Ann Arbor 
this year. 

Richard D. McLellan was 
invited to the White House to 
participate in the U.S. Sub- 
Saharan Africa Trade and 
Economic Cooperation Forum 
last October. The forum was part 
of the implementation of the 
African Growth and Opportunity 
Act (AGOA), enacted on h4ay 18, 
2000, as a bipartisan initiative 
designed to fuel economic 
growth in Africa, reduce poverty, 
create new jobs, and provide 
new income. h4cLellan, a 

1967  member of the Lansing, 

I 3 5 1 ~  REUNION 1 h4ichigan, law firm of Dykema 
Gossett PLLC, also was a recent 

The Class of 1967 reunion participant in a Congressional 

will be September and Business Delegation 
economic development mission 

Co-Chairs: James M. Atncnd; 
CJitistopl~cr B. Cohcn; to three sub-Saharan countries. 

Jaines B. Fadim 
Conimittcc: Rogo- Ad. Goldcii; 

Samuel J .  Goodmati; Sa lb  Kcltzcn; 
James P. Klcinhcrg; Michael]. Lcvin; 
William C. Pelstcr; Jo l~n  A. Scbcrt Jr. 

1968 
Robert M. Dubbs, of counsel 
w t h  the Philadelphia-based law 
firm Obermayer Rebmann 
Maxwell & Hippel LLP, was 
recently appointed by the 
National Cancer Institute (NCI), 
in Bethesda, Maryland, to the 
Consumer Advocates in Research 
and Related Activities (CARRA) 
network. 

Lee Hornberger has been 
certified as a Specialist in Labor 
and Employment Law by the 
Ohio State Bar Association. 
Hornberger is based in 
Cincinnati. Ohio. 

1 9 6 9  
Ronald Grossmann, chair of the 
Employee Benefits Practice 
Group of the Portland, Oregon- 
based law firm Stoel hves LLP, 
has become a Fellow of the 
American College of Employee 
Benefits Counsel, a nation~xlde 
professional organization that 
recocgnizes distlnpished senice 
and professional attainment in 
the field of employee benefits. 

Robert M. Vercruvsse, a 
dlrector of the Binsham Farms, 
hlichigan-based firm of 
\'ercruysse hletz & blurray, has 
been selected to be included in 
\iJood\vardAirhite's 2002-2003 
edition of Tllc Bcst Ln~yvcl-s in 
Amc~icn in the category of Labor 
and Em~lo\ment hcv 

Victor M. Zerbi Jr., County 
Judge of Garfield County, 
Colorado, was selected to receive 
the rarely awarded "Above and 
Beyond Public Senice Award" by 
the Glencvood Springs Human 
Senices Committee and the 
Gloz~zlood Post Indcpcndcnt 
newspaper. 

\\'illiam 8. Dunn, '64 

Robert h t .  Dubhs. '68 
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STEPHEN HRONES, '68, 
SAMPLES TRIAL 
PRACTICE IN ENGLAND 

It was "serendipity," attorney Stephen Hrones, 
'68, reports of his recent foray into English legal 
practice. Serendipity may have gotten him into 
the case, but Hrones came out of it with an on- 
the-scene appreciation of the differences between 
English and American trial practices. 

~e found the English system to be more 
formal than the U.S. system, less populist, and 

more weighted toward protecting the defendant. He detailed his 
observations in a two-part series in the Boston Law Tribune last 
September. 

, A partner In Hrones & Garr~ty in Boston, Hrones traveled four times to 
London in the course of his work w ~ t h  a U.S. Navy petty officer who had 
suffered traumatic braln injury as the result of being struck by an 1 automobile in London. 

"The most striking difference between the two systems is that there is 
no right to a jury trial in civil cases in England, except in a very limited 
number of cases such as defamation, fraud, and wrongful arrest," Hrones 
reported In the Boston Law Tribune. "It is difficult for most Americans to 
contemplate a system where important decisions in major cases with 
large damage awards are left up to one individual with his particular 
background and tilt, let alone a judge who becomes accustomed to the 
routlne of the system and does not bring a fresh perspective." 

We Americans, he noted, "prefer the 'commonsense judgment of the 
jury to the more tutored but perhaps less sympathetic reaction of the single 
judge,"' as the U.S. Supreme Court put it in Duncan v. Louisiana in 1968. 

Among the other differences Hrones found: 
There usually are no contingent fee arrangements in English tort cases 
and ''the losing side pays the attorney fees for the winning party." 
All plaintiffs, regardless of whether the defendant is insured, have 
unlimited insurance coverage from a pooled fund. 
The judge gets all the witness statements, called "bundles," before the 
trial commences. "Thus, the outcome of the trial is often determined to 
a large degree before it even begins." 
"Since there are no juries, rules of evidence take on much less 
importance" and barristers "argue the case during direct and cross- 
examination and ask very leading questions even of their own 
witnesses, as it is believed the judge will not be unduly influenced as 
would a jury." 
Compared to U.S. trial practices, British barristers are unusually formal 
and civil toward the judge and even bow when the judge enters or 
leaves the courtroom. 
Television cameras are not allowed even into the courthouse, in 
marked contrast to the American practice of trials that are fairly open to 
media coverage. 'We Americans want the truth to out. They give 
greater weight to the defendant's right to a fair trial in this respect." 
Witnesses are not allowed to practice their testimony beforehand. 
The plaintiff cannot be called by the defense to testify if he has chosen 
not to testify in his own presentation. 
There is no automatic right to appeal. The first step in an appeal is to 
petition the trial judge. If denied, you then can apply to a single justice 
of the appellate court. If denied there, the case is over. 
Hrones also notes two practices that he considers enhancements to 

the administration of justice: 
"Counsel cannot learn what judge sits on the case until a few days 
before, thus there can be no forum shopping." 
And "the defendant is encouraged to make a settlement offer because 
if he makes an offer, and the judgment is for less than that offered, 
the plaintiff must bear all costs of both sides for work subsequent to 
the offer." 

1970 
Richard J. Erickson has retired 
after nearly 30 years of military 
and civilian service with the 
Department of the Air Force as 
senior attorney-advisor to the 
Pentagon Air Staff on 
international and ~perational law 
matters. On August 29,200 1, he 
was awarded the department's 
highest civilian award for 
outstanding career service. 

David Lick was invited as guest 
of the Irish government to 
address the Water Services 
National Training Group in 
Ireland last octoker. FO; the past 
14 years Lick has provided 
advice on water, waste water, 
solid waste, and transportation 
projects in Michigan and other 
states. Lick is a member of the 
Lansing, Michigan-based law 
firm of Loomis Ewert Parsley 
Davis and Gotting PC. 

communications and media law 
attorney, has joined the Ann 
Arbor office of the law firm of 
Butzel Long. 

Donald F. Tucker, a senior 
shareholder at Howard & 
Howard Attorneys PC in 
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, was 
re-elected for a second term as 
president and chairman of the 
Swedish American Chamber of 
Commerce-Detroit Chapter. 

1972 

I[ 
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The class of 1972 reunion 
will be September 20-22 

William J. Meeske 
Committee: Stephen B. Hunter; 

Robert E. Kass; Paul L Lee; 

I 
Chair: LeonardJ. Baxt, Saul Green, 

Robert T.  Pickett Jr.; Barbara Rom; 
Kim L Swanson 

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, a partner 
with Sills Cummis &din 
Tischman Epstein & Gross PA in 
Newark, New Jersey, was 
appointed by the American Bar 
Association (ABA) president to 
the ABA Class Action Task 
Force. 

Richard M. Lavers is executive 
vice president, secretary, and 
general counsel of Coachmen 1 

Industries Inc. in Elkhart, 
Indiana. He-is a member of the 
Executive Management 
Committee and also seyed as 
interim chief financial officii I for 
six months last year. 

\ \  
1973 

James D. Forsyth has rerired 
from his position as Chief Judge 
in vir6;a.s Twentieth Judicial 
District. He also resigned from 
his memberships on the Board of 
Governors of the Virginia State 
Bar, Criminal Law Section. 

Timothy T. Fryhoff, a partner 
with the Bloomfield Hills, 
Michigan, law firm of Meyer Kirk 
Snyder €3 Lynch PLLC, has been 
elected president of the Michigan 
chapter of the American Academy 
of Matrimonial Lawyers. 

John M. Nannes has rejoined 
the law firm of Skadden Arps 
Slate Meagher & Flom LLP after 
spending three and a half years 
in the Antitrust Division of the 
U.S. Department of Justice. 
While at the division, Nannes 
served first as deputy assistant 
attorney general and then as 
acting assistant attorney general 
in charge of the division during 
the first five months of the Bush 
Administration. Nannes will 
practice antitrust law in the 
firm's Washington, D.C., office. 



John Marshall Rogers, law 
profcs5or at the Unlverslty of 
k'cntucky, has been nominated 
1.y Prcs~dent Bush to senre on the 
11 S Sixth Circuit Court of 
Appeals The court covers 
hl~ch~gan,  Ohlo, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee, and is based in 
C~nclnnati, Ohlo 

1 9 7 5  
Connye Y .  Harper was a 
speaker at The National 
Conference on Responding to 
llental Health Issues and 
Violence in the Workplace last 
November in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Her topic was "Special Issues 
Affecting Unionized 
\Vorkplaces." Harper is an 
associate general counsel of the 
International Union. UAW. 

Virginia F. Metz, an attorney 
nqth the Blngham Farms, 
Michigan, firm of Vercnlysse 
Met: &c Murray PC, has been 
selected to be included In 
\Vood\i~ard/White's 2002-2003 
edltion of TIIC Best La\4!vcr-s 111 

An~crica in the catesov of Labor 
and Employment Law 
Management. 

Michael Runyan, a partner in 
the Seattle law firm Line Po\vell 
Spears Lubersk)? LLP, has 

REUNION 7 
The Class of 1976 reunion 

will be October 25-27 1 
Jonathan D. Lowe has been 
promoted to director of the 
Jewish Community E n d o ~ ~ m e n t  
Fund of the Jewish Federation of 
Metropolitan Detroit. 

The Class of 1977 reunion k will be October 25-27 
Co-Choirs: Raymond R Kcpncr; 

,\Ilchael A. Alnrrcro 
Conlmittce: Alcsotldcr R Domotishis: 
Pcnt i~ F~icdman; Rcgnnld D. Grccnc; 

Susan R. Gzcsh; B~IICC A. Hillct.; 
Robo-r H. ]eryv II; B~IICC C. Johnson; 

Harold L Kcnncd~' 111; 
\\'illlorn S. Lca\itt; John C. ,\lc::anottc; 

Stnv~71.t 0. Olsoti; \lTlliam JI. Paul; 
JcIffrqf .4. Sadol\lsl:i; 

CJin1-lcs G. Sillott III; Sal!\t Coltcn S11'1ft; 
Gcor;qc A. \'ii!\:nt.d; Gcoiy E. 1'1111d 

1 9 7 9  
Maria Abrahamsen has been 
named head of the Heath Care 
Practice Group of the Bloomfield 
Hills, hlichigan, office of Dykema 
Gosse t t PLLC. 

Margaret McFarland has been 
appointed general counsel to the 
District of Columbia Housing 

C L A S S  n o t e s  

1980 
G. A. Finch has returned as 
co-managing partner to the 
Chicago-based law firm of 
Querrev & Harro~v, a I 
90-attorney 60-year-old law 
firm that also has offices in 
London and New York. 

1981 
REUNION l. Donald I T u c k  7 1 

The Class of 1981 reunion 
will be October 25-27 

David B. Calzone, a director of 
the Bingham Farms. Michigan, 
la\v firm of \7ercruysse hlerz & 
hjlurray PC, has been chosen for 
inclusion in \\'ood\s'ardA\'hite's 
2002-2003 edition of Tltc Bcst 
Lnyvcrs in Anzctica in the 
categon of J-abor and 
Emplo>ment L i n ~  hlanagement. 

Bonnie L. Dixon has joined the 
Tokyo office of the law firm 
Llorgan Lenis as a partner in its 
Asia Practice. Dixon specializes 
in international business and 
finance law. 

Inin Ness is no\\- of counsel to 
the Kansas C ~ t y  la\\. firm of King 
Hershey. Ness practices In the 
fields of structured financing, 
secured and unsecured lending. 
bnnknlptc?~, and business lan.. 

John \ I .  \,lnncs, 7 5  

\ l ~ c I i ~ ~ c l  Runyan. ' 75  

rccelvcd the Jack P Scl~olfield Authority after three years as 
Outstanding Achle~yement Award esecutl\y director to the Housing 1 9 8 2  

fronl the \?7asl-ungton Defense Credlt Group of the Natlonal ~ @ T H  REUNION 
Trlal Lawyers This prestislous Association of Home Builders 
n\vnrcI \vas prcscntcd to Runyan The Class of 1982 reunion 
in rccop~t ion  d his outslanding Joseph E. Tilson, a partner m will be October 25-27 
loyalty, leadership. comi1nt111cnt, the Chicago law finn of hleckler Co-Clia11 i Douqlm S Elltncliin. 
and support for the goals and Bulger & Tilson, wras rccentl!, CathcntlcJt~i~lt-i L'ICIOL\, 
oh1ectivcs of the ~1171 defense inducted ~ n t o  the College of k's\r~n 1 h7C1 O L ~ ,  

tri,~l bar Labor and En~plo\ment Lanyers Ri~lt(11 d r \\'ct dcr . SCI t t7 E \\let CICI 
Thc Collese 1s ,I prcstiglous non- Committc-1- Pt7tnc1n '4 Cor-i~c<~, 

profit profess'onal nssoc~ation Bt~cun S Dcn~isliu. hlat l: E Ha \~?c i ,  

that honors the nation's leading Tiriiothv J Hov, hfnttht-\\, 1 Klclci, 
Pntncl: Lrlmll. Fctci Llch. l a u ~ e r s  in the practice of labor 

Joltri Al L111?11111\. Jic'rit~l~tl~ htcCl~~iii, 
and employnent la\\.. KCIIOI \ '  h l ~ ~ i n t i . J c ~ l t c ~ ~  P hl~tticit, In'" "'" '' 

R~chc~td 1.1 Scar ol~l, 
Cltor lei h l Sli~~ttlt~l:('t. 

G T O ~  qc H \'~nictit 



C L A S S  n o t e s  

Daniel J. Bergeson was named 
one of Silicon \lalley's top 
attorneys for securities law and 
patent, copy-ight, and 
intellectual property law in the 
July 2001 edition of SanJosc 
R/Ingn,-inc. 

Telecomn~unications Transaction 
Support for the San Diego City 
Attorney's Office. 

1 9 8 9  
Mike Carroll was listed as a 
Callfomia power lawyer \{rho 
practices before the California 
Energ  Commission in the 
October 2001 issue of Cal~fm-nia 
Lali!\~i-r. 

1 9 8 5  
Samuel Dimon, a partner In the 
New York la117 firm of Davis Polk 
&z Wardwell, has been elected 
chair of the New York State Bar 
Association's Tas Section. 

Carolyn Rosenberg, a partner at 
the Chicago law f~rm of Sachnoff 
& Weaver Ltd., was named the 
top Director &T Officer Liability 
Insurance Attorney in the nation 
by Coi~~oratc  Board A J ~ C I ~ I ~ ~ C I *  
ma~azine . 

Barron F. Wallace has joined 
Vinson & Elkins, Houston's 
largest law firm, as a partner. His 
pnncipal areas of practice are 
public finance, urban 
development, and state le_~islati\.e 
matters. He pre~iously was with 
Wickliff &z Hall in Houston. 

Raymond Rundell was named 
partner in the Cleveland office of 
the la\v finn C~~lfee Halter & 
Gris~vold LLP. 

1 9 8 3  
Frank J .  Saibert is a partner and 
chairman of the Labor and 
Employment Law Department 
with Ungaretti & Hams in 
Chicago. His position was 
reported incorrectly in the 
Summer 2001 issue. Law 
Quadrnnglc Notcs regrets 
the error. 

1986 
REUNION 

The Class of 1986 reunion 
will be October 25-27 I 1990 

Kip Wahlers has been named 
partner In the Cleveland office of 
Calfee Halter & Griswold LLP. 

Kenneth Wittenberg has 
opened a law practice in 
Portland, Oregon. The new firm 
Wittenberg Pitzer LLP specializes 
in complex commercial litigation 
and white collar criminal 
defense. 

Mark Nussbaum has been 
appointed chief operating officer 
of Signature Consultants, based 
in Woburn, Massachusetts. 

1984 
Janet C. Baxter has joined the 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, law 
firm of Peter Kladder 111, PLC. 
The firm specializes in the area 
of business and family law. 

1 9 8 7  

I[ 
1 5 ~ ~  REUNION 

The Class of 1987 reunion 
will be October 25-27 

Rcginald h4. Trttner 

I 
Cominittcc: k'ath~yn KT-cckc Boundv; 

1991 
REUNION 

The Class of 1991 reunion 
will be October 25-27 

\lark R.  Soblc. '88 

Martine R. Dunn recently joined 
the Cincinnati office of the law 
firm Baker & Hostetler LLP. Tina Van Dam received a 

Distinguished Women's Award 
from Northwood University in 
Phoenix. Van Dam also was 
recently promoted to corporate 
secretary and managing counsel 
of the Dow Chemical Company 
in Michigan. 

Kevin T. Conroy has been 
appointed president of the 
human resource outsourcing 
firm of Onvoi Business Solutions 
based in Sacramento, California. 

Marc C. Hansen, state aid 
expert at the law finn of Wilmer, 
Cutler & Pickering, led the team 
that won the largest state aid case 
ever to come before the courts in 
Luxembourg on behalf of 
German coal producer RAG AG. 

Kristina Dalman has been 
named partner with Gardner 
Carton & Douglas, a leading 
Chicago and Washington, D.C., 
law firm. 

1988 
Mark R. Soble has recently 
accepted a position as deputy 
attorney general in the False 
Claims Section of the California 
Attorney General's Office. 

Jacob C. Reinbolt, a partner 
with Procopio Cory Hargreavess 
& Saxitch LLP in San Diego and 
head of the Intellectual Property 
Team, has been selected to sen7e 
as Special Legal Counsel for 
Intellectual Property, Information 
Technology, and 

Steven "Sonny" Ginsberg is 
director of acquisitions and 
13usiness development for the 
new Skyline Equities Realty LLC 
in Chicago. Paul .\. Kondor. ' C j 3  
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- X L A S S  n o t e s  

Sadhm Govindarajulu True 
was s l a t ed  to serve as deputy 
associate general counsel for the 
Civil Rights Division of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, 
Office of General Counsel. True 
previously served as a trial 
attorney with the U.S. - 
Department of Justice, Civil 
Division. 

The Class of 1992 reunion k will be October 25-27 
Co-Chairs: Pamela L Peters; 

Amy T. Wintersheimer 
Committee: Corinne A. Beckwith; 

Noelle Swanson Berg; Nancy A. Brigner; 
Henry R Chalmers; Myles R Hansen; 

Kenneth R Hillier; Jeffrey P. Hinebaugh; 
Jennijer L Isenberg Amy B. Judge-Prein; 

Amy J, Rosenberg Joel S. Schreier; 
Sylvia A. Stein; Mark]. Stubington; 

Sarah C. Zealfoss 

Scott T. Stirling has joined the 
law firm Thompson Hine LLP as 
an associate in the Labor and 
Employment practice group. 

Melissa L. Tatum has been 
awarded tenure at the University 
of Tulsa College of Law. Tatum 
also serves as a co-director of the 
Native American Law Center and 
she is a part-time judge for the 
Southwest Intertribal Court of 
Appeals. 

Michael David Warren Jr. 
has become vice president 
of strategic planning and 
development for Cornerstone 
Schools. 

1993 
Paul A. Bondor was named 
partner at the law firm of 
Kenyon & Kenyon, a leading 
intellectual property law firm 
with offices in New York, 
Washington, D.C., and Silicon 
Valley. 

William Dani has been named 
chair of the Intellectual Property 
Law Section of the State Bar of 
Michigan. Dani is a partner in ' 

the Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
office of the law firm Warner 
Norcross & Judd UP. 

Joseph 8. Furton has started a 
new practice, Joseph R. )Furton 
PLLC in Dearborn, Michigan. 

David Morrison has been I 

promoted m principal at the 
commercial law firm of Goldberg 
Kohn Bell Black Rosenbaum & 
Moritz Lt4, located in Chicago. 

David L. Schenberg has been 
elected a member of Husch & 
Eppenberg LLC. Schenberg 
practices labor and employment 
law from the firm's St. Louis 
office. 

Philip ~tankkos ,  a partner in 
Naker & McKenzie's Chicago 
office, was named one of "40 
Illinois Attorneys under 40 ,Years 
Old to Watch" by the publishers 
of Chicago Lawyer and Chicago 
Daily Law Bulletin (July 200L 
editions) for his outstanding 
client service and contributions 
to the legal profession and his 
firm. 

Tracy silver ma^ Weissmart has 
joined the law firm of Wachler & 
Associates PC in Royal Oak, 
Michigan. Weissman 
concentrates her practice in 
health care, corporate, and 
computer law. 

1 994 
Jeannette Albo has been named 
partner at Shutts & Bowen LIP, 
based in Miami. Albo practices in 
the firm's litigation department 
and specializes $ labor and 
employment law. 

GRADUATES HELP MAP 
NEGOTIATING PATHS 

I IN BRUSSELS 
I 

Two Law School graduates, Jaan-FmWs WI@. LL.M. 74, of 
Wan Vad& Bellis, and Wolfgm Knapp. M.C.L. '71. a pamer in the 
Brussels H ~ c e  of Cleary, Gomisb, S$en &(lamiRon, were quotad in 
the Wlnter 2002 issue of Focus Europe rnhaine in an article on the 
comptexit'~es of legal negotiation in the fastmaturing Europm Union. 
The article discussed the growimg need for experienced attsmeys to be 
on the sane. 

Bcus is a media supplement of The Anoerjmn lay ye^: 
Written by Michael D. Gddhaber, Focus'chief European 

correspondenf the artide is Wed 'Navigating Brussels: HW Merger 
Regulation Work In the EU Capital." GoMhabw notes that "the 
European Union came of age for lawyers tast year on Me Wird of July. 
That was the day the EU killed the merger planned between the Genwal 
Electric Company and Honeywell International Inc. That decision 
dramatized the emergence of the ELI as a confident, independent player 
on the world economic stage." 

The EU's competition regulators proved theii mettle in the OE- I Honeywell case, according to the article. "It twk  200 years for Amerim 
to put so much power on the federal level," the article quotes Knapp: 
"Here, competition is the weapon at the federat level. Conlpetith law 
is the motor of European integration." 

Bellis is quoted expressing the view that EU conrrSs should not be 
expected to weaken the precerdents now being set "The ix~uris ~ 4 f l  
virtually never side against the CommW~cm m basic .phj@aphy of 
palicy." 

I(Mpp also was featured pmminantiy in an attiel@ last Jum *.a 
iflfluential German daily harrMurt8r Mqemru'~e Zeifmg; As the Wuyer 
many consider the "dean" of German lawyers in Bwsssls, Knaw fed 

, efforts to' loosen German Bar rules to allow Galma. atZameys to 
establish practices abroad. 

In Brussels, he told the newspaper, We am ths ears asrd #a 
mouth of our multinational clients in relation to the European 
institutions, and we are wing to exercise influence an the Eumpean 
legislative process in the interest of our clier&." 

Jeffrey A. Koppy has become a 
partner in the Utigation Practice, 
the Products Liability and Mass 
Tort Defense Practice, and the 
Telecommunications Practice 
sections at Jenner & Block's 
Chicago office. 

Marc L. Newman has been 
named partner of the law firm 
Mantese Miller and Shea PLLC., 
located in Troy, Michigan. 

1995 
Christian Tietje has recently 
been appointed professor of law 
for public law, European law, 
and international economic law 
(tenure) at the Martin-Luther 
University Halle-Wittenberg in 
Germany. Tietje is one of the 
youngest full law professors with 
tenure in Germany. 



L L A S S  n o t e s  

1996 

I I REUNION 1 

The Class of 1996 reunion 
will be October 25-27 

Memck Hatcher has been 
elected a member of the Chicago 
office of the la\\. firm Bell Royd 
& Llo>,d. 

1998 
Alexander T. Allen hrls joined 
the Princeton ofhce of the laur 
firm Pnnker Biddle & Shanlcy 
LLP as an associate. Allen focuses 
on emerpng companlcs and 
venture capital 

1999 
Deborah L. Benedict has joined 
the Detroit office of Miller .Anna \ I .  Shill. '00 

Tra\is Richardson has entered Canfield Paddock and stone PLC 

solo practice l\lth the la\\, offices S an X S O C ~ X ~  in the Lltlgati~n 

of T r a ~ i s  kchardson based in and Dispute Resolution Practice 

Chicago. Group. 

Anna M. Shih has been elected Jesse Goldstein has .l@lned the 

equity member of the Blngham Farms, Michigan-based 

Bloom field, hllchlgan, office of l av  firm of Vercm)sec hletz &T 

Radar Fishman & Grauer PLLC, Muma)' PC as an associate. 

a national intellectual property 
law finn. Carolyn C. Russell has joined 

the Cle\.eland, Ohio-based law 

Michael J. Thomas is an firm of Arter & Hadden as an 

associate at Kelly Rammelkamp associate. 
&T Muelhlenweg PA in 
Albuquerque, New Mesico, 2000 
practicing business and Kenneth Kalousek has joined 
commercial law and litigation. the Detroit office of the law firm 
Thomas' article, "Sumeying Dykema Gossett PLLC as an 
Unesplored Territory: New associate. 
h4exico Trespass Law," appeared 
in the minter 2001 issue of the Laura Sagolla has joined the 
Nclv h/lc\ico Bm-Jo~i171al. Ann Arbor office of the law firm 

Dykema Gossett PLLC as an 
Robert C. Varnell has become associate. Sagolla's practice 
counselor to the deputy secretary focuses on general litigation 
at the U.S. Department of Labor matters. 
in Washington, D.C. 

David L. Young has joined the 
law firm of Lane Powell Spears 
Lubersky LLP in Seattle a; an 

~ T H R E U N ~ O N  TI associate.~saIitigationattomey, 

The Class of 1997 reunion 
will be October 25-27 1 
Co-Chair-s: Kclli S. T~ilnci-; 

Hal-dv Victc~ 
C~r7117iittcc: A4oiiica Aqqii/ai-; 

Joi~ntlinn Ri-t.ni~aii; Angic Cllcn; 
Dam J. Diomn~idr; Rcl7cl:ah E~hanl:s; 

Pcrcr- Ha[iicr; Pclt-rJ. I?cni?; 
Hilar?~ E. Hoovcr-; 

Aii~clc l. On~vuaihi-U4lli.q; 
Jaiqucl~nc K. Paync; Alcs Rornait~; 

Jc.iln!Jc-~- Bcvct-sdilr:/ Salvatore; 
Ka<hl[ Z. Shcil:h 

Young concentrates his practice 
on complex commercial 
litigation. 

zoo 1 
Kristen Beutler has hccomc an 
associate of the Iatv firn~ Vamum 
Rtddcring Schmidt Howlet t LLP 
in Grand Rapids 

Scott P. Brown has lo~ned the 
Detroit office of Miller Canficld 
Paddock and Stone PLC as an 
associate in the Banknlptc~r nnd 
Workout Practice Group. 

Jerry N. Evans has joined the 
Seattle In\v firm of Hillis Clark 
Martin & Peterson PS as an 
associate. Elms'  practice 
emphasizes commercial 
litigation. 

Brandon M. Mack has joined 
the firm Warner Norcross & 
Judd LLP as an associate in its 
Grand Rapids office. 

Sean T. Peppard has become an 
associate at the law firm Squire 
Sanders &T Dempsey LLP in the 
firm's Cleveland office. 

David Porter has joined the 
Vamutn Riddering Schmidt 
Howlett LLP la\v firm's Grand 
Raplds office as an associate. 

Sarah K. Rathke has become an 
associate at the law finn Squire 
Sanders & Dempsey LLP in the 
firm's Cleveland office. 

Eric E. Reed has joined the law 
firm of Clark Hill PLC in Detroit. 
Reed is an associate of Clark 
Hill's Litigation Practice Group. 

Christina Thacker has joined 
the litigation department or the 
Portland, Oregon, office of Miller 
Nash LLP as an associate. 



NEW DIRECTORY 
OF GRADUATES 
UNDERWAY 

The Law School's Development 
and Alumni Relations Office is 
compiling a new alumni directory 
that is scheduled for release in 
December this year. The new 
directory will provide up-to-date 
information on the Law School's 
more than 18,500 graduates 
worldwide. 

To be published by the Bernard C 
Harris Pubiishing Company of White 
Plains, New York, the directorv will 
include: 

The current name of each 
gradulate plus the person's name 
while a student if that is different 
from the current name. 
The class year(s) and dlegree(s) 
earned from tt-te Law School. 

I Biographical listings that include 
home address and telephone 

1 number, n~ames of spouse and 
! children, professional information. 

and e-mail address. 
The new directory will list alumni 

alphabetically, by class year, 1 geographic location, and area oi  
1 practice. 
I compilation of the directory is a 
) multi-step, year-long process that 
I began last December. Last month 

Harris Publishing sent questionnaires 
lo  graduates via e-mail and101 
regular mail. Please complete and 
return the questionnaire as quickly as 
possible. If you prefer to up.date your 
information online, go to ww.law. 
umich.edu/alumniandd~evelopmerrt/ 
direckory.htm. You will need the 
Login ID on your questionnaire form 
to access your information. Data 
coEleclion is to be completed in 
August and the direct0 
published in Decembe 



who 
should 

over 
remgee 

law? 
By James C. Hathaway 

The following essay is based on a talk 
delivered at the Global Consultation on 
lnternational Protection convened by the 
lnternational Council of Voluntary Agencies 
(ICVA) in Geneva on Dec. 11, 2001, on the 
occasion of celebrating the 50th anniversary 
of the Refugee Convention and the Ministerial 
Meeting of States Parties to the 1951 
Refugee Convention andlor its 1967 
Protocol, held Dec. 12-13, 2001. Under the 
author's supervision, students in the 
University of Michigan Law School's 
Program in Asylum Law produced research- 
based working papers to assist the ICVA and 
the UN High Commissioner for Refugees in 
discussing implementation of the Refugee 
Convention. (See related story on page 11 .) 
A complete version of this talk is to appear in 
issue 13 of Forced Migration Review in May 
2002. (See w.w.w.fmreview.org for back 
issues and subscription information; the 
journal is published in English, Spanish, and' 
Arabic.) This excerpt appears with permission I 
of Forced Migration Review. 
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The )fact that states b e  now committed 
b - 1 s  ". . . CQ cmider wap that m y  

t I bed to strenghen the 2 ementation of the 195 1 Convention 

m&r 1967 Protocol" is a wonderful 
M. We should celebrate the fact that 
&ex a half-century, we may finally be on 
the verge of taking oversight of the treaty 
seriously. 

1 am concerned, howeve;, that having 
watched this matter languish for half a 
century, activists may now feel the need 
immediately to build on t h  new 
coanmitmenr by endorsing some lnnd of a 
mechanism - even if only a minimally 
effective one - for overseeing the Rehgee 
Convention. I worry that we may allow 
ourselves to be rushed into embracing a 
parti& model for oversight of refugee 
nghts in order to lock-in at least some 
progress on t h ~  issue, only to find that we 
have ~ommitted ourselves to an approach 
that, in the long run, reany is inadequate. 
While there is of course the possibility that 
a minimalist project may provide the 
experience and confidence needed to move 
in a more ambitious direction in the future, 
there is also the possibility that states will 
take the view that, havingestabkhed a 
minimalist mechanism, they have "dealt 
with the supervision question." Thus, they 
might argue, there is no need to revisit the 
isshe, at least not any time soon. 

We simply cannot afford to sell out the 
future of refugee protection in a hasty bid 
to establish something that looks; more or 
l& like an oversight mechanism for the 
Refugee Convention. 

To be clear, this debate is not about 
how to stay on top of UNHCR [United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees] 
as an agency. UNHCR has a mandate that 
is much broader than supervising the 
Refugee Convention. In recent years, its 
work as a humanitarian relief agency has, 
in fact, come to overshadow its core 
protection functbns. Its work on behalf of 
the internally displaced has in many 

instames eclipsed its primary duty to 
protat refugees. It has often taken on roles 
that put it into the realm of the political, 
notwiht%nd'pg its explicitly non-political 
mandate. VVhile there can and should be 
initiatives more effectively to supervise 
UNCHR as an agency, these are matters 
which, to my mind, are logically entrusted 
to UNHCR's executive committee 
(EXCOM), or indeed to the ECOSOC [UN 
Economic and Soclal Council] itself. We 
should not allow the question of how best 
to oversee the Refugee Convention to be 
redurected toward difficult but distinct 
questions of s u m g  UNHCR's 
compliance with its broader statutory 
mandate, much less of how to monitor the 
various jobs it has taken on outside of its 
mandate. 

On the other hand, it is equally wrong 
for UNHCR to attempt artificially to cut off 
debate on the appropriate range of 
potential mechanisms to oversee the 
Refugee Convention by reliance on its 
institutional authority under Article 35 of 
the Refugee Convention. As we all know, 
UNHCR has a special responsibility under 
Article 35 to "supervise h e  impktat ionn  
of the Refugee Convention. But this 
provision does not create a monopoly on 
treaty oversight in favor of UNHCR. To the 
contrary, the Convention, as an 
international pact, is the ,responsibility of 
the states that signed it. As the mechanisms 
for enforcement of the Convention itself 
make dear, it is states that have the 
fundamental right and duty to ensure that 
other states actually live up to their 
obligations under the Refugee Convention. 
There is nodung in Article 35 whlch 
precludes the states that are both the 
objects and the trustees of the refugee 
protection system from deciding to 
establish an arms-length mechanism to 
provide general guidance on, and oversight 
of, the Refugee Convention. Indeed, a 
move in hi direction is precisely what I 
believe is required now. 

In considering this task, a first question 
must surely be: Why is it that the Refugee 
Convention, virtually alone among major 
human rights treaties, still has no 
freestanding mechanism to promote 
interstate accountability? 

3 
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In part, it is a question of history. The 
Refugee Gonventim was the second major I 
hurnan rights treaty adopted by the United 
Nations, having been preceded only by the I 
Genoclde Convention. It is noteworthy that 
the Genocide Convention, like the Refugee 
Convention, is not externally supervised. 
In part, then, the absence of an external 
supervisory mechanism for the Refugee 
Convention is simply a reflection of the 
htorical realiq that, in the late 1940s and 
early 19505, the entire idea of interstate 
supervision of hurnan rights was new, 
potenually threatening, and not truly 
accepted by states. Yet with the adoption 
of the human rights covenants and more 
specialized treaties beginning in the 
mid-1960s, the establishment of an 
independent mechanism for interstate 
oversight of the human rights treaties has 
become routine. Unless there is some 
good, principled reason why refugee law 
should be immune from this general 
commitment, it is high time to reverse the 
historical aberration by bringing the 
commitment to oversight of refugee law 
into line with the practice in human rights 
law more generally. 

It might be suggested, however, that it 
was - and is - the existence of a United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
that distinguishes refugee law from every 
other UN human rights project. Only in 
refugee law is there an international 
organization assigned exclusively to 
supervise implementation of the treaty. At 
best, other UN human rights treaties can 
rely on the recently established, generic . 
authority of a (grossly under-funded) UN 
High Commissioner for Human Rights. 
Because refugee law has its own 
institutional guardian in the person of the 
High Commissioner, it might be thought 
that any additional mechanism for 
omsight would be superfIuous. 

I believe that this would be a tragic 
error of judgement. UNHCR clearly makes 
some essential contributions to oversight of 
the Convention via its supervisory 



authority codified in Article 35. In 
particular, the Department of International 
Protection (DIP) has real expertise in 
assisting governments to draft policy and 
lewlation; in engaging directly and 
indirectly in defensive case interventions; 
and in organizing and conducting refugee 
law outreach and training. DIPS role is 
complemented by the critical function of 
UNHCR's Executive Committee, which 
symbolically reaffirms the commitment of 
states to refugee law, and provides 
democratic legitimacy to the agency's work. 
There is therefore no need for a 
mechanism of international oversight to 
take on any of these roles. 

But there are also some things that are 
usually understood to be central to a 
meaningfd project of international 
oversight that UNHCR does less well, and 
is perhaps not ideally positioned to take 
on. In practice, neither DIP nor EXCOM 
has done enough to provide systematic, 
non-crisis policy guidance on the substance 
of refugee law, carefully anchored in the 
real context of protection challenges. There 
has been a lack of leadership in the design 
of mechanisms to implement burden and 
responsibility sharing, so as to enable the 
imperatives of refugee law duties to be 
reconciled to the political and social 
realities of asylum states. There has not 
really been a genuinely inclusive range of 
voices, including those of refugees 
themselves, brought into the supervisory 
process. And not enough efforts have been 
made to empower local institutions to 
make enforcement of refugee rights 
meaningful in a way that no international 
institution can ever aspire to do. These are 
all examples of the kinds of work which, in 
most other contexts, are entrusted to an 
autonomous supervisory body. 

Beyond the importance of setting 
reasonable expectations for the sorts of 
supervisory tasks that UNHCR, should itself 
be expected to take on, there are two more 
fundamental reasons why vesting UNHCR 
with sole responsibility to oversee the 
Refugee Convention is not a credible 
proposition. 

First, UNHCR has been fundamentally 
transformed during the (1990s from an 
agency whose job was, in large measure, to 
serve as trustee or guardian of refugee 
rights as implenknted by states, to an 
agency that is now primarily focused on 
direct service 'delivery. Simply put, 
UNHCR is no longer at arms-length from 
the implementation of refugee protectioA. 

' In most big refugee crises around the 
world today, UNHCR is - in law or in 
fact - the means by wbch refugee 
protection is delivered on the gound. 
UNHCR therefore faces a dilemma, in my 
view. Either it must return to concentrating 
on the implementation of its core 
supervisory responsibhties, and leave what 
has become the majority of its operational 
mandate to others; or it must concede that 
it cannot ethically supervise itself, and 
endorse the estabhhment of a genuinely 
arms-length body to ensure the oversight 
of the Refugee Convention. 

Second, the difficulty with relying solely 
on UNHCR to oversee the Refugee 
Convention is that it encourages states to 
avoid the meaningful accountability 
between and among themelves that is at 
the root of the entire international human 
rights project. Because states presently take 
little if any direct responsibility for 
ensuring that their fellow states live up to , 
international refugee law obligations, the 
dynamic of persuadmg, cajoling, and 
indeed shaming of partner states - so 
critical to the success of the international 
human rights project in general - is 
largely absent in refugee law. It is simply 
too easy to leave the task to UNHCR. 

Yet, as we all know, UNHCR is not 
really positioned to apply meaningful 
forms of pressure on states. UNHCR is, 
after all, an entity with a tiny core budget, 
and which is effectively dependeq on the 
annual voluntary contributions of a very 
small number of powerful states, virtually 
none of which has been predisposed to 
empower UNHCR to act autonomously to 
advance a strong regime of international 
refugee protection. Yes, these states have 
been generous in providing funds for 
refugee relief and for humanitarian 
assistance. But too often they have either 
avoided or, on occasion, evaded UNHCR's 

insistence on the importance of protection 
principles. Recent tragic events'off the 
coast of Australia, an4 the legally 
indefensible domestic reaction to the 
attempt to bring intematioqil law to be=, 
on Australia, are more than adequate 
testimony to this problem.' I 

Moreover, because UNHCR is, and will 
remain, politically and fiscally constrained 
by design, it cannot reasonably be expected 
to provide the sort of strong voice in favor 
of unflinching attention to refugee , , , 
protection that is now required. There may 
also be no good reason to compromise 
UNHCR's on-the-ground efforts to 
promote implementation of the Refugee 
Convention - which do freqqenMy rhuire 
compromise and even expedieilcy in the 
interest of saving )lives - by forcing that 
same organization to be the source of" 
critique and broad guidance on acceptablg 
intemational practice under the Refugee 

' 

Convention. Nor G y  it be reasonable to 
expect UNHCi as an interstate 
organization; to devise the sorts of complex 
political mechanisms - involving 
internationd burden and responsibility 
sharing - that are critical to the continued 
efkctiveness of refugee lpw in the modem 
world. 

In short, my point is that those of us 
concerned to advance refugee protection 
would be ill-advised to limit the scope of 
our thnkmg'to models that are housed 
within, or functionally intertwined with, 
the work of UNHCR as an international 
organization. By the same token, UNHCR 
as an organization would be ill-advised to 
insist that any mechanism to reinforce 
oversight of the Refugee Convention be 
situated within its walls. To do so may 
simply constrain its operational /,a 

effectiveness in protection and other fields, 
and reinforce the current sense of despair 
among many UNHCR staff brought on by 
expectations not matched by either 
political independence or f~cal  autonomy. 
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Because no precise model of oversight 
for the Reluge Convention will be 
adopted imminently, there is no need to 
rush to embrace any p@cular approach. 
Having waited 50 yea?, it is better to take 
the time to engage @ asolid, broadly based 
initiative to build a ~ ; e ~ h a n i m  of oversight 
that wb11 withstand the test of time. We 
must comrnit ou~~elves to a process of 
learning t$e lssons of human rights 
history, and of thinldng hard and creatively 
about the -text-specific goals of 
overseeing refugee law. Only on the basis 
of such a process will we be able to put 
f o m d  a model for serious, genuinely 
responsive oversight of the Refugee 
Convention. 
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I - equal informed 
consent? 

r 

By Carl E; Schneider, '79, 
. . and Michael H. Fame11 

The human understanding is not a dry light, 
but is infused by desire and emotion, which 
give rise to 'wishful science.' For man prefers 
to believe what he wants to be true. He 
therefore rejects difficulties, being impatient 
of inquiry; sober things, because they restrict 
his hope; deeper parts of nature, because of 
his superstition; the light of experience, 
because of his arrogance and pride, lest his 
mind should seem to concern itself with 
things mean and transitory; things that are 
strange and contrary to all expectation, 
because of common opinion. 

- Francis Bacon 
Novum Organum 

For many years, a principal labor of 
bioethics has been to find a way of 
confiding medical dedsions to patients and 
not to doctors. The foremost mechanism 
for doing so:has been the doctrine of 
informed consent. The theory ot,and hopes 
for that doctrine are well captured in the I 
influential case of Canlerbury v. S p e m  (464 
F2d772,780 [DC Cir 19721): "True 
consent to what happens to one's self is the 

I informed exercise of a choice, and that 
entails an opportunity to evaluate 
knowledgeably the options available and 
the risks attendant upon each." 

Anxious as bioethicists and courts have 
been to promulgate this doctrine, they 
have been less anxious to discover how 
well it works. The bioethical tradition has 
been far more interested in articulating , principle than testing practice. But as Law 
School Professor Don Herzog drolly warns, 
"theory had better not be what you get 

' when you leave out the facts." So in this 
chapter we will reflect on the empFcal,, 
literature on informed consent and present 
some findings of asstudy on the way men 
decide whether to use PSA (prostate ' 
specific antigen) screening to detect 
prostate cancer. Ths will lead us to reflect 
on the limits of informed consent. 

The success-of informed consent 
I depends on two things. First, patients must 

be able to understand and remember the 
information doctors give them. Second, 
patients must be able to analyze that 
infqnmtion and use it to make a decision. 
The first of these requirements has been 
studied extensively. Despite prolonged 
struggle to improve informed consent, 
success remains elusive. As Cassileth et al. 
wrote some ye'ars ago, "It is well known 
that many patients, despite all efforts to the 
contrary, remember or understand little of 

The following essay is hasedan a talk I 
delivered last summer in England and on I--- 
the chapter '"Information, Decisions, and the 
Limits of Informed Consent," in (Michael 
Freeman and Andrew D. E Lewis, eds.) law 
and Medicine: Current Legal Issues 2000, 
Volume 3 (Oxford University Press, 2000). 
This version appears with permission of 

I 
the publisher. I 

what they agree to during the consent 
process." And as Cassileth et a different al. 
said, studies of informed consent "have 
shown that patients remain inadequately 
informed, even when extraordinary efforts 
are made to provide complete information 
and to ensure their understanding. This 

I appears to be t rue regardless of the amount 
of information delivered, the manner in 
which it is presented, or the type of 
medical procedure involved." What is 
worse, the sicker patients become, the less 
they understand and retain. 

- - 
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The second requirement for the success 
of informed consent - that patients be 

I able to analyze the information they are 
gven - has, in contrast, been virtually 



- 

unsiudied. We have been interested in 
~ r h a t  paiienls hear, bul not in how they 
consider what they hear. Yet what evidence 
we have is deeply unsettling. As Irving 
Janis says, "[Tlhe stresses of making inajor 
decisions and the various ways people deal 
~ i i i h  those stresses . . . frequently resuli in 
delective forms ol problem solving t h a ~  fail 
to meet lhe siandards ol rational decision 
making." 

In The Praclice O J A L L ~ O ~ Z O I ~ Y :  Palienis, 
Docioi-s, ancl Medical Decisions (Oxford 
Universi~y Press, 1998), Schneider suggesis 
ihai most people regard making decisions 
of all ltinds as forbidding work and that 
inedical decisions are excepiionally 
challenging. Doctors thelnselves must often 
iq7 to draw sound conclusions from 
dynamic and unreliable data and 
problematic theories. Thus, the 
information patients receive is often 
frustratingly unceriain. Worse, doctors 
most comforlably speak to patients in the 
language of medicine, a tongue thal 
dismays even the brightest and best- 
educated patients. And while inforn~ation 
cannot be put in completely objective 
terms, often neither doctor nor patient 
recognizes rhe assumptions and 
preferences recommendations silently 
embody. 

Tlze Practice of Auto~zon~y further suggests 
that medical decisions are made yet harder 
because of their social and moral concext. 
Medicine is becoming bureaucratized. This 
means [hat an astonishing number of 
people may have information and opinions 
to contribute to a medical decision, that 
the players change rapidly, and that 
responsibility is diffused. 111 addition, while 
some inedical decisions present a single 
issue a1 a single moment, more often 
patients face a series of decisions over days 
or even mon~hs  whose individual 
inlportance is often not apparent at the 
time. Even the non-medical aspects ol 
inedical decisions inay boggle patients. For 
instance, people's "values" are often more 
obscure than the theory of infonlled 
conse i~~  assumes, and (reasonably enough) 
they change over tinhe and wit11 experience. 
Nor will it always be clear what 
coilciusions are to be drawn even lrom 
well-esiablished and s~able preferences. 

Furthermore, most medical decisions 
are made by sick people, and sicltness 
impairs ~hought. When you are ill you are 
weary. When you are ill you are diverted 
by a reginlent of unfanliliar problems, not 
least reconciling yourself to your disease, 
reconstrucling your fulure, and coping 

with tlhe quoiidian. You may want to avoid 
facing the dismal facts of your illness. You 
may even wail1 to "deny" your condition 
(which may be quite a wise deceplion). 
You may not find your medical condition 
absorbingly interesting. (We even have a 
pejorative term - valetudinarian - for 
people LOO fascinated by their illness.) And 
you may be so frightened that you cannot 
think lucidly and dispassionately. 

All this may help us understand why 
Janis speaks so discouragngly about how 
patients address decisions. It also helps 
explain the emerging evidence about how 
patients go about making decisions. 

One of the plainest elemeihts of that 
evidence suggests that patienis often make 
decisions wiih a rapidity that forecloses the 
systematic deliberation many students of 
decisions prescribe and the doctrine of 
informed consent presupposes. This has 
been most extensively studied among 
people asked to dollate a kidney, who tend 
to decide instantly whether to donate or to 
decline. As one study put it, "Not one of 
the donors weighed alternatives and 
rationally decided. Fourteen of the donors 
and 9 of the 10 donors waiting for surge97 
stated that they had made their decision 
immediately when the subject of the 
kidney transplant was first mentioned over 
the telephone, 'in a split-second,' 
'instantaneously,' and 'right away."' In 
short, "all the donors and potential donors 
inteniiewed . . . reported a decision- 
making process that was immediate and 
'irrational' and could not meet the 
requirements adopted by ihe American 
Ivledical Association to be accepted as an 
'infoimed consent."' 

The most detailed, circumstantial, and 
livid descriptions of how patients malie 
medical choices appear in the memoirs so 
many of them have written about the 
esperlence of illness. hiIany of these 
memoirs, like the studies of kidney donors, 
report truncated decisions. For one 
lymphonla patient, lor " [n] ot 
even a split second was needed to opt for 
cl~emotherapy despiie all I had heard 
about ~ t . "  

Such illstaih~aneous decisions are 
possible partly because many patients seem 
to fix on one factor, make it the basis of 
decision, and then close their minds to 
new data. (This psychological consenratism 
is often called the "anchoiing heuristic.") 
Penny Pierce, one of the closest students of 
how patients nzalie medical decisions, 
reports such thinking among many of the 
breast cancer patients she studied. 
Schneider frequently obse~ved it among 

people asked to choose a dialysis modality. 
Such patients 

"Often seem to listen until they hear 
some arresting fact and then make it the 
basis of their decision. For instance, as 
soon as some patients hear that 
hemodialysis requires someone to insert 
two large needles into their arm three 
times a week, they opt for whatever the 
alternative is. When some other patients 
hear peritoneal dialysis means having a 
tube protruding from their abdomen, they 
choose "the other kind oi  dialysis." 

Not only do many patients decide 
quickly and consult only a few criteria - 
or even a single criterion - but even 
patients well educated and reflective 
enough to mi te  memoirs regularly describe 
no decisional process at all. Instead, they 
invoke intuition, instinct, and impulse. An 
AIDS patient, for example, wrote. "I've 
learned to listen to my inner voice for 
guidance when choosing treatments. If I 
get what Louise refers to as a 'ding' (a 
strong instinct) about a vitainin, herb. 
drug, or other treatment, I try it." A 
multiple sclerosis patient "got a flash," 
found that a "little light flashed inside my 
head," came to "trust my instuzcu and 
intuition," and asked why she should not 
"play my l-iunches." Even the patients most 
committed to making their own decisions 
3n rational bases often cannot, even in 
retrospect, explain their choices. For 
mstance, a k c e  sociologst with prostate 
:ancer who was virtually a poster-boy for 
?atlent autonomy, wrote, "Withoui 
knowing precisely why or being able to 
?rovide a clear rationale, I decided I would 
~ s k  Peter Scardino to perform mny surgery." 

A case study: screening for 
Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) 

Our sunrey of the evidence about the 
.wo requirements for successlul informed 
:onsent suggests two things. First, we have 
I great deal of evidence about h o ~ v  much 
~atients understand and retain of what 
.hey are told by their doctors about their 
nedical choices: In brief, troublingly little. 
,econd, we have little evidence about how 
xtients analyze what they hear and 
:emember. BLIL ihat evidence gives us good 
-eason to doubl: that tlheir analyses meet 
.he expectations of the bioethicists who 
id~~ocate infonned consent or the judges 
vvl~o demand it. 

To gain further insight into the way 
~atieilts think about their medical choices, 
et us examine a case study. The mosL 
:ominon cancer among men attacks the 



prostate. Traditionally, physicians tried to 
detect prostate cancer before its symptoms 
became acute by "digital rectal 
examination," that is by trylng to feel the 
cancer in the prostate. However, this 
method is roughly as effective as it is 
pleasant, at least wllere the cancer is in its 
early stages. This made it seen1 desirable to 
find another way of identifpng men with 
this cornnlon and potentially fatal disease. 
The best current way to do so arises from 
the fact that distressed prostates emit 
abnormally high levels of prostate-specific 
antigen (PSA). A number of physicians 
thus favor screening men by testing their 
blood for elevated PSA levels and then, 
where the PSA is elevated, performing 
ultrasound examinations and, usually, 
biopsies. 

Other physicians, however, disagree. 
These PSA skeptics make several points. 
First, they observe that many things 
besides prostate cancer can distress a 
prostate and that therefore the PSA test 
provokes numerous biopsies that reveal no 
cancer. Indeed, at least 70 percent of the 
men with elevated PSA levels do not have 
cancer. The 30 percent who do from the 
70 percent who don't are generally 
distinguished through a biopsy of the 
prostate. While the PSA test is relatively 
inexpensive and only trivially burdensome 
(it is a blood test often performed on men 
who are already having blood drawn for 
some other purpose), few men find the 
biopsy agreeable. Furthermore, it is both 
eqensive and fallible. 

Second, opponents of PSA screening say 
that most prostate cancer grows so slowly 
that most men who have the disease do not 
die from it. Autopsies of men who did not 
die of prostate cancer found evidence of 
the disease in a quarter of the 65-year-olds 
and 40 percent of the 85-year-olds. One 
estimate is that 10 percent of all men 
contract prostate cancer but only two to 
three percent of these actually die or suffer 
seriously from it. This suggests that for 
most men, inaction may be the best 
reaction to a diagnosis of prostate cancer. 

Third, opponents of PSA screening note 
 hat the treatments for prostate cancer - 
surgery and radiation - can be painful 
and that they are likely to cause quite 
trying complications. Seventy percent of 
the men treated suffer temporary 
impotence or incontinence, and 30 percent 
of those treated suffer lrom one of these 
conditions permanently. Others have 
persistent infections. Since the treatment 

hiill be unnecessary for many men, this 
means that these complications would - 
for those men - have been pointless. For 
a number of other men, treatment will not 
work. For these men, the unpleasantness 
and complications of treatment may well 
outweigh its benefits. 

The studies necessary to determine 
whether PSA screening is on balance 
worthwhile are under way but are years 
from completion. Meanwhile, opponents 
of screening say there are hints that 
screening - on the average - increases 
life expectancy by only a few days and that 
screening even rcd~lces one's "quality 
adjusted" life expectancy lead by a few 
days. In short, the PSA skeptics fear that, 
on average, screening does not improve 
health and longevity and thus is not worth 
the cost. 

A number of attempts have been made 
to resolve this controversy anlong 
physicians by bringing them together to 
issue guidelines. These attempts, however, 
have failed. Instead, these groups have 
recommended that each patient be g;l\7en 
the evidence and decide for himself. In 
short, the medical dispute among doctors 
has been deferred to their patients under 
the aegs of informed consent. 

How well will this work? How will men 
confronted with these conflicting 
arguments analyze them? To find out, we 
interviewed 40 men who were 40 to 65 
years old. They varied widely in income 
and occupation. The men were on average 
better educated than the American 
population. Only nine of them had no 
college experience, and three of these did 
not finish high school. 

The interviews were generally held in 
the interviewee's home and lasted from one 
to two hours. A central feature of the 
interview was an attempt to gve the men 
the lund of information about whether to 
be screened for PSA that an esceptionally 
conscientious physician who was 
struggling to be as neutral as possible 
would offer. In other parts of the interview, 
the men were also asked about their 
health, their experience with prostate 
problems and tests, their relationships with 
physicians, their views about participating 
in medical decisions, and their skill in 
handling simple arithmetic. 

Strikingly, the interviewees generally 
seemed committed to making the kind or 
folmally correct cost-benefit decision that 
has ~raditionally characterized the medical 
literature on medical decisions. A number 
of men not only aspired to inalte sound 
decisions, but felt obliged to do so. They 
disparaged friends or even spouses who 

had avoided the responsibility ol making 
illedical decisions. They often spolte 
conten~ptuously of such people and their 
dangerous course. 

The interviews were stix~ctured to 
promote the kind of rational decisions to 
which the participants seemed LO aspire. 
The ~nterviewer presen~ecl the relevant 
medical data in nluch the way a carelul 
physician might (although at much greater 
length than most physicians would have 
time for) and tried to come as close as 
possible to 111e idea envisioned by the 
medical groups that have called for doctors 
to give patients the information they need 
to decide for thenlselves whether to be 
screened. 

The thinking of 40 men over a 
prolonged discussion is not easily 
summarized. When humans speak, their 
ideas are fluid, incomplete, and even 
contradictory. These men were no 
different. Nevertheless, two central and 
significant generalizations are inescapable: 
First, only two of the 40 seemed to change 
their minds about PSA screening despite all 
the information they were given. This may 
be partly because three-quarters of them 
had already had a PSA test and because 
prostate cancer and screening for it have by 
now entered into public discourse. 

Second, despite the professed desire of a 
number of these men to make their own 
rational decisions, and despite the 
exceptionally favorable circumstances for 
doing so, almost every participant 
repeatedly reasoned in ways that seemed at 
odds wit11 his own aspirations. More 
specifically, participants frequently seemed 
swayed by unexainined assumptions, 
which led them to ignore or 
misunderstand the info~mation they were 
given. More specifically still, the 
interviewees relied crucially on what might 
be called principles of iolk wisdom. An 
examination of some ol these principles 
will reveal much about the way ~hese illen 
though1 about the problem they 
confronted. 

Prevention is good. Public health and 
cancer education seemed LO have done 
their job almost too well. Participants had 
fully imbibed the principle that 
"prevention" is betler than treatment, that 
nothing is more crucial to comlsa~ing 
cancer than catching it early, and that 
screening is \he first step in early detection. 
Thus one respondent said, 



My mother is a retired registered nurse. 
I've got a lot of health professionals in my 
family. I've been aware of health and 
healthcare all my lire. . . . I've been 
blessed with good health, Tor the most 
part, and I just did not want to run the 
iisk. I didn't want to do something 
stupid. . . . [l]f there's a test, or an exam, 
or something, I'm going to take it. . . . I 
just want to be preventive, instead of 
[regretting] after the fact. 

And another: 

[My body's] like a machine. . . . 
[I][ there's a flat tire, I'll go ahead and 
change it. If the oil's low, I'll go ahead 
and change it. . . . It's by taking 
preventive measures like this [test] I've 
been able to maintain a reasonable 
amount of good health. . . . 

And in like vein: 

Respondelzl: I honestly believe that 
knowing, and having the option of 
prevention, outweighs all the other risks 
[of PSA screening]. . . . [Ilf you do the 
proper things, it's just like starting a car. 
You can have the key, and if you don't 
unlock the door and stick it in the 
ignition, you're not going anywhere. But 
if you do the proper things: stick the key 
in the door, unlock the door, stick it in 
the ignition. put the seatbelt on for safety, 
. . . you're going to go somewhere. . . . 
This is good sense, this is good medicine. 

bztel7iie~~er: So you've said that 
'prevention' really overrides this 
uncertainty about PSA? 

Respoizdeizt: The availability of prevention 
has to be part of the system, part of the 
schedule of benefits [for an HMO]. . . . I 
mean, I think of prevention. I'm not 
always that way, but prevention - you're 
always in control of prevention. 

Of course, the intenie~arees were 
cominonly doing more ihan applying the 
general lesson ol prevention and screening. 
The advocates of PSA screening h a ~ ~ e  had 
much the be~ter of the controversy in tlze 
media, and ihe blessings of PSA screening 
seem to have been well preached by 
celebrities like Robert Dole and Arnold 
Palizler. As one of ihe participants 
remarked, prostate cancer "is all over the 
TV now." That has lzacl its elfects. 

IL is of course entirely reasonable LO 

believe  hat PSA screening is wise because 
it nlaltes il possible to detect disease early 
and thus to ireat ii ivore eflectively. The 
controversy over screening exists precisely 
because many estimable au~ho~ities accept 
that view. But such a position is reasonable 
only alter one has grappled with the 
proposition illat, in ilne parilcular case of 
PSA screening, the general argumeni in 
favor of screening does no1 work. Mainy of 

ihese nzen seemed so powerlully driven by 
an idealized version of "preven~ion" that 
they had difficuliy hearing, understanding, 
and analyzing a reason PSA screening 
mighi be desirable. 

To put the point a bit differently, 
screening ofieiz works just as it is supposed 
to. It worlts lor easily apprehended 
reasons. The virtues of screening have been 
drummed into ihe public over many years 
of viriuous adver~ising. A s  the passages 
quoted a moment ago suggest, screening is 
easily analogized to lamiliar and desirable 
practices, like routine mainienance of one's 
car. All one's educated intuilions, in short, 
make PSA screening seem like common 
sense and the arguments against screening 
seem foolish. Taking [hose arguments 
seriously requires an uncomfortable and 
burdensome re-examination of whai seein 
like settled questions. Personal experience 
suggests to most people that such re- 
examinations are rarely worth the effort, 
and they are thus resisted. 

Many of these men were also diverted 
from thinking clearly about ~lzeir choices 
by their tendency to call PSA screening 
"prevention." But PSA screening does not 
prevent disease, it reveals it. Effective 
prevention relieves people of any of the 
consequences of disease and treatment, 
and prevention is often virtually free of 
risk. On average, tlzen, prevention is much 
more effective than screening, and 
conflating the two makes screening more 
attractive than it nil1 often deserve. 

Control is Good. Some years ago, 
"con~rol fr-eali" a7as a term of 
disparagement. Today, Americans feel with 
increasing conviction that people need to 
take and maintain control over their 
circumstances. Conirol even takes on a 
moral dilzzension, for taking responsibility 
often means taking control. PSA testing 
appealed to a number of ihese men 
because It was a way of taking control and 
responsibility for ilzeir health: "[Tlhere are 
a limited number of things that you can 
control in your lire. . . . I like to keep as 
many of those as possible." PSA screening 
looked attractive because it was seen as a 
lornz of "prevention" and prevention was 
seen as a way ol having control: 
"[P]revention - you'i-e always in control ol 
prevention." hilore than half our 
participants used negaLive stories about 
other people ~v11o had failed to assume 
responsibilitji for their health by using 
PSA screening. 

Now, i f  they don't geL a PSA, and then 
they get [cancer], I have no sympatIly for 
'em. That's just stupid on their part, they 

could have prevented it, but didn't. They 
could all die for all I care. . . . [Wlhy 
should we pay for their unnecessav 
medical care? No doubt it's their doctor's 
fault, too; a doctor is supposed to prevent 
things, not ignore them. 

The association of PSA screening with 
"control" suggests another reason men may 
be reluctant to grapple with the argument 
against screening. That argument 
disturbingly suggests [hat, in the present 
state of knowledge, medicine fights 
prostate cancer ineptly. Taking t h a ~  
argument seriously means confronting 
medicine's limits with disquieting 
directness. In addition, that confronta~ion 
challenges another idea of psychological 
importance - that if you live right, you 
will live long, that you can avoid all harm 
il you are just careful enough. As one 
intermewee said, "If you avoid all these 
things that are bad they got these days. 
you'll be rewarded mith life. You have to 
take care of yourself, get the proper 
checkups and iests." In short, the desire for 
control provides anolher reason to accept 
PSA screening with little thought and to 
resist esaminiizg the argument against it.  

Information is Good. The sui-vey 
literature now insis~ently suggesis that 
mosl patients believe they want a good 
deal of infolmation about their illnesses. 
The participants in [his study shared a 
nearly axiomatic bellef that information is 
always good to have. Some of these nzen 
had quite plausible reasons. One common 
reason for wanting information is wanting 
good news. Some men see PSA testing not 
as a way of detecting cancer but as a may 
of healing comforting news: "[Ilf you have 
a negarive test, then you say, hey, you're 
really reassured that nothing is going to 
happen." 

Another colzllnon reason for wanting 
information is a belief that forewarned is 
forearmed. 

Everything affects our life, but that 
[prostate cancer] affects the end of your 
life, so you need to know-. . . . Nobody 
ant~cipates when they're gonna die. . . . If 
it happens, it happens, but if you know 
it's going to happen, you put yourself into 
an advantage situation of being able to 
accomplish things that you've put off, 
things that you've wanted to do, or . . . 
maybe espel-imental medication. . . . 

Or, as anoilzer man pui it. 

I would rather know what information's 
available, and which way to go. so I've got 
all the information to make some kind of 
a sensible decision of what I'm gonna do 
with myself. . . . 



Other ineil seemed comrniltecl to "more 
inlonnation" even if ils usef~llness inigl-~t be 
obscure. These men nlig11~ ach~o\vledge 
the possible disadvantages of PSA testing 
but then suges t  that even a misleading 
PSA is better than no test. One rnan said 
that a PSA test is - 

Not a gamble. I mean, do it. It's silly not 
to. . . . [Llogic would dictate the tests are 
there, they're available, and they're 
reasonably accurate, even if they're not 
100 pcrcent. 

As another iiztenwwec said, 

You're attempting to try and find out 
what's going on [with the prostate]. . . . 
[T]he PSA may not be exact, but at least 
it is soine measure, and as time goes on it 
will become more precise, but 
nonetheless, it's something. 

These men are reci-uitiiig a s~andard 
aphonsm froin common sense - t h a ~  half 
a loaf is better than none, that soine 
infonna~ion is always better than none. 
The apl~oi-ism is inappropriate, however, 
since the uncertainty lies not just in  he 
accuracy of the test, bul also in what to do 
if cancer is diagnosed. Few things seemed 
more counter-intuitive to many of these 
men than the suggestions that a lack of 
h~owleclge could be betler than 
knowledge. 

Even participants who seemed to 
acknowledge some of the arguments 
agalnst PSA screening emphasized how 
important "knowing" is. 

I didn't understand [PSA statistics 
before], to be honest with you. I didn't 
realize about all these numbers, and it 
may sound silly, but I still like the idea of 
doing the blood test, only because I'm 
always curious about these things, I just 
like to see. 

The same man said, 

But if I get a positive result, I'm not sure 
I'll do anything. The potential [adverse 
effects of treatment] here, would make 
life very unpleasant, [and] outweigh the 
small possibility of dying. 

He saw PSA screening, then, as a way oS 
puttlng off a clecls~on about how to 
respond to prostate cancer un~11  he cvll 
inoment of knowledge actually arrlved 

But iI I start to get a posltive result, then 
that's someth~ng I should find additional 
information about, look Into, you know, 
really make a d e c ~ s ~ o n  about 

O~lier  par~icipants put their preference 
for information in yet s~arker ~erins. As one 
[rankly said, "I can? explain why [I waul 
screening]. I just like to see tesu." And 

another participant fell so inlensely thal 
inforn~ation is good and ignorance bad that 
he saw the ai-gumeint against PSA screening 
as part of a conspiracy lo lzeep hiin in 
ignorance 

You can't put the genie back m thc bottlc. 
The awareness is there. People like 
myself arc spreading the word, of 
advantages of PSA. I don't care [if thc 
cancer] is latent or active. . . . [Wjho do 
you think shows up at those meetings [on 
cancer screening nights]? Opinion 
leaders, people that want the infornlation. 
Now, you [showed] your slatistical work 
[to mc], but it's the opinion leaders that 
tell 10 others. You unleashed the dragon. 
[The speaker at the screening night] said, 
pure and simple, just like that - . . . lie 
knows how many other groups are talking 
about [PSA]. 

There is, or course, inuch to be said for 
having inioi-malion about one's health. 
Ho~vevei-, here as with the other two 
axioms we have explored, the danger is 
that die simple pilnciple "information is 
good" operates so powerf~~lly and is 
accepled so unciitically that inen do not 
hear and consider the arguments that 
suggest that the information provided by 
PSA tests may be bought at a high price 
(because the PSA test itself produces so 
many false positives) and is unexpectedly 
uninforma~lve (because there is - in the 
mind of PSA slzeptics - no satisfactory 
evidence about what Inen 1~1th prostate 
cancer should do and thus reason LO lhink 
they should do nothing). 

Technology is Good. Another coinmoil 
element of folk wisdom in American 
culture is the steady progress of technology 
and medical science. Some of the 
intenilekvees saw PSA screening as the 
"slate of  he art" and believed they should 
talze advantage of the best medical science 
had lo offer. 

We already know about heart disease. 
We already lmow about certain forms of 
cancer that are caused by smoking. We 
h o w  about em~hvsema,  that's usually a * ,  

byproduct of smoking. Right now, 
prostate cancer is a treatable problem. 
You know, [PSA] is a good. Right now 
there isn't anything else. 

Soine saw bang  screened as a necessary 
hest step toward the nexL technology: 

If 1 were presented with a positive PSA 
test, I guess the most logical thing is to 
get a second confirming PSA test. But 
there will be another test that the medical 
community will come up with i11 the 
future, and that will work bettcr than the 
PSA. . . If 1 don't get the PSA, then I 
won't know to get that [other] test, I 
won't be able lo benefit from the advance. 

. . . Therc was a lime when the PSA didn't 
cxist, after all, and mcn were subject to 
cancer without waniing. Now, the PSA is 
here, and something else will be 
discovered soon. 

Statistics are Lies. A iiumber oS the 
participanLs scorned h e  argumenls agaiiis~ 
PSt-1 screening because  hey shared [he 
corninon Ainericail skepticisin or, aild eve11 
contempl lor, stalistics. That sltepticisni is 
suminarized by one man's use of [he cliche 
"you can prove any~liing you want ~vith 
statlslics." Siinilar doubts lecl oll~ei- men to 
such coi~clusions as a belief  hat all 
statistical uncei-tainty was au~omatically a 
"50-50 chance," so tlial eilher choice was 
appropriate, or a "toss-up." 

Respoltdel~t: The numbers [don't matter1 
. . . . I don't want to take chances with 
all that stuff. I might die, I might not. I 
might get those [side elfects of impotence 
and incontinence], I might not. Either 
way, I got a 50-50 chance, you know, 
I might as well guess. 

b~teiviavei-: Hmm. Remember those 
numbers here aren't exactly 50-50, your 
chances could be worse, maybe of getting 
a side effect, or maybe a lot better, like 
living for years without problems [from 
the cancer]. 

Respoi~dent: Yeah, I hear you. But 1 figure 
it's a gamble, an even chance either way, 
you know, 50-50. Since you don't know, 
you know you're saying 30 percent here, 
you might as well guess either way. You 
got an even chance of good or bad. 

This slzepticism of statistics could shade 
into an acid distn~st of those who 
purported to use them 

Now the person [who is] saying the PSA 
tests aren't that valid. . . . What would 
happen if their mother went in and got a 
pap smear, and it was positive, or their 
father went in and got a PSA that was a 
57 . . . Right then and there they'd want 
to do everything possible to see what was 
going on. Yet it's very easy for them to 
say, y o e  Blow down there, he may not 
havc it 'cause he's got a PSA of 5." When 
you start throwing statistics around, 1 
think it's a cop-out, in a way, for these 
people. I always say, "[Ilf I was your 
mother or father, or your son or your 
daughter, what would you do?" And if 
they're telling the truth, they're gonna 
say, "[Wlell I'd do everything possible." 

"I knew someone once who . . ." One 
of the best-studied delects in hu~nan  
reasoning is the tendency to prefer a few 
vlrrld examples to sysleinatic but dry 
stat~stical data The parlic~pants in 1111s 
study were as prone LO  his falling as 



anyone else The interviews were strewn 
w t h  storles of lrlends and relatives who 
had been saved by Lestiiig 

I think my impression initially was that 
[my physician] didn't want to do the test, 
and I insisted that we do it. You know, 
1'11 make the decision about what I'm 
going to do. . . . I think about Bo 
Schembechler [one-time University of 
Michigan football coach and a sainted 
name in Ann Arbor], he had a prostate 
operation, and [a friend of mine], and 
somebody else, a pretty renowned citizen 
- oh! Schwarzkopf, General 
Schwarzkopf. 

Often these slories did not involve PSA 
screening, but rather involved quite 
different kinds of cases, froni other blood 
LesLs such as cholesterol to decisions about 
children with coiigeniial heart disease. 

You know, a one in 1,000 chance may not 
sound like much, but I had an aunt that 
was told she had a one in 1,000 chance of 
having a blood clot go to her brain 
through a procedure she was going to 
have, and it happened. . . . [Ilt's all risky, 
but I still think it provides a framework 
for decision making even if it's not totally 
accurate, because you can't have complete 
accuracy. 

"If it weren't for bad luck, I'd have no 
luck at all." Finally, some men implicitly 
relied on old beliefs about a purposive 
fortune. At least six complained quite 
seriously about their bad luck. From this 
[hey concluded that PSA testing might be 
bad for the general population but 
necessary for themselves. 

Respondent: Oh, I understand you all 
right, and I don't think most people 
should have a PSA. . . . I still want it 
because bad things happen to me. I'm the 
guy with bad luck, the one percent. 

I~~tel-victc~er: You told me you don't have a 
family history of cancer, right? 

Resyo~~delit: Yeah, but I'm just like [the 
men with a family history]. . . . I'll get 
cancer because I get everything else. 

This PSA study does not, of course, 
prove that people male medical decisioi~s 
badly. It does, ho\vever, suggest a 
hypothesis [hat niajr help explain lioiv 
patients so often seem to be able to make 
medical decisions with inore rapidity than 
the complexity ol their choices might seem 
LO justily. Often,  he participants seem to 
have short-circuited their consideration or 
lallen back on axiomatic principles current 
in American cul~ure. These principles are 
not necessarily problematic in thenzseh~es 
although some ol  them were (lilie ~11e facile 

dismissal of all statistics). The problem, 
rather, is  hat these principles seem so right 
(and inay in the proper circumstances be 
so unexceptionable) that [hey make it 
seductively easy for the participants 
conlronted with an unappealing and 
counler-intuitive proposition (PSA 
screening is not a good bet) LO dismiss the 
infornlation without reflecting on it and 
instead to leap to a conclusion. 

The cure for the ills of 
informed consent 

The problems patients have in 
unders~anding and retaining what they are 
told are well knokm. And evidence is 
beginning to accuinulate about the 
cliificulty patients have in analyzing the 
information [hey are gven and malung a 
sound dec~sion about it. The hypothesis we 
investigated in the preceding section helps 
substantiate the suggestions that patients 
often seem to resolve medical questions 
with a speed that would inhibit tlzouglztful 
consideration of the information presented 
to them. Added to the other doubts we 
have already reviewed about lzomr patien& 
receive and process information, the 
hpothesis raises questions about what can 
be hoped for Irom inforn~ed consent. 

The conventional response to concerns 
of this kind has most typically been: "The 
only cure for the ills ol informed consent is 
more Informed consent." Many of these 
suggestions have to do with ways of 
conveying information more eiiectively, as 
by improving the way forms are worded, 
or by having people other than doctors 
esplain choices to patients, or by making 
videos part of informed consent. As it has 
become clear that such changes do less 
than had been hoped, doctors have been 
urged to expand the range of information 
they impart and the range of situations in 
which they offer informed consent. 
(The movement away from guidelines and 
toward patient choice in PSA screening 
esernplifies the latter tendency.) A sense 
of the ambition - one inight alnzost say 
desperation - or these proposals is to be 
found by examining a recent article by 
Gellei- e l  01. (Gail Geller, et  nl., "'Decoding' 
Informed Consent: Insights from \\ioimen 
Regarding Breasi Cancer Susceptibility 
Testing," 27 Hastings Ce1ztt.1, Rcpoi-t 28, 
MarcldApl-il 1997). Alnoizg its 
recorninendations: 

There should be an "in-depth 
exploration by providers of patients' 
affective and cognitive processes," since 
" [plro~iders \vho rely on a disci-ete or 
short-tcrrm approach to iniormed 

consenl are unlikely to succeed a[ 
understanding fundamental patlent 
beliels and preferences and thereby have 
little hope of obtaining truly informed 
consent." 

"IL is particularly important in the 
area of gene~ics and genetic testing for 
provider-palient interactions to explore 
uncertainties and limitations both in the 
provider's ow11 knowledge and in the 
state of the science." 

"[Ilf thejr are to facilitate truly 
infornzed decision making on the part 
of their patients, providers must 
understand ancl disclose their own 
motivations, beliefs, and wlues to 
patients." 

"Concerns about aulonomy should 
be broadened from a sole focus on the 
voluntariness of the decision itself to 
include a focus on the voluntariness of 
the decision making process. . . 

providers ought to explore what lzind of 
role expectations the patient has for 
herself and her provider." 

Finally, "informed consent ought to 
be individualized . . . and tale place in 
the context of an ongoing relationship 
with a tiusted healthcare provider." 

People are driven to such effulgent 
visions of informed consent in part b j ~  the 
strength of the autonomist ideal in 
American life, law, and medicine. More 
particularly, they are not insubstantially 
motivated by the rise of the view among 
some bioethicists and even some doctors 
and patients that, as a matter of good 
medical practice and even as a matter of 
moral duty, patients ought to make their 
own medical decisions even if they would 
rarlzer delegate them to someone else. 
Those who espouse this "mandatory 
autonomism" must hope to perfect 
infonlled consent [or want oS a better may 
of achieving their goals. 

The limits of informed consent 
One interpretation oi  the PSA study this 

paper describes is thar informed consent 
was a success, that the men tooli the 
information they were given and applied 
their o ~ v n  "values" to it, with the results we 
have seen. This is true at least in the 
narrow (but not tii~ial) sense that people 
funnulate and evince their values by 
making decisions. It is also true in the 
sense that these men gen~lindy subscribe 
to the culturally axiomatic ideas on \vhich 
they relied. 



But tbere is an in~portant sense 111 \vlllch 
this interpretation of the study seems Calse. 
It is unlikely that the inen wanted to ilzake 
decisions in the \\ray they seem to haire 
done. Indeed, when asked aboul how they 
wanted to make decisions, ihe inen ill the 
study tended to espouse quite conventional 
vie\vs ol how decisions ought to be made. 
Most people want to make decisions as 
well as they can. Most people believe that 
making good decisions 1-equires listening to 
the arguments 011 both sides carefully 
enough to understand  hem. One might 
even wonder whether these men were 
aware of how  hey were making decisions. 
Possibly, but probably not, since the 
ps)~chological mechanism at work is one 
u7hlcl1 ordinai-ily does not reveal itself to its 
user. 

Nor is the way the men often seemed to 
be reasoning consonant with the princ~ples 
of infolnled consent as they have ordix~arily 
been understood. Those principles assume 
that patients will grapple as dil-ectly with 
the advantages and disadvantages of their 
medical choices as possible. why proffer 
substantial a111ounts of difficul~ infornlation 
about difficult choices if consideration of 
them is thus to be short-circuited? 
Furthen~lore, there is a public interest in 
having them reach sound decisions, both 
because the cost of meclical care is 
generally shared and because the lives of 
patients are valuable to  he people around 
them and even society at large. 

This paper has expressed doubts about 
how well patients hear and remember what 
they are  old and about how well they are 
able to reflect on the choices presented to 
them But what is to be concluded from 
these doubts! Should informed consent be 
abandoned! Ol  course not. This is not the 
place for a full-scale reconsideration of 
inionned cons en^; this paper will have 
done its job if it directs attention to the 
grotesquely understudied issue of how 
patients make medical decisions. But a few 
words of clarification are no doubt needed. 

The doub~s this paper has expressed 
about informed consent do not require 
aiiy~hing like abandoning inlormed 
consent. There are many reasons for this 
but space for only a lew. First, sometimes 
informed consent worlts in something like 
the way bioethicists ancl courts envision. 
Some people are well situated to malie 
medical clecisioiis. Some "medical" 
decisions can be well made by many 
patients. Second, iliost people want at least 

some of the inSol-malion the doctrine oS 
informed consenL intends for them to have. 
Third, some of the information given in 
iilfonned consenl helps patients care Cor 
their illness better even if it does not help 
them make inedical decisions. Fourth, 
informed consent may have value even if it 
is only a ritual, for it reminds doctors of 
their duties of concern and deference to 
their palients, dulies it 1s eas~7 for h e m  to 
forget and neglect in the press of the other 
duties that surround them. 

The question, then, is not whether to 
discard informed consent, but what to 
expect of it. The inaterial surveyed in t11is 
paper raises the possibility that there are 
real limits to our ability to solve the two 
problems of inlonned consent and thus to 
what it is reasonable to hope for from it. 
The PSA study illustrates a number of 
those limits. Not the leas1 of these is time. 
In the artificial setting of this study, time 
could be lavished on a single medical 
question in a way that would be flatly 
impossible in almost any ordinary medical 
situation. Yet inteniewees still came away 
from this educational extravagance without 
having fully understood and confronted 
the arguments presented to them. 

But why is this surprising? Teaching 
and leaming are both humblingly difficult, 
as any student and any teacher knows. Yet 
teachers and students teach and learn in 
virtually ideal settings compared to those 
in which doctor and patient must labor. 
And when the subject of the teaching ancl 
learning is as fraught with disturbing ideas 
and with unrecognized and unreliable 
assumptions as medical clecisions, it is 
hardly surprising that people should 
almost stnlggle to avoid the task of 
leari-ting. 

Indeed, a substantial number of patients 
expressly say, when asked, that they do not 
want to make their own medical decisions. 
And the sicker patients are, the less likely 
they are to want to make their own 
medical decisions. The task of education is 
always daunling. How much more 
daun~i i~g must it be when the learners do 
not wish to use what is being taught? 

The PSA study suggests anotl~er 
practical limit on the scope of illlormed 
consent. The participants in that sludy 
seemed often to be relylng on powerful 
cultural axioms that allowed them lo 
dismiss much of what they were being 
told. They may noL fully have realized what 
they were doing, and it seeins likely that 
physicians trylilg to inlorm them would 
often not realize all that was going on in 
their minds. Furthermore, there is good 
reason to tl~ink that patients will often he 

ii-~fluenced by misapprel~ensions ol ~vhose 
existence or strength their physicians are 
unaware. For example, iL seems not to be 
generally thought thai patients who have 
agreed lo become researcli subjects 
considerably over-estima~e heir chances of 
beneliting from the experiineiltal treatment 
even virllen  hey have been told what [hose 
chances actually are. These research 
subjecls "systematically misinlei-pret the 
risl&eneli~ raLio or participation in 
research because they rail to ~~nclerstai~cl 
the underlying scieiltific methodology" 
(Paul S. Appelbauin et nl., "False Hopes 
and Best Data: Consent to Research and 
the Therapeutic Misconception," 17 
Hastings Ce~ztcr Rcport 20, 2 1, April 1987). 
And like the participants in the PSA study, 
they are saved from dilficult choices by 
misplaced reliance on a cultural truth: 
"Ivlos~ people have been socialized to 
believe that physicians (a1 least ethical 
ones) always pro~ide personal cal-e. It  inay 
 lier ref ore be very difficult, perhaps nearly 
impossible, to persuade subjects that this 
ellcounter is different. . . ." 

What is more, it appears that even 
willing physicians have had trouble in 
overcoming this kind of misapprehension: 

The invesligator in one of the projects we 
studied offered his subjects detailed and 
extensive information in a process that 
often extended over several days and 
included one session in which the entire 
project was reviewed. Despite this, half 
the subjects failed to grasp that treatment 
would be assigned on a random basis, 
four of 20 misunderstood how placebos 
would be used, five of 20 were not aware 
of the use of a double-blind, and eight of 
20 believed that medications would be 
adjusted according to their individual 
needs. 

Doctors should surely do 111eir best to 
give patients the inlormatioll [hey want. 
But it is time to consider the possibility 
that doctors will never be able to 
communicate to patients all the 
inlormation they need in a way that they 
can use effectively. I t  is the rare ph>~sician 
who has the skill and the time to probe 
deep enough into the patient's mind to 
discover the inisapprehensio~is of [act and 
the inapt reliance on ~ r u ~ l ~ s  that distort 
what patients hear and think about the 
probleins [hey lace. I t  may therefore be 
lime to acknowledge the limits of informed 
consent and to search elsewhere lor ways 
of helping patients secure ~vhat they want 
froin medicine. 
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By Eric Stein, '42 
The review of the four intergovernmental 

organizations, or IGOs (European Union 
[EU] , World Trade organization [WTO] , 
World Health Organization [WHO], and 
North American Free Trade Agreement 
[NAFTA]) confirms the correlation 
between the level of integration, on the 
one hand, and the intensity of the 
discourse on the democracy-legtimacy 
deficit, on the other. In an organization 
where the rule of consensus prevails and 
the area of activity is essentially techcal 
and relies on "independent" experts, the 
discourse does not arise or is muted. The 
debate about the WHO, confined 
generally to elites of experts and 
bureaucrats, is an appropriate example. At 
the point, however, where the member 
stat& become subject to majority vote and 
the organization's competence is broad 
enough to require the setting of priorities 
and medlation between coficting 
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interests and values, the level of 
discourse in democratic societies rises, 
and becomes linked to a more general 
debate on reforming the organization. 
This is what has happened in the 
evolving EU. In the WTO, the discourse 
originated in the use of the adjudicatory 
power of the institution. 

Propelled by the search for assured 
reciprocity, adjudication procedures have 
formed the vanguard in the path toward 
closer integration, offering legitimacy as 
an aspect of the rule of law. In the WTO, 
the NAFTA, and the European Union, 
however, the transfer of judicial power to 
international institutions raises questions 
of conformity with the national 
constitutions of the member states. 
Moreover, the scope of review of national 
legislation by the adjudicatory organs 
creates a potential conflict between the 
acts of the organization and the national 



law of a member state that reflec~s 
compeiing values. The poten~ial lor such 

is enhanced marlzeclly if the issue 
may be raised directly by a concerned 
inclividual or firm. Where, as illustrated 
by the European Community, some law 
of the international organization becomes 
directly applicable and enforceable in the 
domestic law of a member state, the rule 
o( law (and legi~imacy) is enhanced, but 
this system s~anding alone cannoL cure 
the democracy gap without incorporating 
political institutions that fit the idea of 
democracy. More generally, where norm- 
making facili~ies are not keeping pace, 
disproportionate reliance on non-elected 
adjudicatory bodies fans the democracy- 
legitimacy discourse. This proved to be a 
pobleln in  he early decades of the 
European Community ancl some see it as 
an emerging challenge in the WTO. 

In searching for remedies to the 
democracy-legitimacy deficit, one would 
logically look to the practice within the 
modem democratic states, as varied as 
this may be. Yet any such model of 
governance is ob~iously not transferable 
to the international level and 
idiosyncratic solutions are therefore 
required to fit a discrete organization. It 
has been suggested that the very idea of 
de~nocracy needs to be redefined for this 
purpose, but to my knowledge no 
general theory has emerged so far. 

One controversial idea would eschew 
representative democracy in international 
institutions such as the WTO and instead 
pursue h e  civic republican ("pariicipatoiy") 
approach based on institutional balance, 
broad deliberation, and consensus, 
bolstered by open access to policymaking 
lor interest groups and individual 
standing to litigate claims before tribunals. 
The question is - as the varied interests 
become increasingly affected - whether 
ultimately this sjatem could perform the 
essen~ial mediatoiy function of a 
representative democracy. 

In pursuing the principles of 
representative democracy, two remedies 
are sought: in tlze national procedures of 
the member states and/or at the 
international level in the stnlcture and 
functioning ol the particular organization. 
As demonstrated by the EU experience, 
those who see the member states not just 
as privileged actors but as "masters" of 
[he organization would seek to ilnprove 
representation and accountability 
rhrough national parliaments. This 
solution is lilzely to be the incliizatioiz of 

the "neo-realists," "neo-fui~ctioizalists," 
and "intergovemmentali~ts" of diverse 
hues. On the other hand, those who 
view the organization as a n~ultilevel 
governance regime, in which the 
member states wield significant influence 
in a complex process with a wide range 
of participants, would advocate more 
power lor the elec~ecl European 
Parliament of the EU. Thus, a dialectic 
tension exists, although both al~ernatives 
may be usefully pursued. 

At the national level, experience has 
shown that the legitimacy o f  a state's 
adhesion to an IGO. grounded in  he act , L. 

of approval by an elected legislature, 
dissipates quickly as the national 
delegation, appointed and instructed by 
the national executive, often acts within 
the organization in alliance with other 
delegations and IGO staff, and finds itself 
with little actual supenrlsion by, or 
accountability to, the national legslature. 
Several suggestions to reduce this 
deficiency have been advanced in the 
discourse: 

Members of the legislature and 
representatives of the private sector 
should participate in the negotiations 
for the constituen~ treaty and any 
major amendments, allowing space 
for confidential bargaining by the 
executive alone. Similar representation 
should be assured in the process of 
domestic implementation of the 
constituent treaty and acts of the 
organization. ~ a t i o n a l  referenda on 
appropriate major issues before an 
international institution may be useful 
in denzocratic states 
An ample flow of information from 
ihe national delegation to the 
legislature is a prerequisite to effective 
supei-\ision. A special legislative 
committee should be charged ~vi th  
this task. Contacts between national 
legislatures and the all-membership 
organs of the organization should be 
encouraged, including common 
sessions ("assizes" in the Europeaiz 
Union). 
Even in those national orders that do 
not confer dii-ect effect on tr-eaties, the 
donzestic courts of the rnenzber state 
should interpret national law in 
accordance with tlze state's obligations 
under the constituent treaty and the 
rules adopted by the international 
organization. 
All of these ideas deserve serious 

consideraiion. Some have been adopted, 
such as the procedure for the 

iizzplementation ol  the NAFTA in the 
United States and the special legislative 
committees in some member states of the 
European Union. The referendum route 
may not be practicable if complex texts 
are to be put before poorly informed 
voters or deeply fractured constituencies. 

Care must be taken as well that 
intervention by national legslatures is 
not carried so far as to impalr the 
working of the international institution. 

Despite their usefulness, national 
procedures alone can hardly be expected 
to meet the democracy-le~timacy 
requirement appropriate to the 
integration level of an IGO. Measures 
must also be sought at the level of the 
organization: 

Most sessions of the institutions, 
particularly rule-malzmg sessions, 
should be open to tlze public and 
documents, including draft proposals, 
should be placed on tlze Internet. 
I11 organizations at higher levels of 
integration, a standing consultative 
body composed of members of 
national parliaments might be 
established to assure greater 
accountability. 
Actual decision-making should not be 
confined to major powers acting in a 
club-like setting; the broad 
meiz~bership should have an 
opportunity for genuine par~icipatlon. 
Nongovernmental organizations and 
interest groups should be given 
adequate and fair access to the 
institutions for exchange of data and 
consultation. A normat i~~e framework 
should be devised for such 
participation. 
An inspection panel (such as that 
created by the World Bank) and an 
ombudsman should be appointed to 
receive citizen complaints of mal- 
adnzinistration. 
At low integration levels such as tlzat 
of the b\i?-IO, remedial measures 
should focus on transparency, 
openness to tlze outside world, 
accountable and elfective 
management, and policy results tlzat 
gain tlze constituenc)~~ acceptance. 
Some of the discrete features of the 
European Union may be transferable 
Lo international institutions, such as 
phased development, the vigorous use 
of institutional powers, the 
o~nbudsrnan mentioned a b o ~ ~ e ,  the 
procedures and preceden~ building of 
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the EU judiciary. the consultation 
system and a d ~ i s o ~  organs, measures 
to improve transparency, cooperation 
with national parliaments, and - 
depending on the level of integration - 
the efforts to advance the sense of 
common good and espectations. In 
principle. however, the transfer of any 
feature of one organization to another 
succeeds only if the basic contests of 
both are roughly comparable. 
Particularl>r at a higher lelrel of 
integration, dispersion of the 
organization's central po\ver should be 
sought through reliance on regonal 
and local authorities, and the 
principle of subsidiarity should be 
honored. Both regionalism and 
subsidiarity should be kept in mind in 
connection with all international 
institutions since only those powers 
that are necessary to deal with 
international problems should be 
centralized in IGOs. 
In the interest of legitimacy, if for no 
other reasons, IGOs and regmes 
should es-plore the ways of protecting 
the core of fundamental human rights 
within the confines of their 
competence. 
Several obsenrations regarding this list 

are in order. The new information 
technology, including the Internet, has 
already contributed to greater 
transparency and to enhancing the role 
of NGOs. A major problem has been 
finding a way to open up  the preparatory 
proceeding that precedes final action, 
while protecting genuinely confidential 
information and allowing space for 
confidential bargaining. The protesters 
against the WTO "club system" of 
decision making included not only 
NGOs but also government delegates 
from less developed countries - a signal 
to the WTO establishment. Generally, 
NGOs play a useful role, provided that 
they shun violence and are themselves 
democratic in their organization and 
transparent in respect of their 
constituency, internal proceedings, and 
sources of funding. 

Some participants in the discourse see 
the currently feasible measures as 
palliatives. They believe that nothing 
short of a radical restructuring of the 
international and regional systems can 
cure the democracy-legitimacy gap. 
Thus, in the WTO, private incli.iiduals 
and firms are to replace the member 
qovernments as the principal actors. In 
the European Union, voices in the 
judiciary and high political circles call for 

a federation (often not meaningfully 
defined) based on a European 
constitution as the only effective remedy. 

All of these "radical" measures are 
desicgned to inject the voice of individual 
citizens into the esclusi\~ely state-based 
structures. This could be accomplished 
in two major ways. First, individuals 
could be recognized as stakeholders with 
individual rights derived fron~ the 
constituent treaty and broadly enforceable 
by the domestic or supranational judiciary. 
A less intnlsi~~e alternative ivould be to 
enable a private party to pursue a specific 
claim in an arbitration proceedins, as in 
the NAFTA chapter on investment. In 
this contest, I have noted the vital 
differences between the European Union 
and the MJTO, which at this stage of 
integration make transfers of the basic 
features of the European Union difficult 
to envision. 

A second avenue toward broadening 
citizen participation would enlarge the 
structure by adding an assembly, elected 
directly by the people in the member 
states, kith powers to recommend norms 
and policy; such an assembly would 
eventually replace the organs of general 
membership represented by states and 
obtain lawmaking powers. As 
globalization progresses and democracy 
spreads worldwide, a "cosmopolitan" 
democracy could make possible - so 
goes the argument - the direct election 
by universal suffrage of a Global Peoples 
Assembly, with general competence to 
legislate where worldwide action is called 

for and to coord~natc the \\rork , . 
intematlonal lnstltutlons 

Hlston has taught us not to 
underest~mate the power of utopia Too 
often In the past l t  h ~ s  pro~recl cliff~cult t(  1 

foresec a systeii~~c change that would 
tum a utopian \ris~on ~ n t o  what R~charcl 
Fall< has callcd a "pol~tlcal project " But 
some of thc ideas adun~brated in thls 
sectlon, cspec~ally the world Ieglslature, 
postulate a radical transformat~on of thc 
present ~nternatlonal system As 
international integration a d ~ ~ n c c s ,  ne\iY 
actors - ~ntergovemmental, sub- 
governmental, and nongovernmental - 
have appeared on the ~nternat~onal 
scene; their number and Influences on 
the behawor of states have grown over 
the last few decades and hold "the 
potentla1 [for] spillover of democrat~c 
practices." However, In view of the 
enormous differences in the size, 
population, and powers of states (whlch 
are not about to fade away), as well as 
the persistent, deep-rooted differences In 
the peoples - cultural-ethnic, economic, 

and polltlcal - there IS little endence 
that the democracy-legit~mq gap can be 
filled by "Great and Desperate Cures," at 
the global level at any rate On the other 
hand, there 1s ample endence that 
creative, id~os>mcratic arrangements 
commensurate cvlth the respective le~rel 
of integration are called for In both the 
natlonal and the intemat~onal instltutlons 
to address the defic~t problem 
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